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BRIDGING CULTURES
A CHINESE ARTIST IN THE ILLAWARRA

ABSTRACT
Tie-Hua Huang began his childhood artistic training under the master painter Zhu
Qizhan in Shanghai. H e also k n e w Tang Y u n and other artists of that outstanding
calibre. T h e training he gained was in the traditional methods of Chinese art from
calligraphy and ink painting to seal-carving. His family had a love of the arts, both
traditional and contemporary, and had an outward, international vision. They had
built a collection of m a n y famous and valuable art-works. Life was totally changed
for the H u a n g Family by the Cultural Revolution and Tie-Hua Huang's art had to
change also, denying the traditions he had learnt.

His arrival in Australia in 1987 meant that he was not only dealing with the impact
a n e w environment, but was free once more to pursue the traditional work which
was so important to him. A s an artist he m a d e his environment the source for his
work, particularly the area where he settled—the Illawarra District of the South
Coast of N e w South Wales. The combination of his fresh vision of this 'new' land,
his contact with western art and the freedom to re-visit his traditional style has
allowed him to create works that give a n e w vision of the Australian landscape and
of the details of things that surround the artist in his everyday life.
The research led to a major exhibition of this work in the Wollongong City Gallery
in 1996. The annotations, with photographic records, that supplement the exhibition
give an autobiographical survey of the life and influences that have shaped the work,
including personal and social matters, tradition and modernity and the blending of
influences from east and west.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO THE HUANG FAMILY

As an artist I have devoted myself to studies in ink and wash technique for many
years in the hope that I will continue to develop a style within the Chinese literary
painting tradition. I a m always concerned with the attributes of calmness, power and
vigour which represent the most important unifying aspects of Chinese aesthetics
which have continued over one thousand years.

Literary painting laid its stress on spirit and what is called interests or vitality.
Figures and landscapes were produced within a painting language by brush and ink,
which have become symbols in their o w n right. This led to the element of line
becoming an important feature of the traditional oriental painting language and it
freed this art from its bondage to shape. The lines then emerge at yet another level of
expression to display the spiritual life within the painting. However, the meaning
embraced in the painting could be of numerous varieties in different times and by
different artists. The artistic connotation is rich and colourful, and the style differed
from one painter to another. F r o m the early Tang Dynasty [7th-10th centuries] to the
present day literary painting has shared some c o m m o n features: artists mainly sought
to present the emotion of literati and officialdom and led a solitary life. The
appreciation of the beautiful embraced ancient philosophies of Confucianism, and of
the religion of Buddhism. In the M i n g Dynasty, a scholar artist D o n g Qichang
suggested the separation of the Northern school, the same clan of painting and
calligraphy which divorced literary painting from the secular.
My intention has been to use this tradition as a scaffold which would allow me to
m o v e into a n e w direction combining both western and traditional oriental styles. I
always try to follow the approach of 'catching the spirit beyond the form', 'painting
in an impressionistic manner' which allows m e to 'cover the spirit vividly'. Chinese
literary painting does not so m u c h stress the reality in the form and logic of the plots,
it also seeks to cover the inner emotions within the artistic conception to create a
world within itself. There are three traditional categories, namely: super work, fine
work and skilful work. Only in modern times have artists been permitted the
freedom to modify and even break through the ancient constraints.

The first time I left China, I met some artists who managed to rid themselves of these
encumbrances. This meant they knowingly let go of traditional limitations and
m o v e d freely into a n e w world of creativity, inspired by great art works from the
western museums. I realised that all one should ask of the past is that it provide an
education in painting technique, including historical and philosophical information
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and painting skills. A s an artist living in a different cultural environment, I believe
the time is ripe for m e to combine the styles of both eastern and western traditions,
thus I have been attempting to express this n e w amalgamation through m y
imagination.
I was born in Shanghai, the largest city in China, on 11 October 1953, as the fifth
son in m y family. M y family's native town was Shaoxiong, a prosperous town in
Zhejing Province in Eastern China. M y grandfather retired after serving as a dentist
for the Royal Family in the 'Forbidden City' at Beijing, and then he m o v e d house
with his family to Shanghai in the second half of the 19th century. This was a period
of political crisis in China, witnessing the decline of the Qing Dynasty and the impact
of the presence of the West. A s a result of China's defeat in the O p i u m W a r by the
British and the subsequent treaty of Nanking in 1842, Shanghai became one of the
five treaty pons open to foreign trade and residence. With such economic prosperity
brought about by trade with the West, Shanghai became a major centre for culture
with m a n y people living in the trade port of Mandarins and Compradors w h o gained
in wealth and power through their involvement with western trade. This newly
acquired wealth enabled them to become patrons of the arts.
Most wealthy patrons became competent in languages and in dealing with
westerners. They were not educated in the traditional sense and therefore
were not attracted to the tastes of the literati. They acquired art works not
so m u c h for contemplation but to decorate their homes and business
places for prestige. They tended to collect contemporary art that they could
understand and relate to.1
It is a similar situation today in H o n g Kong.
This new cultural environment influenced my grandfather, who joined the artistic
circle and drew inspiration from the traditional folk woodblock illustrations in terms
of subject matter and brush technique. A s a m e m b e r of the Shanghai Art School, for
m a n y years he learned a great deal from old writings in the ancient traditional styles
which impressed him greatly. H e began to appreciate the decorative effect of the
inscriptions on bronzes, the decisiveness of characters on stone drums, and the
grandiose simplicity of steles which were two thousands years old. Attracted as he
was to the contemporary forms as well as the works by the masters from previous
eras, over time he studied all the archaic and contemporary styles in calligraphy and
demonstrated a unique ability in some of his work.

At the beginning of my grandfather's artistic career, archaic shapes were dominant in
his work, but gradually he developed his o w n characteristic form of expression
arising from his studies of the early traditional work. The hardness of his lettering
1

Mae Anne Pang, Painting in the Qing Dynasty, in 'Chinese Paintings of the Ming and Qing
Dynasties 14th-20th Century', Capon, E. & Pang, M.A., International Cultural Corporation of
Australia Ltd, Sydney, 1980, p. 92.
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began to moderate, acquiring the natural rhythm of writing. The composition of the
inscriptions likewise changed, and was largely executed in long vertical rows
adjusted to the vertical of the scrolls which were decorated in the artistic style of the
Orient. His final work combined elements of the ancient monumental style of writing
with modern sensuality, simplicity and sophistication. The result was a stimulating
and balanced tension between the desire for unlimited freedom of expression and the
terse order of discipline. A s stated in the words of Jacqueline Menzies, of the Art
Gallery of N e w South Wales:

In China calligraphy is revered above all other arts. Calligraphy reflects
the moral calibre and spirit of a person; and ever since it first appeared in
the form of angular pictographs scratched into oracle bones of the Shang
dynasty [C. 1600-1027 B C ] , it has been the foundation of the unity and
uniqueness of Chinese culture. Calligraphy appears in various styles from
the formal to cursive; from ancient bronze inscriptions to the modern
simplified pinyin system. It also appears everywhere and is so
consummately integral to Chinese artistic expression that wherever it
appears, whether on a painting , a ceramic, a bronze or even bamboo, the
calligraphy assumes a natural role in the complete expression. Its
contribution in the fine and applied arts is not only literary, ideological and
philosophical, but also aesthetic.2

My grandfather devoted his life to the arts until his death in 1938. My father, Rob
H u a n g was born in 1916, an age when most Chinese people of his background
would have been content to pursue a commercial career and live in comfort.
However, Robert's passion for study and research w a s strong, so with an
indomitable spirit and unswerving determination he set out to achieve what was for a
middle-class Chinese person an almost impossible goal—becoming a scientist.
In fact, he accomplished more in his lifetime than most of his colleagues in China
could ever hope for. Not only did he become the foremost chemical engineer by the
middle of this century, he was the only Chinese m e m b e r of the 'The World O f
Science Century' in the U S A . H e studied there when he was young. With the help
of Professor Cai Yuanpei, the Vice-Chancellor of Beijing University, he received a
government scholarship to study the science of Chemistry in America. In December
1938, two months after m y grandfather's death he travelled by boat from Shanghai
to N e w York. O n his arrival, he heard the news that Japan had invaded China; a war
had started in his motherland which increased his nostalgia for China and
strengthened his determination to promote the glory of China.
Because scholarship funds were limited my father had to economise time and money
and maximise his efforts towards his studies. H e returned h o m e with a P h D degree
2

Jacqueline Menzies, Asian Collection Handbook, the Trustees, Art Gallery of N e w South Wales,
Sydney, 1990, p. 42.
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in the Science of Chemistry from Yale University in 1941, aged 25.
Father was employed as the general manager of Hua Mang Company, the biggest
chemical company in China. During that time he opened a small pharmacy called
'Jing Mang', which means 'health and wealth'. Most people used Chinese medicine
and acupuncture to treat sickness. Western medicine was not popular mainly for the
reason that people could not afford it. Whereas Chinese medicine is made mainly
from natural vegetables and herbs and although there is limited scientific testing,
nevertheless throughout two thousand years of its usage, it has secured a sound
reputation. M y father employed a couple of young doctors, w h o had recently
graduated from university and with them he arranged free consultations for the
under-privileged. H e also imported and adapted techniques from western countries
to build China's first medicine manufacturing plant, to achieve greater efficiency and
so reduce the cost of medicine. His medical business became so successful he
managed to increase it to a large company which contained two hospitals, fifty
chemist shops and three factories which were spread throughout China. The
business properties were worth over two billion U S dollars. From the peak of
success his life changed dramatically when the Communists took over China. A s the
Communists seized control of mainland China, the fortunes of the Huang family
reached a low ebb. O n 1 October 1949 the former Communist leader M a o Zedong
announced at Tiananmen Square that the People's Republic of China had been
established, which m a d e m y father realise that life would become increasingly
difficult. It was a chilling truth, that m y family was not i m m u n e to the extreme
sufferings faced by artistic, intellectual and business people among many millions of
Chinese people.
By 1948, it was clear the Communists would defeat the Guomindang government
when they overran Jinzhou. People feared the policies of a Communist government
and so prepared to leave mainland China. M y father, organised our family with air
tickets and passports with visas, ready to enter America. Then one evening, a m a n
w h o was a secret m e m b e r of the Communist party, came to see m y father. H e
persuaded him to remain in China and convinced m y father that the Communist Party
would never forget what he had done during the civil war. M y father's hospital
saved large numbers of Communist soldiers w h o were injured during the battle and
his company also supplied enormous quantities of medicine to the Communist Party
before they came to power. This was ariskfor m y father if investigated; it could
have meant possible imprisonment and torture at the hands of the Guomindang
government. The m a n told m y father that one of the top Communist leaders Zhao
Enlai wished that he continue to devote himself to the 'New China'. Zhao later
became the Prime Minister of China.
This assurance made Father change his decision to leave China. He had just bought
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building called 'The Great China' located on Nanjing Road, which is the main street
in downtown Shanghai. It occupied four acres and rose twelve floors high. It was
built in 1940, designed by the American architect, Louis Sullivan. For that time it is
the most modern example of international architecture in Shanghai in the Art
Nouveau style. It is based on linear patterns of sinuous curves that suggest water
lilies and it is said that it had a profound effect on public taste, but did not lend itself
easily to architectural designs on a large scale. A s a commercial building, father put
in the four lowest levels retail shops and the other floors became company offices
and on the top floor was a penthouse in which m y family lived from 1950 until
1968, which includes the time of the 'Cultural Revolution' a black period for m a n y
Chinese people.
In addition he built a salon which was called the 'Orchid Garden'. It had a golden
coloured roof and vermilion coloured posts, in the Chinese style. The famous
'Orchid Garden' was twenty miles away from the centre of Shanghai. It had a small
theatre which was always filled with audiences and where actors and actresses
performed Beijing Opera, and musicians performed. Visual artists exhibited their
works in its gallery and demonstrated their techniques in its hall, and it grew to
become a Chinese cultural research centre.
My parents bought many works of art from the gallery of the 'Orchid Garden' to
support artists w h o were in times of financial hardship. They amassed a huge
collection which became an essential part of m y family's environment. It was a great
shame that the results of m y parents' m a n y years of passionate collecting of art,
which was a life blood to them, and consisted of contemporary and ancient works
were all deliberately destroyed by fire during the Cultural Revolution. The lovely
'Orchid Garden' a real artists' salon was full of the smell of perfumed plants in the
autumn and early winter until 1955 when the Communists took it for the top
government leaders' accommodation when they were in Shanghai.
In the early 1950s, the Communist Party kept true to their promise. As with other
members of the intelligentsia, Father was nominated a m e m b e r of parliament by
Prime Minister Zhao. Every national day, on 1 October, he accompanied the
government leaders to review a guard of honour at Tiananmen Square. This actually
was a public display for both Chinese and the international communities to show
w h o remained in the Chinese leadership. Even today it is a c o m m o n practice by the
Communist Party to arbitrarily remove someone from the position of leadership. It
was an extremely difficult time for Father and others in a position like his, as they
had to act with a smiling face and talk discreetly with both Communist Party
politicians and the foreign guests and their business associates. It was an honour for
them to be invited by the Party to go to Tiananmen Square in Beijing for the review
of the guard. At this time people like m y father and others living in mainland China,
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had to pretend that living in China was just like living in a paradise, compared to the
outside world. M a n y congratulated the authorities, admiring their life in China.
However the truth was that these people were living a life of deception for fear of the
Party's spies w h o were eager to inform about their activities. In those days
everybody had to lie to one another for fear of reprisals against anyone w h o
criticised the Party. A fellow in the party pointed out h o w these important old m e n
were like statues or even as skeletons without souls kowtowing only to the
Communist Party solely to serve their o w n security. Yes, it was true, that for thirty
years m y father was like an ornamental tree for the Party to decorate and not to have
any power.
One day in the early spring of 1955, the head of the Communist committee in
Shanghai came to Father's company office to persuade him to increase production.
H e told him it was a golden time to invest and expand his business resources. W h e n
he saw m y father hesitate due to limited resources and finance, the official harangued
him and said that it w a s a political duty and m y father could choose between
producing more for the 'people' or the company would be certain to fail. Father
realised that even though it was a high-risk undertaking, he had to obey so as not to
jeopardise the firm; he sold most of his private property and signed a loan agreement
with the bank. Soon after this, the Party announced that the Government would take
control of all the business in China. The tragedy was that Father had to pay back to
the bank all of the loan with interest. A s he had signed the loan agreement before the
date of the Party's announcement, this m a d e him a bankrupt and all his assets
including holiday houses and m y mother's jewellery were put up for auction. It was
the same story for most other business owners throughout China. W e had to m o v e
out of our house and rent the top floor of 'The Great China'. The living space
featured five double-sized bedrooms, three bathrooms and a separate living and
dining room. Father was employed as a general manager in the government
department as a founding m e m b e r in charge of China's chemical industry. His
talents were acknowledged by the Party and so m y family experienced privileged
treatment and better accommodation.

As a high official in the Chinese Government, father devoted himself to his new rol
in life by applying all his energy to his work. Like his other colleagues, he was
viewed with suspicion and was used by the Communists for the rest of his life. I a m
sorry for him that he had been so constant in his devotion to scientific studies, arts
research, and industrial management, only to receive an appreciation from the
Communist Government publicly after his death.
Two of my brothers have become artists also. Tiechen was influenced by my father,
when he used to be an actor and played in the Beijing Opera as a professional. Later
he became more interested in the visual arts, especially theatre design for the
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performing arts. In 1968, however, the government's n e w principle was that all
graduate students must go to the countryside to learn about the poor peasants'
reform. Tiechen suddenly disappeared and no one k n e w where he had gone, not
even m y parents. T w o years latter he returned h o m e and brought a large collection of
sketches which he had drawn throughout the countryside of China. The life of a
wandering artist brought Tiechen into closer contact with the lower strata of society,
its labouring people. H e came to k n o w the suffering of the people, which deepened
his concern for them and for his country. At the time he had only a few dollars left,
but it would take him two years of travelling to execute his painting. H e thought an
artist should travel by foot to observe the environment and create through his
experience, working to achieve his o w n style. His opinion of art is quite clear, that if
you want to become a modern artist, you must build your basic skills first, like the
Spanish artist Picasso, and the Chinese artist Zhang Daqian. They developed
fundamental skills through an academic training and then created their o w n style.
Tiechen is n o w a well-known traditional artist in the Shanghai School, and works at
the Government Cultural Administration in charge of the Art Department.
Compared to Tiechen, my other brother Tiechi was not impressed by art when he
was young. H o w e v e r he is n o w an assistant professor and works at the Shanghai
Teachers' University, in the Chinese Literature Department. In March 1993 he was
invited to the University of Southern Queensland in Australia as a visiting lecturer.
In July of that year, he came to Wollongong to visit our family and discussed with
m e the possibility of m y holding an exhibition at the T o o w o o m b a Art Gallery. In the
last five years he also has devoted himself to contemporary painting. His work was
inspired by ancient stories, highly symbolic subjects which refer to China's
potential—after the oppression and waste of the cultural revolution—to create a
modern nation. Although some of his works are painted realistically, the figures are
not set in the typical illusionistic, deep-space landscape. His is the kind of narrative
style which is more appealing to the younger generation than Socialist Realism. H e
is the director of Shanghai Yi Y a n g Fine Art Association in China and a m e m b e r of
the Calligraphy Research Association of America. From as early as I can remember,
I aspired to a career as an artist which was mainly due to this family environment.
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CHAPTER TWO
EARLY TRAINING

In the fragments of my memory from when 1 was a little boy of four years old, I
wanted to be a Stalin, and insisted that I must be a world hero. I knew the n a m e of
Stalin, but I did not k n o w w h o he was. Stalin, the former president of Communist
Russia was regarded as a genius, and was a cult personality in eastern Europe and
northern Asia. For years his attitude of Olympian pride, the white and well-fed strips
of his smooth belly, the feverish pink flesh of those imperial cheeks, the decent
melodic and categorical black of the spectral outline of his hat, all corresponded
exactly to the ideal model I had chosen for myself. I had said to other members of
our family, 'Oh, comrades, I trust you,' then I pointed at them with m y thumb and
index finger imagining it was a gun to shoot them, all of which I had learned from
the movies. It was in the days leading up to the Cultural Revolution, and in these
'Red Horrible' times I did not understand anything about the political environment.
In those days it was said that Stalin defeated Hitler's Germany and butchered
thousands and thousands of his colleagues w h o betrayed the Red Revolution and the
Communist Party.
From the verandah of the building where I lived I sometimes dropped an envelope
d o w n onto the street. I would write on the outside, that it contained a large sum of
money, however inside, was an ugly face representing dishonesty which I drew on
the paper. I would then hide on the other side of the street to observe if the person
w h o picked it up would hand it to the police.
In winter when it was snowing, I sometimes got up in the middle of the night to
build a snow-man using m y special 'technique'. Once I took two light globes from a
lamp and put them on the snow-man's face forming the eyes. This startled m y
parents w h o were very concerned about m e because I was so rebellious. 'What will
this child do next?' m y mother often said. W h e n they encouraged m e to choose a
career I indicated that I was interested in art. I still remember m y mother said to m e
that if I became an artist, I would suffer materially, because there were so many poor
artists in the world.
My formal art training began when I was six. My first art teacher Professor Shen
Y i n m o [1883-1971] was a close friend of m y father. H e formed a fundamentally
n e w style of poetry in China, achieving prominence as both educationalist and artist.
Critics have agreed that he was the best calligraphy artist in the country in the last
five hundred years.
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At m y first lesson, Shen taught m e to m a k e fresh pure ink, which is one of the most
important inventions of the Chinese. The original ink has been ascribed to different
periods, even going back as far as the n e w stone age [2500 B C ] . Throughout this
time various minerals and types of black liquid were used as ink. The original true
ink w a s 'shih-mo'which means black lead, produced from graphite. In the H a n
dynasty ink had already replaced lacquer as the main m e d i u m of painting and
writing. There are two different kinds of ink. One, which is m a d e from soot, glue
and aromatic admixtures, was applied to quality rice paper. Its glossy appearance
makes it more popular in the art market today. The other is m a d e from burning pine
w o o d and is darker and more opaque. The traditional artist always uses it to paint
women's hair or men's beards.

To make ink is not complicated, but it is a lengthy process. The soot is sifted befor
the addition of glue and other ingredients, then this material is kneaded and pounded
for a period of time, then the ink dough is poured into little moulds, left to thicken
slowly and then it is dried thoroughly indoors. Finally it is gilded. O f course ink has
various qualities, because it is composed of about thirty ingredients. The highest
quality ink has ingredients such as deer glue crushed pearls, rhinoceros horn and
also gold dust. I can still remember that twenty-three years ago when I was twenty, a
friend of mine took m e to visit the Shanghai Ink Production Company, where I
learned such things as h o w ink was made. I was commissioned by the manager to
create the design work, using a calligraphic style, for a n e w release of their inksticks.
Professor Shen trained me to hold the ink stick gently and circle around applying
even and gentle pressure in the ink stone in a clockwise direction. It was applied
with the left hand so that therighthand could maintain its strength and agility for the
work with the brush. This is a tiring process requiring infinite patience, for it takes
hours before the ink thickens in the trough to form the brilliant depth needed. I had
to grind whole basins full of the substance before I was permitted to do work on m y
own, through which process I was disciplined to achieve sufficient patience. I was
told that at the same time as mixing the ink, to revise and copy the text was the best
way to practice and m a k e the arm, and the rest of the fingers stronger. H e taught m e
when working on rice paper to hold the brush correctly. This meant always to 'hide
the tip', keeping it in the middle, which is a traditional technique. The Chinese brush
which has a handle m a d e of bamboo is somewhat like a western water colour or fine
oil brush. The manner of its production and the basic material used has not really
changed m u c h over the centuries. The point of the brush nowadays is m a d e from the
hair of goat, hare, wolf, marten or deer.
The experienced artists use high quality brushes by which they can make the brush
stroke change from hair-thin to various degrees of width. T o keep the point of the
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brush in the centre of the line which was developed by the earlier scholars through
their philosophies, I studied the brush method called 'Iron-wire seal style' because
all the lines are of equal thickness. Later I learned from Professor Shen the method
of 'grass writing', a sort of cursive or short-hand writing. Calligraphy and painting
have a c o m m o n origin in Oriental Arts, as they presumably have in other countries as
well. In the area of brush technique, their origins lie very close to each other, even
though painting is perhaps the older art.
Because I was so young at that time and did not fully appreciate my tutors, I always
thought about playing games with other children. For the period I faced Professor
Shen, w h o was seventy years old, I would often observe his face. M y particular
observation was that Professor Shen had the whitest hair and the most delicate and
wrinkled skin I had ever seen. Sometimes he seemed immense in stature and looked
like a prince; at other times he was tiny and resembled a small spool of white thread.
I adored old age as a child. I adored that noble prestige of old people, and I would
have given all m y body to become like him, to grow old immediately! In m y mind 1
became Professor Shen.
Wretched was he who, having acquired the supreme science of old age,
sold his soul to unwrinkle his brow and recapture the unconscious youth
of his flesh!
Let the labyrinth of wrinkles be furrowed in my brow with my own life;
let m y hair whiten and m y step become vacillating, on condition that I can
save the intelligence of m y soul; let m y unformed childhood soul, as it
ages, assume the rational and aesthetic forms and architecture; let m e just
learn everything that others cannot teach me,what only a life would be
capable of marking deeply in m y skin!3
As a six year old boy I was too impatient to spend the long arduous hours copying
calligraphy texts and wished 1 had all the skills and knowledge of Shen, so I would
not have to do these repetitive exercises. I wanted so m u c h to paint pictures. I was
so naughty w h e n I studied in Shen's studio, while he would read a book.
Sometimes I felt bored with working non-stop and I would quickly sketch the old
m a n with a few bold brush strokes. The ink soon permeated thericepaper. Needless
to say the portrait of Shen often looked like a ghost, I would instantly put it into m y
pocket, and thanks to his failing eye-sight, he would never see it. Back home, if m y
mother discovered it, the punishment was standing with m y face to a wall for one
hour or more.
At home my tutor was my brother Tiechen, who is six years older than I. He is a
very quiet and shy person, but was a strict supervisor w h o controlled m e and w h o
became an informer to m y parents. Nearly every day he would report to m y parents
3 Robert Descharnes and Gilles Neret, The Paintings of Salvador Dali, Taschen, Hamburg, 1994, p.
17.
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on m y offences. O n e morning, it w a s five o'clock, w h e n he w o k e m e up and told
m e it was time to practice the brush technique, although I w a s still very tired from
the previous day w h e n I had been busy playing with some friends. But I knew the
Huang family rule that in order to leam something and achieve at the top level one
must work hard. I got up without any complaining, even pretending to look a little
happy and followed his advice. In retaliation I m a d e an ugly ink blot on a n e w text
book which m y mother had just bought for him as a reward for the second time he
had gained a prize at the local youth arts competition. W h e n Mother asked m e w h y I
did that, I reluctantly used m y brush to put two more strokes near the blot saying to
Mother that it was a flower painting by an artist, and the book should be worth more
some day. Fortunately this time Mother did not punish m e . A few days later, she
bought m e a box of water colours. This was the first time I had m y o w n set of
paints, which I greatly prized.
During the period of studying in the calligraphy course I copied a large number of
works by old masters. It was a good opportunity to scrutinise in careful detail
original works by these masters, which formed part of Shen's collection, although I
was too young to fully appreciate what I w a s observing. W h e n I really started to
understand and appreciate such work, the political situation had deteriorated such
that opportunities soon decreased. T h e basis of the philosophy that was the guiding
principle for activity at the founding of the People's Republic of China was M a o
Zedong's Y e n a n F o r u m of Art and Literature held in M a y 1942. M a o in this
document said; "What w e demand is the unity of revolutionary political content and
the highest possible perfection of artistic form".4
Later he said:
China's revolutionary writers and artists of promise must go among the
masses; for a long period of time they must go a m o n g the workers,
peasants and soldiers; go to the centre of the struggle; go to its source, the
broadest and richest source in order to observe, experience, study and
analyse all the different types of people, all the classes, all the masses, all
the vivid patterns of the life and struggle, all the n e w materials on
literature and art. Only then can they proceed to creative work.5
Under his instruction, the Communist Government brought in the law which said
that art and literature must only assist in the promotion of C o m m u n i s m .

As a literary and artistic leader Shen was totally dedicated, however he was tragicall
beaten for not toeing the Party line, by the Red Guard which was established by M a o
Zedong in 1966. W h e n Shen was on his death-bed news came from Beijing saying

he would be the first of the intelligentsia to be exonerated and that he was to continue
Edmund Capon, Twentieth Century Chinese Painting - A Sense of Unreality: Painting in the
People's Republic of China, Oxford Press, N Y , 1988, p. 162.
5 Edmund Capon, p. 163.
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in his exalted position as before under Prime Minister Zhou. It was too late, though
his plans were later fulfilled w h e n art m u s e u m s were built in Shanghai and in his
h o m e town W u z h o u in 1978.
The widespread use of calligraphic techniques in both the traditional painting of the
literati and contemporary works has influenced m y o w n painting. In a sense this
marked a return by m e to the origins of calligraphy when m a n y Chinese characters
grew out of the pictures. Through m y long period of training, when the characters
became a complex symbolic system, they nevertheless retained some of their
pictographic character. The traditional media, the brush, ink and rice paper gradually
brought m y painting and writing closer to one another, as can be seen in m u c h of m y
work. The influence of calligraphy on m y painting occurred over three decades when
I achieved freer forms of expression, and a broader range of forms with harmonious
rhythm, which methods calligraphy had miraculously absorbed. Calligraphy has
enabled m e to improve m y spontaneity, allowing m e unusual ease, freshness of
treatment and 'enjoyment' of m y painting, an essential condition for every
expressive art form of mine. The broad radius of movements by the hand that held
the brush and the calligraphy swing of the whole arm brought about a unique type of
line with a n e w method for the expressing of shapes and area. The technique
emphasised the u n c o m m o n beauty of the ink and the 'resonance' of all its natural
qualities. The laws of calligraphy forced m e to simplify the forms that I saw in order
to extract the hidden meaning, which the perceptive imaginative spectator could
'read'. The typical rhythm of calligraphic inscriptions and texts also gave m y
painting a certain dynamic tension.
Calligraphy has not only influenced eastern art but also western art. It was a major
influence on the German-Swiss artist Paul Klee. H e possessed a vital interest in
Cubism, in addition to primitive art and the drawings of small children. During
World W a r 1, he moulded from these disparate elements a pictorial language of his
o w n , marvellously economical and precise. T o him art was a 'language of
signs'—shapes that are ideas depicted as images, letters forming the image of a
specific sound, or an arrow the image of command. His major work Park near L
created towards the end of his life, not only consisted of ideographs of various
kinds, such as hieroglyphics, hex signs, and the mysterious markings in prehistoric
caves—distilled representation of his images, but also the elements of the ideas he
adapted from Chinese calligraphy.
The Australian-Scottish artist, Ian Fairweather, changed his view of the world and
art with a deeply held and variously expressed perception of Australian, Eastern and
Pacific cultures.
Monsoon in the collection of the Art Gallery of Western Australia, which
demonstrates the success with which Fairweather brought into highly
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individual harmonious forms of expression derived from sources as
diverse as Aboriginal bark painting, European Cubism and Chinese
calligraphy.6
In a recent exhibition of works by Fairweather at the Art Gallery of New South
Wales, I saw m a n y works which displayed Chinese calligraphic line and design on
the surface which became even closer in abstract compositions of dry colour and
classic, even spiritual, stillness.
The great Spanish-French artist Picasso, too, was interested in Chinese calligraphy.
In 1953 he invited the famous Chinese artist Zhang Daqian to his studio to help him
comprehend the technique of Chinese calligraphy and the painting of bamboo. These
matters were discussed by these two world masters. Picasso presented a gift of his
face mask to Zhang and in return for this Zhang presented one of his small paintings
to Picasso.

6 Peter Quartermaine and Jonathan Watkins, A Pictorial History of Australian Painting, Bison
Group, London, 1989, p. 159.

Plate 2 The Artist at Six Months
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Plate 3 Appointed Chief Customs Officer in 1981
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Plate 4 The Artist's Father - Robert Huang aged 72 in 1987

Plate 5 The Artist's Mother - Gui Huang aged 69 in 1989
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Plate 6 The Artist and his Wife, Jana, after their Marriage in 1981

Plate 7 Leaving for America in 1986
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CHAPTER THREE
SCHOOL LIFE

My recollections of the period when I attended play school and kindergarten are that
it was not a happy time. All the school teachers told us similar stories of h o w the red
national flag was tinted by the blood of m a n y thousands of revolutionary martyrs, or
that w e were living in a paradise under the Communist's care, and h o w in America
and other western countries the people were living as slaves with m a n y dying from
poverty and hunger. From these early years m y aspiration was to grow up quickly,
to join the army in the struggle against capitalism in order to save the people of the
western countries. After a while, w e all tired of listening to these stories.
Following on from Mao's 'Great Leap Forward' policies, China experienced
between 1958-1961 one of the worst famines—the economic policy failed. With
insufficient food and clothing in the winter of 1960, over twenty million people died.
In the city, only a small amount of grain was allowed to be distributed to residents.
The situation in the class room, meant that every child felt extremely hungry. I
remember that I argued with m y mother to give m e one teaspoon more food on
school examination days. I can still remember h o w m y mother drank only water
rather than eat her portion of food in order to save more food for us, even though
our family received special privileges because m y father was a high official with the
government—after all he was the one w h o had developed a chemical industry in
China. Although I was not learning m u c h at school, mother taught m e basic
mathematics and reading comprehension skills. Because I was having considerable
difficulty with mathematics mother later paid for a tutor to help.
At this time with the assistance of some local young people and children, an art
exhibition was held in the People's Park every Chinese N e w Year. In 1961 when I
was eight I participated in the Children's Calligraphy Competition to display three
pieces of calligraphy consisting of poems by M a o Zedong. O n e of these was
awarded first prize, the prize being a badge with the a head of M a o Zedong on it. I
treasured it for long time. Whenever I saw or touched the badge, I was motivated to
study harder, with the result that I conscientiously continued learning calligraphy.
The fifth year at school was a miserable time for me. This tragic story is deeply
etched into m y memory. For m a n y years students in m y class were feeling very
hungry and were bored with school life and especially with the stories about the Red
Revolution. N o b o d y wanted to listen to these stories during the class lessons.
Because of the political content and blatant indoctrination the students received little
general education. So pupils lost interest and w e occupied ourselves playing
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children's games at school.
As I was interested in art I studied it at home so as to fulfil my dream of becoming
artist. Meanwhile the Director of the Department of Education changed the teacher of
our class to a lady named Mrs Ling, stating that she was one of their best teachers. I
was happy that w e were able to get what I hoped was a good teacher, because w e
had wasted so m u c h time at school with the previous one.
Mrs Ling was over forty and had a long face and buck-teeth making her look rather
like a vampire. All the students wondered whether she would really be a good
teacher. A good character should always reflect a good inner life I thought and
remained hopeful regarding her teaching expertise. It was not until a couple of weeks
later these expectations were shattered w h e n this n e w teacher taught even more
revolutionary indoctrination than the previous teachers. Because the class became
satiated with her teaching and indoctrination, she chose to make an example of m e to
the rest of the students, for I was born in a Capitalist class family.
One morning she told me that the school had no funds to increase the teaching space.
The class room was too small and she wanted m y family to supply a room for the
class. W h e n I told m y parents about her request, m y father rejected it saying to m e
that the unit which w e were living in belonged to the government, and w e had no
authority to let it to anybody else. Also the room was not suitably located being at the
top of a commercial shopping centre with many offices. Mrs Ling then backed-down
and rationalised that having the class at m y h o m e could expose the students to
capitalist values. She specially arranged m y homework making m e criticise m y
father, in particular h o w he had become a capitalist. Each day Father had to sign this
work. She also tried to persuade m e to break with m y family. She unsuccessfully
attempted to get the funds from m y family to reconstruct the school building. Finally
M r s Ling put in a report to the local police station to suggest they should arrest m e
and put m e in a youth camp. This would mean that I would never be free because a
special file would be on record throughout m y life-time.
To investigate, a secret meeting was held at the local police department. The
inspector asked Mrs Ling w h y she had put the report in at the local police department
when there was no evidence that I was a counter-revolutionary. H e told M r s Ling
that m y father was a high official and assistant minister of the chemical industry, and
worked for the government. Also that m y family was well-known both in China and
overseas. The list of offences were quiet odd. It stated that once on the way h o m e I
stopped in front of a shop to look at a m a n w h o was decorating a mannequin inside
the shop window and this meant I must have had bad thoughts and wanted to drive
the other children into the ways of Capitalism. Also the style of m y calligraphy
writing of M a o Zedong's p o e m was too free, which meant that I held no respect for
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Chairman M a o . For nearly two years I was terrified of M r s Ling and her manner.
This political struggle which confronted m e at such an age disturbed m e greatly, and
confirmed in m e the desire to devote m y whole life to studying art.
Mrs Ling was seen as a decadent in the Cultural Revolution and when the Red Guard
searched her house they found a gun which she had hidden in a drawer. In China
anyone w h o hides a weapon is automatically accused of defending themselves
against the Communists. Eventually she was regarded as one of the 'class enemies'
w h o planned to overthrow the Red Revolutionary Government. She was m a d e to
kneel at a bench to drink a young boy's urine, and then the Red Guard ordered her to
eat their faeces. W h e n she cried she was severely beaten by four Guards. Shortly
afterwards she was put in prison for more than ten years so that her life, before the
founding of the Communist Party history, could be examined. In prison, where she
'confessed a crime', she said that the people were spoiling many children including
me. Because she was a m e m b e r of the Guomindang before China turned Communist
she hated C o m m u n i s m and pretended to adopt the Communist policy to destroy
children and their families and then later show this to the people of the world.
Whether this is true or not I still do not k n o w and it is very puzzling, but whenever I
think back I a m overcome with terror because of these tragic events.
In 1963 at age ten, I discovered the Lingnan school of painting, one of the Chinese
painting styles of the twentieth century. One year later I was interested in Japanese
painting, particularly the academic genre painters of the nineteenth century in Japan.
W h e n m y parents told m e of their wish to employ a traditional teacher for m y arts
training, I retorted that I did not want any traditional teacher, because I was deeply
interested in a painting on the wall of the dining room from m y father's collection. It
was painted by the founding m e m b e r of the Lingnan school, G a o Jianfu [18791951], one of the most important master painters in China of the twentieth century.
From the age of fourteen G a o studied painting under the hand of Ju Lian, a famous
artist in the nineteenth century. Having grasped the essence of his master's
techniques, he went to Japan to study contemporary Japanese painting with its
western influences.
Back home in China, Gao turned to the promotion of art, for he had grown
dissatisfied with the methods for developing Chinese painting at that time and
believed an artistic revolution was necessary. G a o persisted in his ideas and became
involved in education and publishing. In 1923, he founded the studio named
'Chunshui' where he attracted a large number of students. There is no doubt that he
initiated a n e w phase in the history of Chinese painting, especially in southern
China.
Gao's painting in my family's collection which was titled The Mountain in the
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Spring reflects a full understanding of the principles of Chinese brushwork,
depicting a rock, a cottage and a little waterfall in the spring mist. The features of
traditional techniques in Chinese painting were modified by western styles. I was
swayed by his work. I wanted to be a revolutionary artist.
My father took me to the studio of my uncle, Huang Huonwu, a relation who at this
time w a s the only Lingnan school painter living in Shanghai. H o u n w u [1906-1986]
was one of the thirteen best artists in Shanghai. H e held m a n y exhibitions outside
China. That he w a s proud to be a m e m b e r of the Lingnan school can be interpreted
in two different ways. In one sense, it refers to the school of painting representing
all the Canton painters. In another sense, it denotes a n e w school of Chinese painting
which was gaining great popularity in southern China in the early twentieth century.
It has exerted significant influence on the development of Cantonese painting and
subsequently on modern Chinese painting. Hence it has been dubbed with the
regional tide 'Lingnan' by modern Chinese art historians.
At the turn of this century, brothers Gao Jianfun, Gao Qifung and Chen Shuren
discovered that for over a thousand years Chinese painting has always been based on
six principles.

As early as the fifth century theoreticians and art critics were compiling
rules and guidelines for the art of painting which described a philosophical
as well as a practical framework around a tradition which, even in such
early times, w a s clearly recognised as a high form of individual
expression rather than a representational craft. The consistency of this
most fundamental theme to Chinese painting was illustrated in the tenets
of critic Xiehe, w h o in the late fifth century introduced six principles. The
first is qi (spirit), the second is yin (harmony), the third is called si
(thought or plan), the fourth is jing (scenery and effect), the fifth bi
(brushwork) and the sixth is m o (ink).?
These were adopted by the scholar-amateur painters, regarded as the direct followers
of D o n g Qichang [1555-1636] and leader of the so-called Orthodox school of
painting, up to recent times. However, by consciously carrying out Dong's concept
of originality based on tradition, they were politically conscious their new Chinese
painting movement was also a means to an end; they aimed to m a k e use of painting
to improve the social condition of the time, having observed the modernisation
programs in Japan following the nineteenth century Meiji reformation, w h e n the
country soon grew strong and prosperous.
Traditional Japanese artists became interested in western painting during the midnineteenth century. W h e n the Japanese painting movement was at its height, the G a o
brothers and Chen went to Japan to further their study of painting and, in addition to
7

Edmund Capon, in Chinese Painting of the Ming and Qing Dynasties 14th-20th century, p. 6.
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Japanese methods, brought back some techniques of western painting, especially the
water colour method of tinting the colour onto the background instead of the
traditional w a y of leaving the background plain behind the painted subject, and also
using thick white paint to present the light parts of the painting.
Huang Huonwu taught me to use pencil and charcoal to draw and sketch. It was the
earliest western training I had gained from him. H u o n w u suffered during the
Cultural Revolution. H e was c o m m a n d e d to kneel at the portrait of M a o Zedong in
the sun during summer w h e n the temperature was over thirty-seven degrees. O n e of
his students, by n o w a m e m b e r of the Red Guard, denounced Huon-wu because he
painted a landscape without the colour red. H u o n - w u could not bear to suffer. H e
wrote a letter to Jian Qing, wife of M a o Zedong, to tell her that he was only an artist,
and never did anything wrong against the Communists. Jiang Qing had been an
inferior film-star in Shanghai in the thirties and she was very jealous of all the artists
and writers w h o were successful. W h e n she was at the centre of power during the
revolutionary time, she ruined the career of m a n y thousands of film-stars, artists,
writers and intellectuals. She even ordered the Red Guard to murder some of them.
A few days later, Huonwu's letter was sent back to the Red Guard branch in the
Academic Art Research Institute, where he was ordered to kneel on a piece of timber
which w a s spiked with nails. Immediately he fainted, and from that time he
developed heart disease.
In 1966, aged thirteen, I enrolled at the Academic Western Art School in Shanghai to
learn western art. Most of the teachers in that college had studied art in Europe. They
taught students the techniques and skills which belonged to the eighteenth and
nineteenth century academic traditions. With twenty students I was involved in
copying both drawings and engravings. F r o m the beginning, in the first term, w e
drew only in outline, then later added hatched shading. This was k n o w n as work
from the flat because most of us had merely to imitate the simple lines and shapes
from which the form had already been reduced. Then w e m o v e d on to drawing lowrelief sculpture. There the fall of light and shade on the surface had to be translated
into depth by the use of shading. This shading followed strict conventions and
formed an important part of the approach to painting produced by the academy. This
trained us to achieve the subtleties of light and shade, applying a series of distinct
parallel marks termed 'crosshatching' which indicated shaded areas, while the white
of the paper was left blank to represent highlights. For this, pencil or graphite, a
crisp precise medium, was preferred during the process. T o draw from sculpture in
the round, statues, usually cast after antique models, had to be translated into delicate
patterns of line on paper, built up to create the illusion of form in space. Because the
reliefs and sculptures were cast in white plaster, no colour was present to distract the
eye, so the form presented itself simply in monochrome gradations of tone from light
to dark. This is somewhat like Chinese calligraphy.
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F r o m that early training I was ready to idealise works of art. It helped to inculcate in
m e a mannered vision of nature, which encouraged m e to draw the living model in a
conventional, idealised and non-individual way. It was a big shock when I started to
draw the real figure and all the anatomical idiosyncrasies in natural relief using
colour. H o w e v e r the tendency to see the form only in abstract line and tonal
gradations, which had been ingrained in m e , was of great benefit. In addition I was
shown h o w to use mainly earth colours to copy 'master' works. B y that time I used
the knife and palette to mix colours with solutions like turpentine and white spirit
which were very basic. I was taught to paint the lights thickly, in opaque impasto
and, in contrast, to wash in the shadows thinly and transparently.
At the same time I was still inspired by the Chinese Lingnan school, and I was
instructed to go outdoors and to imitate nature by Huon-wu, to draw a flower at
different times in one day. S o m e kinds of flowers are quick to open then die in only
a few hours or even minutes, and I was to observe the subject under light and
shadow. I went to the natural environment such as the bush to look for plants. The
winter w a s the best time to draw the trunks of trees for they were without leaves.
Also I would catch birds in the one m o v e m e n t of flight. T h e landscape in four
seasons presents different colours, spring is in Sap Green and s u m m e r is Hooker's
Dark Green, autumn always with orange and red, winter under blue and black.
W i n d y and rainy days give other special views. I was content to search for the
objects in nature and used traditional techniques to draw the flat line first then to
wash the ink and colour several times to present the pure 'Chinese Realism.'
For many years, I was attracted to realism and whilst admiring natural painting I
neglected other styles. Perhaps affected by the ancient master Zhao Chang in the
Song Dynasty [twelfth century] I preferred to observe nature rather than copy
pictures. I was also influenced by the western impressionists from the nineteenth
century, though I knew only a little about painting under the plein-air tradition. All I
felt was that I had to create a perspective of m y own, so as to see nature uniquely. I
believed I had to rely on m y o w n observation fired by personal feelings to bring both
human nature and the natural world together in order to create a n e w art. All I asked
for in art education in painting was that it give m e particular information and basic
training skills in a historic context.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AN EARLY TRIP TO RUSSIA

In early 1966, there arose an opportunity for me to travel abroad when my father
was nominated by the Central Government to speak at an academic conference in
Russia. In the late fifties and early sixties, Soviet Russia and China argued over
Communist ideology. Russia jealously guarded its unique position as the first
Communist government in the world, the champions in defeating Fascism during the
Second World War, and then in helping many eastern European countries, as well as
some Asian countries including China, to establish Communist governments. The
Chinese government thought Russia had already changed its political policy moving
away from Marxist-Leninism, with China remaining the real one to continue the pure
tenets of Marxism. Russia ordered all its industrial and military experts to return
h o m e breaking its ties with China. It was only on some of those academic programs
did the two countries make contact, so m y father took m e with him to Russia. M a n y
of m y friends and even m y brothers envied m e , as very few people had the
opportunity to travel abroad. The country isolated itself from other countries as
Communism's policy was to build a new China independent of the rest of the world.
The authorities rejected the ideologies, philosophies and cultures of other countries
to avoid their influence on China.
We took CAAC Airlines to Moscow in late March, leaving China in mild spring
weather and entering Russia, where the weather was still very cold. M y first
m e m o r y of the Russian capital was that it was so icy, people's eyes were dazzled by
the light glaring off the shining white snow. The temperature was twenty degrees
below zero, and although I wore as many clothes as possible I still felt extremely
cold. A guard brought us to a five star hotel which had good air conditioning. It was
the first time I had tasted bacon and sausages and other western foods. S o m e days I
would go with the guards on to the street. I was impressed with the Russian style of
architecture and public sculptures. Life was very hard for the people w h o had to be
patient and wait in long queues to buy food. M y father's speech was quite important,
as China wanted to impress on Russia the quality of its expertise. So that m y father
would not be distracted, the Chinese Embassy arranged for a Chinese student, w h o
was studying in Moscow, to be m y interpreter and to accompany m e when travelling
to visit different places.
Miss Wang was twenty-three and was studying sculpture in the Moscow Technical
Art College. She came to the hotel every day to take m e to look around M o s c o w and
later Leningrad [now St Petersburg]. The places that I remember most clearly were
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the Hermitage and art galleries displaying rich collections of works by master
painters from around the world. In the Hermitage were works of great quality from
western and eastern traditions, including m a n y Chinese paintings from the Song
Dynasty up to the present time. T h e art work was so familiar to m e , linking to m y
culture.
My previous viewing of only isolated specimens of European art and my desire to
see more soon drove m e into the luxury and splendour of the western galleries. Miss
W a n g translated the Russian explaining the major works with their styles and the life
and the background of the artists. In the m u s e u m I was deeply impressed by the
Italian gallery, with its rich and varied collection of Italian painting. It provided m e
with an insight into the legacy of various Italian schools. A m o n g them there were
some works that presented m a n y different styles within the culture of Italy. Secular
painting of the early Renaissance was represented by subject matter from classical
mythology which was characteristic of the period. Indeed, the process by which art
assumed humanistic ideals shaped the development of Renaissance painting. I
thought this was very evident in the masterpiece Madonna with a Flower by
Leonardo D a Vinci. I could not explain w h y I admired this canvas so m u c h until
m a n y years later when I saw that picture in print and read an article in which D a
Vinci is quoted:

The highest and most difficult aim of painting is to depict the intention of
man's soul through gestures and movements of the limbs—a dictum to
interpret as referring not to momentary emotional states but to man's inner
life as a whole.8
Although Madonna with a Flower was one of Leonardo's early works, he already
supplied a nation with the astounding profundity of his imagery, as well as his
ability to infuse the plastically explicit image with the warmth of human feeling. Also
in the same gallery is a picture with the same title painted by Raphael, allowing m e to
compare the works of two masters. Raphael has in his work a unique power of
synthesis that enabled him to merge the qualities of Leonardo, creating an art at once
lyrical, dramatic, pictorially rich and sculpturally solid. In the Raphael work
Madonna with Child in the Hermitage, the Virgin, grave and tender, is painted in
fuller form enveloped in Leonardoesque sfumato, which m a d e m e think of
Leonardo's picture without, however, engendering the same sense of mystery. I
spent a couple of days at the gallery of Dutch paintings in the Hermitage and of all
the artists whose works I studied, Rembrandt was m y favourite artist. I saw many
famous canvases by him including The Return of the Prodigal Son, Danae, and
Saskia as Flora. I was taken with most of his work noting his developed, full-blown

8 H.W. Janson, History of Art, Chapter 3 'The High Renaissance in Italy', Thames & Hud
London, 1986, p. 439.
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High Baroque style. The sudden flood of brilliant light pouring into the darkness
was decidedly theatrical. It seemed to m e that this was the same as the constitutional
principle of Chinese painting, where the concentration is in depicting the main
subject without painted background, heightening the impact of the image.
The excitement of forty-three days of travelling in the Soviet Union was a great
opportunity for m e , for it provided m e with special information, which enabled m e
to begin to realise the development of the world of the western art schools over
nearly one thousand years—the context being the historical national schools of Italy,
France, Germany, Spain, the Netherlands [Holland and Flanders] and England. It
was dreamlike for it brought m e to see so m u c h work of world painting in all
diversity of its forms, genres, specific techniques and means of expression. I a m
grateful to Miss W a n g , w h o gave m e so m u c h help in understanding this, when I
knew neither Russian nor English.
Because I was so affected by the art I had seen in Russia, including Russian art,
when I arrived back h o m e in M a y 1966,1 enrolled in the Central Academy of Arts to
study western art. The teacher, M r . Zhou, had studied art in the M o s c o w Art
Institute w h e n he was young, and so taught his students at the Academy a thorough
history of Russian arts. The only linking area that w e could study that gave us some
knowledge of western art was through the study of Russian art, as other western art
was not allowed in China, being seen as decadent, Capitalist art. Even with this, I
was only able to find fragments of Russian art knowledge or reference that remained
in China in those days. The Russian school has a similar tradition to the other
western art schools. In the early history of painting, the names of the artists were
mentioned only occasionally and have been gleaned from records. In effect this
practice began towards the close of the middle ages. Hitherto it had been more or
less an anonymous art-form, with only a handful of painters of antiquity known by
name. I benefited by m y Russian travel as I could recall works by those Russian
artists whose names have c o m e d o w n to me. M e m o r y of examples of several icons
by anonymous painters from Byzantium and pre-Mongol Russia [eleventh and
twelfth centuries] was indispensable to any assessment of the evolution and growth
of early Russian art in the thirteenth to seventeenth centuries. Works by the painters
whose names have not been preserved, but whose distinctive idiom enables art
historians to speak of their individuality were also included. The Russian culture,
like most of Europe, was influenced by Graeco-Roman civilisation. Even in the new
age after the October Revolution the art of Russia is still linked with that of western
Europe.
Ilya Repin [1844-1930] was one Russian artist I noticed, who was acutely aware of
the social problems of his day and in turn with the restless spirit of the times. Repin
produced works that contained some essential features of late nineteenth century
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Russian Realism, pointing Russian representational art to play a significant role in
the history of European culture. Even early on in the artist's career his pictures
attracted the attention of art critics at exhibitions.
His work recognised:
...the beginning of a creative search which was to enrich the general
development of critical social realism in Russian art. W h e n Repin
completed his first work, it became clear that a form of art was taking root
in Russia which was imbued with civil feeling, and which was at the same
time related to the western realist masters.9
In the middle of 1966 there was a crisis within the leadership of the Communist
Party in China. People experienced so m a n y political and social problems, the
tragedy and violence of which w a s on a scale no other country in history could
compare. This stimulated m e to become a social realist artist at the time—I wanted to
use a brush to depict h u m a n life in China.

Repin was fascinated by certain subjects and images. W h e n it came to the
portrayal of h u m a n figures he preferred to use the same circle of people as
subjects. But the deep sense of purpose in his aesthetics went further than
this, for he possessed first and foremost the great artistic gift of being able
to sense the spirit of the age, and of being able to see this spirit reflected in
the destiny and character of individuals. It is no particular compliment to
Repin to say that the figures and portraits in his canvases were part of
their time; the same could be said with reference to the work of most of
his contemporaries, even the mediocre ones. The figures in his painting
and drawings rather seem to represent historical reality itself, with all its
hopes and suffering, its spiritual energy, and its painful contradictions.10
What attracted me to Repin's work and the source of its convincing nature, is
explained by the simple fact that his pictures were extremely 'lifelike'. This does
indeed reflect the basic style of m y early work, but as a general characteristic this
over-simplifies the essence of m y realism. Repin's work was very popular in China
and s o m e other Socialist countries, and was studied not only by m e but also a
generation of Chinese artists were influenced by him.
There was another Russian artist, Mikhail Vrubel [1856-1910] whose work
impressed m e . Vrubel was not well understood and was underestimated during his
lifetime. Even at the beginning of this century, w h e n n e w artistic associations,
groups, and circles were constantly forming in Russia, practically every artist
considered himself, or was considered by others to be, an adherent of a specific
philosophical or ethical platform. H e remained individualistically true to himself
9. Alexander Borodin (des.) translated by Sheila Mamie & Helen Clier, Ilya Repin, Aurora Art
Publishers, Leningrad, 1985, p. 7.
10. ibid.
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rather than keeping to some abstract philosophy. This was devotion to a constant and
fruitful questioning, a devotion to creative discontent.
I discovered many of Vrubel's works entered into a complex and paradoxical
relationship with the contemporary world—not only the contemporary world of
western art but also that of eastern art. His art, while retaining a distinct link with the
dominant style of the times, in some cases excessively so, had its roots in the
classics and at the same time he looked forward from classicism to the future. H e
managed to fuse the philosophical nature and moral tension inherent in Russian
culture with daring attempts to find n e w artistic paths. I was more interested in the
process of his creation than in its products. The artist's fate was difficult in that
complicated, transitional period, and the turmoil of the times was reflected in his art.
In Vruble's autobiography, he wrote that at eleven years of age he painted from
m e m o r y a copy of Michelangelo's Last Judgement which had thrilled him. This was
an unquestionable proof not only of the boy's phenomenal visual memory, but also
of his sensibility to appreciate truly great works of art.
With a concept similar to Chinese artists, he drew and painted with great fervour, but
more often than not, preferred to muse about literature and the theatre. Like most
scholars in China in the past couple of thousand years he was tormented by social
problems and tried to reduce his o w n laziness, despised himself for his ignorance,
and swore to overcome his mistakes. Only in literature had his taste begun to take
definite shapes. Vruble's taste in literature might seem to be conservative, but it
would be more correct to talk about his obvious preference for the classics, both
Russian, western European, and some Chinese.
When I visited his gallery in Moscow, the first time I glanced at his painting
depicting his long-cherished theme, The Demon, I was intrigued by the nature of the
work, and the western concept of 'demon', the Greek word meaning soul or
spirit—with the composition, technique and monochrome, of course influenced by
the ancient Chinese masters. H e had studied Chinese language and culture w h e n he
was young and m a n y of his watercolour works clearly show h o w he adopted the
elements of traditional far eastern art.
From my youth, thoughts filled me with literary association. I have loved historic
literature and the classics of antiquity, and in m y early study not only did I love
nature and the detailed and pensive writings about it, but I was also devoted to exotic
and romantic subjects from Chinese literature and mythology. All of these sources
have influenced m y work as an artist.
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CHAPTER FIVE
IN THE EARLY PHASE OF THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION

I enjoyed the study of western painting, but opportunities were very limited because
of the political conditions experienced by art students. The Chinese Communist
hierarchy had consistently sought for the complete prohibition of publication and the
importing of any information about western art, so the only w a y to learn about
western painting w a s through the Soviet Union. In the first decade of Communist
China, the Chinese government invited Soviet experts in all fields to teach them h o w
to modernise. China sent m a n y students, including artists to the Soviet Union. The
authorities considered the ideal subjects of Soviet Socialist Realist art to be larger
than life-size heroes engaged in dramatic revolutionary activities and strong, pinkcheeked heroines w h o were building the socialist motherland. The western academic
style had evolved from the Grand Manner painting; the rules being memorialised by
Sir Joshua Reynolds, the president of London's Royal academy, in his Discourses
on Art., written at the end of the eighteenth century. The Discourses prescribed that:

Morality, lofty ideas, and great deeds must be portrayed in order to
produce the sublime in art. The basis of the Grand Manner style was
facilely brushed oil painting. Drawing on Renaissance convention, with
m a n as the central focus, the artist created illusions of deep-space
perspective and figures modelled in light and shade. Artists studied the
h u m a n figure carefully, so that the heroic visions would be anatomically
credible w h e n rendered in a chiaroscuro technique; similarly, w e m a d e
careful observation of the landscape to provide a believable setting, n
The artist presented a mythologised version of 'objective truth'. Socialist Realism
absorbed virtually all the Grand Manner characteristics of style and notions of lofty
content. Only the class focus and the costumes were changed. The n e w subjects
were people involved in class struggle, Communist revolutionary battles, heroic
feats of peasants, workers and soldiers; and political leaders and their meetings with
the masses. Labour heroes replaced muses, and neoclassical drapery was dropped
for proletarian garb that was m a d e to look as stylish and swashbuckling as possible.
Pale-faced lords and lithe maidens were transformed into stocky, healthy workers
with bright pink cheeks. It was not long after I began studies in western art, that the
Cultural Revolution started in June of 1966, which was culturally devastating for
China.
This heyday of traditional painting ended abruptly in the middle of 1966 with the
11

Sir Joshua Reynolds, 'Discourses on Art', quoted in The New Chinese Painting, Abrams, N Y ,
1987, p. 18.
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outbreak of the Great Proletarian Revolution. Initially, before the worst excesses of
this tragic time, all the people thought it might be just an academic discussion by the
leadership. M a o Zedong and his wife Jiang Qing turned the country's attention to the
Communist Progress System, which was like returning back to a slave-owning
society with the M a o s the top slaveholders. Actually they were like Emperors with
absolute imperialist power. They understood that gaining such a political hold over
the state was not n e w in the history of the China or for that matter in some western
countries and m a n y people in China would have also recognised this trend.
In early 1964, Mao drew up a list of thirty-nine artists, literati and scholars for
denunciation. H e branded them 'reactionary bourgeois authorities', a n e w category
of class enemies. Prominent names on the list included the most famous playwright,
W u Han, and Professor M a Yinchu, w h o had been the first economist to advocate
birth control. For this policy he had previously been named a lightest in 1957,
because it violated M a o Zedong's birth policy aimed at producing a large population
m a n y of w h o m were to be trained as soldiers to fight against the 'Western Enemies'.
The list was not made public, and the thirty-nine people were not purged by the party
organisation. M a o had the list circulated within the party network with instructions to
catch other 'reactionary bourgeois authorities'. The Communists stopped the
publication of any book unless it had some political propaganda in it. Such a purging
is not unique in Chinese political history; two thousand years ago the Emperor Jing
set fire to all the books and buried alive scholars to consolidate his power.
The Maos realised too that their Party colleagues could be their first encumbrances
and M a o Zedong imitated the first Emperor Zhu of the M i n g Dynasty, w h o had
killed most of his old colleagues w h o helped to establish the Ming Dynasty with
him. Stalin, the Communist Russian President during the Red Revolution, shot
m a n y of his comrades w h o became prominent during the war, creating the most
powerful personal control system. I can still remember that time, when before a meal
all the Chinese people had to sing a song of thanksgiving for Mao's generosity.
Before and after sleeping, all people in the nation had to dance before Mao's portrait.
Those w h o had been designated 'black people' because they deviated from Mao's
principles all knelt before an 'icon picture' and self-criticised. The M a o s suspected
that nearly all the members of the Communist leadership had been betraying them,
and felt they must getridof them. However, unlike the Emperors in Chinese history
or Stalin in Russia w h o simply executed their associates, the M a o s organised the
Red Guard to destroy and torment them to a slow death. M a o interpreted the reaction
from his fellow members of the Communist Party and officials to his call for a
witch-hunt as an indication of whether their loyalty to him was weakening or if their
hearts were with the policies being pursued by other party leaders. M a o Zedong felt
threatened. H e saw himself as a Stalinist figure, and wanted to convert the world to
C o m m u n i s m . However, he was denounced by Khrushchev while he was still alive.
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H e wanted to m a k e a pre-emptive strike and destroy everything existing within the
Party line and even wanted to break the country's whole system so that he could
create his own.
During this period Mao led a massive campaign to destroy all existing Chinese
culture. His wife, Jiang Qing with other 'radicals' claimed that all Chinese art for
thousands of years was bourgeois and reactionary. Even the art produced between
1949 and 1966—the art created under Communist rule—was worse, and therefore
counter-revolutionary. All culture from foreign countries was capitalistic and
therefore repudiated. She sought literally to exterminate almost all existing art-forms
except Socialist Realism and to m a k e n e w , pure creations that were truly
revolutionary—a vision that was deceptively simple. In the process, the great
majority of the artistic establishment—policy-makers as well as artists—were
criticised, humiliated, and virtually imprisoned at rural work units from 1966 to
1969.
Like many other intellectual people, all the artists were locked in rooms called
cowsheds. Because they were classified as being from the 'stinking ninth
category,'12 they were treated like cattle, beaten or tortured and in m a n y cases were
denied medical care. All artistic creation, except for propaganda work, virtually
ceased between 1966 to 1969. Even after the artists were allowed to return from the
countryside, their n e w work had to express high political consciousness in the form
of patriotic, political subject matter.
The Chinese Inquisition was founded in the middle of this century, when the
Communist Party established The People's Republic of China. Although the most
intolerable period was the decade from 1966 until 1976,1 believe that the whole
period under C o m m u n i s m since 1949 has placed China under a dark shadow. A s a
creative artist, I, myself was s u m m o n e d by the Party in 1974, 1976 and 1982, to
answer for m y painting Good Morning Shanghai and another untitled work, which
were judged as 'obscene' and 'immoral'. Even today the majority of artists
experience a limited creative activity. The n e w generation of leadership in the
Chinese Communist Party has continued the policies of M a o Zedong in controlling
China. The Chinese Inquisition, named the Revolutionary Committee—technically
an arm of the Communist Party, under the tyrannical control of the Maos—initiated
purging anything that deviated from the Party line. It was set up to identify and
punish by death instead of using the courts. This procedure dates back to the horrific
massacres of 1952, w h e n large numbers of people, especially the inteligentsia, were
forced to accept Communist L a w in order to survive. In the Cultural Revolution the
Inquisition took on this murderous task, which still continues to the present day. In
12

- This is the normal English translation of this category, which included nine groups
political criminals, such as landlords, rightists and the rich.
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1976 after the death of M a o Zedong, Mao's wife Jiang Qing was put in prison by
Mao's successor, Hua, leader of the coup d'etat within the Communist Party. Soon
after this, M a d a m M a o committed suicide in prison. Later H u a was removed from
the centre of power by other members of the Party.
My father was denounced for many reasons. They suspected him because he was a
M e m b e r of Parliament House and was questioned because of his relationship with
the others, like former Chinese President L u o w h o died at Mao's hands. Father was
part of the educated intelligentsia which had been purged. H e w a s suspected of
complaining about Communist policy to others, and as he used to be an entrepreneur
and suspected of being against the Party, they took his property. During this period
Father had to stay in a detention room every day from seven in the morning until
eleven at night, seven days a week to denounce himself. Each night w h e n he
returned h o m e he had to record confessions against the Party, and submit them the
next day. H e could not find anything for which he was guilty, even in his childhood,
so he could only write the same statement in his o w n defence. Every night w e would
anxiously await Father's return because of this horrifying atmosphere when m a n y
people were murdered by the Revolutionary Committee. The families of such victims
were declared 'black' for ever, which meant that, among other things, their children
could not get good jobs because the government controlled all employers. The 'black
mark' remained on the personal file of every m e m b e r in the family for their whole
lifetime and followed to whatever place they would move.
Our home was vandalised in 1966, and was searched time and time
again—furniture, blankets, kitchen-ware even the children's toys and all personal
things were taken by the Revolution Committee. They left only a few items of
clothing for us. Fortunately it was the summer season when the weather was mild.
Father's salary was reduced to sixty three dollars each month—ten dollars for every
person in our family per month.
My parents' collection of original works by famous artists from the Song Dynasty to
the present time w a s deliberately destroyed by fire. This act of vandalism included
Father's library as well, the firing taking almost three days. The most painful thing
for us was that they even destroyed a very precious calligraphy by Su Dongpo [1036
-1101], there being only few of his works remaining in the world.13 The other most
significant art work to be destroyed was a painting by Huang G o n g w a n g [1269 1354], w h o was one of the four greatest in the Yuan Dynasty. I can still remember
that work, which in style was a cool, strongly objective landscape, outlined with a
13

Towards the end of the Northern Song period a new approach to painting was prompted by the
scholar-official class who adopted painting as a medium for personal expression. A rationalisation of
this new approach was required and it was a group of scholars, whose leading figure was the great
poet, painter, ealligrapher and statesman Su, that formulated a theory based on a wider appreciation
of the arts to include music, poetry and calligraphy in addition to painting.
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continuous, often strained brushline, roughly textured with dry monochrome ink
strokes, which met the highest literati ideals. W e also lost some original oil paintings
by western artists including James Abbott McNeill Whistler, Kees V a n Dongen and
Andre Derain, which m y father had bought in America and Europe during the 1940s.
My father was humiliated and dragged through the streets facing criticism at the
'struggle' meeting. Like all the accused, he had to wear a tall conical hat and paper
clothes with the words, 'I a m a vampire' written on them. At the same time, m y
mother had to state loudly before the public that she was a parasite. Even m y two
older brothers were paraded through the streets with m y parents.
Compared with others my father was lucky because his name was listed by the State
Government, which meant he was in the category of 'protected person'. Others,
such as the friend of m y father, President Liu Shaoqi, Mao's comrade, was
murdered by M a o . His wife, China's first lady W a n g was forced to wear a necklace
of h u m a n bones, which is purported to have made her go insane. The actress Yu,
could not bear Jiang Qing's accusations against her and committed suicide by
gassing herself. It was probably father's reputation within and outside China that
gave him some protection. I was a witness to other atrocities when I was in the
countryside near Shanghai in 1968. For example, I saw the Communists instruct
some poor peasants to torture a landlord by hanging him in a well, submerging half
of his body in the water for a long time, which bought about a slow death.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION CONTINUES

At the beginning of the 1960s my work went on pretty well unimpeded. I continued
developing m y brush and pen technique and the paintings attracted attention which
led to commissions in one of the theatres. I was referred to as 'the Youth Artist'.
O n e of the small commissions was for a poster outside the theatre. I based the poster
on an image from a photograph of the play. After that, I was offered casual work by
Li, a manager in the theatre, to w h o m I o w e a great deal for his interest in m y early
work. A few months later, a big theatre called 'Tin Shen', which was being
redecorated, commissioned paintings and drawings from me. I painted these on both
the interior and exterior on chosen sections of the building, including on one
archway and on the trees leading up to it. Another source of quite regular income
was by making m a n y sets of pen drawings of plays and theatrical pieces. They sold
in envelopes, four apiece, and I can still remember the feeling of pride when, in a
box-office of the theatre, audiences before or after the play always bought sets of m y
little postcards. I was enjoying m y commissions, not only for the money, but I
discovered that some people really liked m y w o r k — e v e n some pieces that only took
a few minutes to finish.
It was not very long before the Communists closed all the theatres and cinemas, and
Li was put in prison for once allowing some opera troupes to play without the
Party's permission. In this political environment, people in Communist China fought
each other in 'class struggles'. W h e n C o m m u n i s m was founded in China, the
leaders understood that the employer and employee were opposites, and because the
Party controlled everything in the country, they had to m o v e against the people
themselves, so they drew a class line through the ordinary people and said some
belong to the Capital Class, and some belong to the Working Class. Anyone at any
time could have their position changed, depending upon the Communist Party's
arbitrary decisions.
I was a not well known and in 1972 my reputation as an artist was growing. I was
instructed to stop selling work at this time. The only way I could express myself was
to arouse political consciousness in the form of patriotic, and political subject matter.
It was m y personal feeling that the political struggle was really awful and I refused to
involve myself with it. Fortunately, I got a chance to be an assistant librarian and
voluntarily worked at the Shanghai Library. The Party closed the library and some
staff in the library had to go onto the streets for 'revolutionary work', while they left
some people w h o old, or in a middle position, to pack books into the storerooms. I
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remember the time I asked one of the officers in the library if I could work there
without pay. Eventually they agreed because most of the youth had joined the Red
Guard to m a k e the pilgrimage to Beijing to see Chairman M a o Zedong, w h o
reviewed them eight times at Tiananmen Square. In reality it had become a cult.
There was free transportation from anywhere in China and this took the whole
country student population to Beijing to safeguard M a o . It seemed that no one was
interested in books during this time but m e . I wanted to know exactly w h y the Party
was so hostile towards books and to knowledgable and educated people.
The Shanghai Library is located in the middle of the city. I had no money to take the
bus, so every morning at six I walked there from m y h o m e to work for a few hours.
Then I would hide by myself to read large numbers of books until midnight. From
those books I realised w h y the Communists were so worried about educated people
and it was a great chance for m e to learn about history, poetry, the arts, philosophy
and psychology. Within three years I had studied over five thousand books. It was
of great benefit to m e and it provided m e with m y basic knowledge, especially as a
literate painter and connoisseur. I suppose this is an example of self-education out of
necessity.
In 1969, the failure of Mao's birth policy gave China big problems with massive
unemployment. The other reason was that all industry and agriculture had stopped
working, and the economy was breaking down. Mao's new idea was to m o v e
people, especially the intellectual class and school leavers, from the city to the desert
places. Subsequently, like most of the victims, I, as an artist, was sent for labour
and thought reform to An-hui, a town of northern Heilongjian province next to
Siberia in Russia, where the temperature often dropped to twenty five to forty
degrees below zero in the winter. I left Shanghai in November, when it is early
winter in China. M y crying was intense as the train started to move. For the next
couple of days I could not speak. Always etched in m y memory will be the sight of
m y whole family waving to m e in tears at the train station, particularly m y parents
running to follow the train as it moved along the railway lines. N o one knew what
would happen in the future, and according to M a o Zedong's rhetoric, w e were sent
to the countryside 'to be reformed.' M a o advocated 'thought reform through labour'
for everyone, but never explained the relationship between the two. O f course, no
one asked for clarification. Merely to contemplate such a question was tantamount to
treason. In reality, everyone in China knew that hard labour, particularly in the
countryside, was always punishment. At one stage, the group of artists being carried
on our w a y to An-hui, had to change trucks. It was twenty degrees below zero that
day, and w e felt extremely cold even though w e had put on all the clothes w e
owned. O n the way to the farm cottage, where w e were to stay, the snow was many
feet deep so w e irresistibly jumped d o w n and shovelled snow at one another. The
landscape presented nothing but glistening white snow, which covered every inch of
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the countryside and glared in our eyes.
Life in this isolated rural area was quite dull. We six artists shared a farm cottage
with a couple of farmers. Apart from corn, there were n o vegetables to eat and there
w a s n o meat at all. O u r w o r k in the fields w a s very hard. During the spring, s u m m e r
and autumn w e had to w o r k for over fifteen hours per day, and w e were all shocked
with w h a t w e were paid. For a whole day's labour w e only received ten to eleven
cents. E a c h year after w e deducted the cost of our food from our earnings w e were
in debt. S o m e other farm towns were even m o r e deprived than the one where I lived.
W e all depended u p o n relatives w h o lived in the city, and although w e k n e w they
were also having difficult times, without their support w e could not have survived.
I was short of money and could not afford to buy any materials for painting, so
finally, I found a cheap w a y to continue m y artistic life. I used branches of a tree
instead of a brush to practice o n the sand and put s n o w or soil together to m a k e a
'sculpture'. Winter w a s very quiet, and the farmers talked together and played cards.
I m a d e a very strict timetable in the daytime, w h e n I practised seal carving by cutting
on the surface of soft stones. T h e n I did drawings in the sand again. That w a s all I
could afford to d o during the day. At night I read books which s o m e other artists lent
m e and kept re-reading and revising notes I had m a d e before. I w a s a tireless boy
and the peasants called m e 'mad artist'.
Energetically, I gouged out seal engravings at the cottage, cutting my fingers
hundreds of times. I w a s very interested in that difficult work, and within a very
small surface space I designed m a n y different and fresh looking pieces.14 A seal14

In eastern countries, seals are not only for personal use in the same way as a signature in the
West, but they are also a high form of individual art. Stamp and cylinder seals have a history as
long as that of human civilisation. Cylinders of Southern Mesopotamia [circa 3100-2900 B C ] and
those of South-western Iran [circa 3000 BC] are evidences of this. Those North-eastern Iranian cast
copper stamps made in the period of Hissar 11B [2650 - 2450 BC] are the fore-runners of the
Chinese bronze seals of the Yin period [1401 - 1122 BC] and of the Shang Dynasty [1766 - 1122
BC]. Around the 1930s, three bronze seals were discovered from the imperial tombs at An-yang,
Henan Province in the centre of China, a site of the ancient capital of the Yin. A number of block
clay seals had already been collected by Chinese etymologists in the nineteenth century. Within and
without China, in public as well as in private collections, there remain hundreds of both official and
personal seals of the late Chou, Ch'in and Han Dynasties [770 B C - 220 AD].

The art of seal making developed with the growth of agricultural villages which grew into the
highly organised political and urban complexes of later ages. The materials used for seals included
bronze, silver, gold, jade or even porcelain up to the end of the Song Dynasty [960 - 1276 AD]. It
was Zhao Mengfu [1254 - 1322], an outstanding artist of the Yuan Dynasty [1276 - 1386 A D ] who
started to have a few seals engraved on ivory. The calligraphic style on these seals is known as
'Yuan Chu W e n ' a seal script of the small Chuan in relief. It was W a n g Mien [1287 - 1366] who
first tried his hand at creating name seals on stones. Fine quality stones are found in both Zhejing
and Fujian provinces. Thereafter, the artists of the Ming Dynasty had their seals made on ivory or
on beautiful translucent stones. Ever since ancient times, Chinese seals, official or personal, have
been either cast or engraved, the words being made in relief or intaglio. Seals have been created in
various shapes and sizes.
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maker is first of all a calligrapher simply because the text of the seal must be m a d e
beautiful. M y early academic training in calligraphy was of benefit to m e and made it
m u c h easier than for others.
The criteria upon which the Chinese would judge a piece of calligraphy are:
a. The quality of the brush stroke technique, or the control of the movements of the
brush
b. The internal composition of each and every word—both the positive and negative
spaces are equally important in composition
c. The spatial relationship between single words and the columns—whether the
arrangement is exactly right.
After many years, being completely self-taught, I have made nearly ten thousand
seals on jade- like stone. Especially beneficial were the experiments of copying from
ancient works of the past, such as from the heyday of the H a n Dynasty [206 B C 220 A D ] and the developing time of the Ming, and the Qing Dynasties [1368 1922]. A s a seal-carving artist, it was a good opportunity for m e to contact many
other artists when I later arrived back in the city. A s I mentioned before, a complete
artwork is always linked to seals, so every artist seeks to find a suitable seal within a
style which fits his or her work. A few years later I was to join 'The Academic Seals
Research Committee' taking part in m a n y exhibitions with other artists in showing
our seals. Twenty-six of m y works were commissioned by the Chinese Government
as major presents or gifts to important foreign guests. O n e was m a d e for a former
Japanese prime minister when he visited China. I gained first prize in the Eleventh
National Art Exhibition. Later I m a d e a large seal, Never Too Old To Learn for
famous painter Li Keran, and in return for this he presented m e with the painting
Boy Playing a Flute in the Evening

15

Li gave m e some advice about his artistic

experimentation which I used to improve m y work at that time. Since then I have
received a large number of commissions for seal-carving. Seeking to be an
accomplished traditional calligrapher and seal-carver, I drew ideas from Chinese
philosophy as well as from Buddhist sources, just as I adapted ancient calligraphy
and seal styles. Indeed, I explored m y national heritage, as the Communist Party
exhorted artists to do, but I reached back into the past to use forms from twenty-five
hundred years ago, which confused officials w h o seemed not to have m u c h more
than m y m e m o r y or knowledge of the past. I questioned the limitations of
illusionism and tried to seek a universal approach to solving theriddleof the nature
of substance—its limidess and ever-changing qualities.
In 1971, three years after being sent to An-hui, I was allowed to return to Shanghai
15 This work is now lost.
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earlier than the other artists. I think the reason was that the Communist Government
once more wanted to restore its reputation both within China and internationally.
They had planned to put some outstanding people back into their former positions
and m y father w a s one of these names on their list. H e n o w had more public
appearances than before, so they were forced to think about m y situation.
The following year I completed a large painting on canvas Good morning—the City
of Shanghai, which was commissioned by the local government. Before working on
it I went to the H u a n g P u River to observe the view from early morning until it was
dark in the evening and I suddenly realised w h y the French painter, Claude Monet,
painted subjects like Parliament House at Westminster in so m a n y different light
presentations. At that time I very m u c h admired the Impressionists. I used mixed
media with the composition painted in arichpigment. It was the first time I had put
watercolour, oil, tempera and Chinese ink together within a major work. This was a
very open method for m y painting. I found that if the work was going too badly and
I was having to fight it, then it was helpful to k n o w there was another m e d i u m I
could bring in. At this point something magic seems to happen, through this sort of
multiplicity of means forming the painting. The idea that artists in m a n y western
countries were interested in combining all kinds of media had impressed me. I based
m y work on the observation of nature, and the technique I adopted from Monet, was
inspired by his impressionistic work, particularly Waterloo Bridge with its effect of
mist. I painted the Shanghai Customs Building with a misty background. I tried to
discover h o w I could adopt western techniques. The painting, seven metres wide
and nearly four metres high, decorated a large local government hall. This caused m y
n a m e to start to be widely known. The Party's newspaper interviewed m e with many
articles introducing Good Morning—the City of Shanghai to its readers. It was a
typical painting of the time, with some people saying that I had become a successful
young artist under the Communist Party's training scheme.
After that, I received many commissions from newspapers and magazines, and for
s o m e book illustrations.16 M y work in this year lost direction as I looked for
political subjects according to the Party's instructions. I would rather have gone to
the natural bush to paint landscapes which allowed m y personal feelings to be
presented. I was going out to nature but fighting nature all the time. I had not then
achieved the sense of finding a subject or the subject finding m e . I was changing the
picture as nature changed and I did not have the c o m m o n sense, like the
Impressionists, of doing one immediate impression and reacting to thefirstimpulse,
then maintaining it. I attempted a d a w n impression, a ten o'clock impression and
midday impression, all rolled into one, and I got further and further bogged down.

16

Unfortunately, these works were all destroyed in 1974, when another wave of terror initiated by
the Communist Party, swept the artistic community.
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In the meantime, the political environment appeared to be a little more relaxed than
the year before, with artists, writers, actors and actresses having just been released.
The creative impulse was activated and m a n y artists contacted m e , requesting m e to
m a k e seals for them for use in their painting. During that time I visited famous artists
including L u Yanshao, Feng Zhikai, G u a n Lian and Liu Haisu. In 19721 m a d e the
decision to go to M r Zhu Qizhan's studio to learn painting.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MY TEACHER, Zhu Qizhan

From the time I attended the studio of Zhu Qizhan over two decades ago,
inspired by his life, philosophy and particularly his art work. His influence was so
beneficial to m e I felt I could open up m y mind to such artistic splendour and allow
m y art to be enriched in ways which I can really only tell through m y work.
Although I am an independent artist with my own distinctive style, my work and my
ideology have been greatly influenced by Zhu's long artistic life, his work and his
inspiration. A s a young artist I noticed in his work, developments and changes in his
painting over m a n y years as he incorporated a new style.
Zhu died last year (1996) at the age of one hundred and four. He was born on 2 May
1892 in the town of L u Fu, in Jian Hsu province, which is located in central eastern
China. Zhu, coming as he did from a well-to-do middle-class family, was devoted to
the arts from a very early age. Influenced by n e w trends of thought in his early
years, he travelled to Japan, where he received intensive training from the Japanese
master Fujishima in western painting styles. Meanwhile he witnessed h o w some
great western artists such as V a n G o g h and Matisse, altered objective descriptions
and added oriental concepts of aesthetic appreciation under the influence of eastern
arts. Particularly, the views of Impressionsm and Fauvism were closely
interconnected with concepts of Chinese literary painting. The impressionist works
of his later period explicitly held negative attitudes towards paintings with a poetic
flavour—something which he often talked to m e about. F r o m his work, life and
spirit I understood the strong desire to return to original nature, the realm that many
ancient and modern artists dreamed of but could hardly reach. M y attempts to
approach the creativity of nature from a new angle were suggested to m e by those
questions asked by Zhu. Being the god of longevity as well as the great master in the
art of China, he still appears in public to open exhibitions by young artists, and as a
special judge to analyse the winning work in the Annual National Art Show. H e is
full of energy and still works for over four hours every day. H e was invited to visit
the U S A when aged eighty-nine, to participate in a centennial celebration of his life's
work in 1983. His latest great work which stands twelve metres wide by seven
metres high is displayed at San Francisco Airport, commissioned by the American
Arts Council.
On his way back to China from the USA, he had a stopover in Japan to visit various
places. Soon afterwards he m a d e a trip to Yunnan, a province in south-western
China, four thousand miles from his h o m e town. Such activities were rarely seen
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a m o n g his contemporaries. Zhu, however, took to touring with ease. His
astonishing will-power, his superhuman agility and indefatigable pursuit of artistic
creation only m a k e him all the more respected and admired.
According to his own account, Zhu began his painting career at about the age of
eight, and the study of western painting at twenty-one through to his fifties,
resuming Chinese traditional painting afterwards. U p to n o w he has been striving in
the art of painting for more than ninety years. But what had he been looking for
throughout his artistic life? I m a y explore it from two approaches. O n e is through his
practice of painting, namely, an analysis of his works, the other is by looking at his
painting experience.
In his booki4 Connoisseur's Talk About Painting, Zhu summed up his ninety years'
experience of painting, giving a clear explanation of what he had sought for. It is
enlightening to younger generations. H e said:

For many years I have gone out of my way to achieve three aims. They
are: independence, force and succinctness. B y independence I mean that a
painter should have their o w n features instead of being dependent on or
blindly worshiping those of other schools. The other word for force is
strength, which lies in the bold and vigorous strokes of a painter and
comes from his mental effort or inner world. A s for succinctness, it is
embodied in being terse and concise. These three principles are the
criterion for creating which I have closely followed.17
In the above passage he put forward his goals for his painting independence, force
and succinctness. Z h u also said:

For years I have been hoping to keep close pace with the times, no matter
h o w vague the hope m a y be. Meanwhile I have tried hard to guide m y
painting to perfection. In other words, the style of painting should be
plain and honest, the touches be sincere and simple. Simplicity is the
hardest problem to solve. It consists of ingeniousness and
unpretentiousness. Being sincere and simple means being plain, honest
and impressive, free from boring gaudiness.18
The above extracts account for the aims that Zhu has been endeavouring to achieve
for m o r e than ninety years. These aims mainly fall within the scope of the
presentation of artistic style and creation. Another point mentioned by him is his
arduous exploration of art in the realm of ideology. H e has his unique w a y of
interpreting it. This can be proved by his works. It is fair to say that his
accomplishment and the level he has c o m e up to in the field of art are far above the
simplified criteria set by himself.
17 Zhu Qizhan, A Connoiseur's Talk About Painting, Artist Publishers, Shanghai, 1981, p. 25.
18 Zhu Qizhan, p. 54.
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Z h u said his aims were independence, force, succinctness and simplicity. Let m e
first talk about 'succinctness' and 'force' before 'independence'.
Succinctness is the opposite of over-elaboration. Generally speaking succinctness is
something too high to scale, though it is the paramount realm. In the history of
Chinese traditional painting very few can be said to be on the list of artists w h o have
been famous for succinctness. However, succinctness is a special feature of the
work of Z h u and sets his work apart from those other few great masters. In terms of
his landscape painting, he does not use the formal traditional foiling methods of
showing the shade and texture of rocks and mountains and curly clouds in various
shapes. H e only outlines mountains andriverswith a few firm strokes. In some of
his works he applied the traditional foiling methods without following the form
patterns. In this w a y he created a style all his o w n and brought n e w colours and
innovations to art. A s a result his work leaves an entirely n e w impression on us.
There are no examples from any other great master in the history of Chinese art of
the abandonment of traditional foiling. H e has devoted himself to it for ninety years.
In other words, his style is entirely different from any previous artists and is free
from imitation and inheritance from the hands of others. Thus, he developed a
school flying his o w n colours.
It should be mentioned that Zhu was assiduous in studying famous painting styles in
different dynasties and imitating some of the masterpieces produced in the Song and
Y u a n Dynasties of ancient times, so that he had their styles at his fingertips. But,
after a strenuous probe, he finally worked through the old to bring forth the new. H e
had really m a d e something out of the past and mastered the ancient giants'
techniques by heart, then he gave up what he had learned, to create a style of his
own.
Force is another of Zhu's aims. In his painting this feature needs no detailed
expounding. His lofty quality can easily be felt—noble aspiration permeates even
without the touching of a paint brush. H e is energetic while painting, and that is the
visualisation of his force. The force finds its expression on the picture-surface as
free and vigorous strokes ejecting tremendous m o m e n t u m , as if it would break
through the paper.
Lu Fungweng's poem states:

I find the universe narrow when I take up my pen, and I will soon be
carried away by success, and m y happiness knows no bound.
I remember when I was painting, the energy stream came from m y feet,
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like singing and dancing. 19

According to his own narration, Zhu is an artist full of noble spirit. It is a paramoun
state wherein the universe and stunt performers are mingled into something abstract.
The combination of succinctness and forceful forms, merge quite naturally through
his unique style of painting, which is simple and plain and the hallmark of his
independence. That is precisely the goal after which he was striving.
But, there is still something more precious. What Zhu pursues is not merely the
succinctness and force on the surface of a picture. H e wants to express the latent and
deeper significance. H e said:

It is not difficult to depict something with a few strokes. The most
difficult thing for an artist to do is to express his implication besides
painting succinctly infinite objects in the world. This succinctness is a rare
accomplishment. It's not good enough for an advanced artist to paint
succinctly for the sake of succinctness.20
With these words he implies what the real purpose of all painting techniques is. It is
not being succinct for succinctness's sake, nor being forceful for force's sake. They
are only a means for the expression of the artist's thought, feeling and sentiment, in
other words for the expression of the objects and feelings in the world.
If we only wish to impress with succinctness and force, I do not think it is necessary
to seek them in painting, for there is something precious above the painting. The
above words are unfathomable in their meaning. The ancients said, 'There must be
something above the c o m m o n taste, sour or salty'. Because being sour or salty is
actual taste, a sense constrained, this implies an immense realm beyond these
restraints with boundless meaning that artists are eager to express.
Now it is necessary to discuss further the second point with which our venerable
painter is most concerned—the artistic conception and ideology. Zhu called it 'mental
effort'. H e said that to write a p o e m well you must be open-minded and free, then
you can create something aloof and at a high level. T h e word free here means
enlightened and magnanimous, not constrained by vulgar prejudices, free from
subjectivism and stiffness. T h e ultimate aim of our Chinese painting theory is to
m a k e out an artistic conception. For hundreds of years, artists have been working
hard to create the noblest conception—the vitality of the universe. The traditional
theory of Chinese art is that artistic concept counts first. This theory can be applied
to both poetry and painting. Artistic conception varies from noble to humble.
19 Lu Fungweng in The Complete Poems of the Tang Dynasty, The Chinese Literary Publisher,
Beijing, 1978, p. 3004.
20 Zhu Qizhan, p. 89.
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Sighing over one's dotage or humiliation, that is personal feeling. Worrying about
social problems or world affairs, that forms a better conception. T h e best
conception, of course, is to throb with the pulse of heaven and earth. A n d that is the
world outlook which can be visualised in two ways; to get at the eternal vague truth
and to find out the delicacy of universal vitality.
Zhu put forward the points 'being open-minded and free', and 'not constrained by
vulgar prejudices, free from subjectivism and stiffness'. W h a t a great idea! Being
not constrained by vulgar prejudices is not an easy job in real life, and it is even
more difficult in painting. The famous poet Yuan H a o w e n said in his poem:
Regulations of this world constrain the people's deeds like fleas in
trousers,
All of a sudden I was surprised by a dragon jumping out of the heavenly
gate.21
In order to get rid of the shackles of vulgar prejudices, one must have the valour and
willpower to carry on a bitter struggle. After the struggle, however, it is more
difficult 'to be free from subjectivism and stiffness'. Then one must scale new
heights. So far as painting is concerned, if an artist has broken the bonds of some
sectarian bias, he must be able to have his o w n w a y and reach his consummation.
H e is not to be transferred from this sect to that sect, spinning a cocoon around
himself and suffering through his o w n misdeeds. Only w h e n an artist has reached
his consummation he is entirely free from subjectivism and stiffness. The actual
meaning of the word 'free' here is 'live', not 'dead'.
Zhu began to paint when he was a child. He never stuck to any specific school of
painting. O n the one hand, he respected ancient artists, studied their materials with
great care, incorporated 'international imitation'—a mythology of his own. O n the
other hand, he did not adhere to the styles of the great masters, nor would he be their
slave and be bound by their rules. H e faced instead nature and life. H e gathered new
materials from nature and life. In conversation with m e , Z h u said:
If you keep yourself indoors and paint all day long, your creative power
will certainly be exhausted. A s a result, your work will hold no attraction.
A n artist must always go out and travel. O u r forefathers told us,
'Travelling ten thousand miles is better than reading ten thousand
volumes.' O n e must glean his resources from nature and the would
outside'.22
Z h u also said:
21 Yuan Haowen, in The Complete Poems of the Tang Dynasty, The Chinese Literary Publisher,
Beijing, 1978, p. 2701.
22

Zhu Qizhan, conversation with the author.
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There is inspiration in the landscapes of the great master, Huang Binhong.
This is because he has travelled a lot and gathered materials from different
parts of the country. H e has the ability to observe and to digest, so he has
created his o w n style, vigorous and colourful.23

W h a t Z h u said about H u a n g fits himself perfectly.There is inspiration in his
landscapes as he has also travelled extensively. B y 'inspiration' here I m e a n 'being
free from subjectivism and stiffness'. But h o w to achieve 'freedom' and to have
'inspiration?' First, to learn from ancient giants to improve one's artistry and
ideological accomplishment; secondly, to be a disciple of the creator and to study
nature. Whenever a great artist painted a picture, if it is a masterpiece, it will certainly
be a set pattern for later generations, as there are m a n y imitators. But people can
paint the real mountain andriver,flower and grass directly from nature, all of them
are different in shape. Therefore, to be a disciple of the creator and to study nature
will m a k e an artist getridof set patterns and bonds, he will be 'free', in the fullest
sense of the word.
Zhu also pointed out:
We must paint the delicacy of universal vitality...[and]...express the
eternal 'vague truth'. According to m y comprehension, the latter phrase
implies an historical world outlook, the former means a natural world
outlook.24
W h a t does it m e a n to paint the 'delicacy' of universal vitality? H e refers to the lively
animation of nature. The so-called 'delicacy' is to express the vitality fully, naturally
and animatedly, conveying something that is hard to visualise in painting. H e talked
about a lofty realm in landscape painting. H o w can it be otherwise while drawing
flowers, birds and animals? T h e painting realm consists of vitality and natural
flavour, or else it is not a good picture. H e said, "While painting flowers fish and
birds, w e must shun stiffness and inflexibility. Our picture must be live. Being live
is the key point. Life comes from being live and it is no more than vitality and natural
flavour." H e also said that a friend of his, Zhang Dazhuang would paint a peony and
its fragrance would permeate the air; a watermelon or a tomato and their juice would
drop; fish would s w i m and shrimp would j u m p — h e k n e w the fullest sense of the
phrase 'being live'. These words, I think, explain very definitely Zhu's idea of
universal vitality. T h e pivotal point here is the word 'live'. The miracle of Zhu's
landscape and flower paintings has c o m e from the very idea of being live. Whatever
he paints is extremely life-like which goes far beyond being mere imitation with its
accompanying stiff appearance. For example in his work Early Spring in the
Mountains stretches of fresh green intermingle with a little yellow far and near, while
23 Zhu Qizhan, conversation with the author.
24 zhu Qizhan, conversation with the author.
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vapour and misty cloud pervades the whole tableau. Through this picture w e can
enjoy the life-like scenery in the southern part of China, and what is more, it seems
that w e can smell the breath of spring and take in the fresh spring air permeated with
natural fragrance. The artist is able to m a k e people fully appreciate this vitality and
natural flavour. That is the best explanation for delicacy! Having delicacy is
trackless, difficult to ascertain, if the artist himself does not have the inspiration, nor
the capability of making his viewers share his feeling.
As for the aim to express 'eternal vague truth', an historical outlook on life or a
world outlook, I still cannot tell whether any artist in the past had painted a little of
this idea into their art works in the same w a y as Zhu did in his Nine Lyrics, The
Ancient Goddess, Riding a Dragon or in his drawing on silk, Warring States and so
on. T h e earlier pieces originated from popular legends, while the latter ones were
based on fairy tales for their themes. They do not seem to be conscious of their
purpose: to seek after the eternal vague truth and to express their historical outlook
on life or world outlook. Therefore Zhu's pursuit in this field, I think, is of great
philosophical and historical importance. H e has found a hard nut to crack for himself
and has been trying to explore a n e w realm of painting. I'd like to say, his
exploration in this realm is not only very significant, but also most successful.
Zhu has made a great revolution in the realm of Chinese landscape painting,
personally achieving n e w qualities, thus founding a n e w landscape school. O f
course, I do not m e a n that I want to deny the achievements m a d e through the
c o m m o n effort of both ancient and modern artists. Zhu is not the m a n w h o started
the ball rolling. This innovation has been carried out for m a n y years, a number of
famous painters have tried and explored this field. Each has succeeded in some
different way. The c o m m o n problem they faced was that traditional regulations and
restrictions prevail over n e w ideas. S o m e artists were unable to combine Western
techniques with traditional Chinese painting very successfully and harmoniously. If
Chinese painting and European techniques of drawing are well integrated, it is
possible to create a fine combination of Chinese and western beauty. In the process
of reform, such exploration is unavoidable, just as in the history of western painting,
where before the Post-Impressionist artists worked their n e w ideas, there had to be
the Impressionists—all of them creative reformers.
There are three features in Zhu's landscape. First he has learned from and then
forsaken the traditional, formularised foiling method. Even if he employs axe-sharp
foiling once in a while, it has been changed immensely. The most important factor is
his integration of western painting techniques. This is the first step in his reform,
which has given his pictures an entirely n e w look. Secondly, in a number of pictures
he adapted the 'outlineless method'. A s he would say to m e , " W e see that Yuan
Sheng of the Tang Dynasty employed the outlineless method even though w e n o w
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have only his pictures in collotype printing. I tried to paint an outlineless picture with
azurite, mineral green and brown. While I was imitating Fanghu, I splashed colour
instead of ink by accident and the feeling thus produced was different."
The 'oudineless method' and the 'rice dotting technique' came into being long ago,
but they have seldom been used by landscape painters. Zhu absorbed the merits of
these t w o rarely-used methods, especially the former, integrating them with
colouring skills taken from western painting, thus creating his second feature. This
is another principal factor which has given his pictures an entirely new look.
Thirdly, there is an obvious and personal characteristic in his colouring. He is bold
enough to use the colouring of oil painting, especially his liking for paint with rich
and lively colour. Therefore the effects he m a d e in his paintings are harmonious and
strongly distinctive. The colouring of Chinese traditional landscape has never been
so magnificent and gorgeous as this—bright and lively—and his strokes are strong
and vigorous. All these are true reflections of our colourful and splendid age, a
w a r m eulogy to the picturesque mountains and rivers of our great motherland!
Zhu's landscape and still-life painting have substantively formed an entirely new
style in drawing circles, and the influence of this n e w style will be greater in the
future. But there is still something more important: in recent decades his pictures are
an indicator vane, in view of his innovation, that his unique style represents a n e w
force suddenly coming to the fore. While speaking of a national style and Chinese
spirit, w e must admit that his pictures are typical of Chinese painting with a
thoroughly national flavour. His work is a mixture of the inheritance, development
and re-creation of our traditional art and aesthetics.
Zhu has achieved transcendent results in his painting, his personal success will
inspire people immensely, and his impact will be more and more notable as years roll
by!
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ESTABLISHING AN ARTIST'S CAREER

In 1973,1 was invited by a group of artists called the 'Artist Union Club' to join in
an exhibition at the International Hotel, which is a five star hotel in Shanghai.
Because it was under a stifling political environment, all of the artists were very
nervous about the subject matter of their painting. S o m e of the artists only showed
their calligraphy work and wrote M a o Zedong's quotations, but most of us were
exceedingly careful to paint such figures as workers, peasants and soldiers, just as
M a o Zedong had demanded. Actually, the exhibition was a means of increasing
political consciousness in the form of patriotic, political subject matter. I put m y
three works into the show, one of a revolutionary hero, Li Yuhu, w h o died in the
Sino-Japanese War. The subject was from the Beijing Opera which was one of eight
performances allowed to play during a period of ten years throughout China. O n e
was calligraphy, using a p o e m of M a o Zedong; the other was a still-life, where I
painted a few sunflowers in a pot, beside a small red fish in a glass jar. I was
nervous with this subject which was outside the stipulated political subject-matter
allowed by the Party. I wrote a p o e m on the top of the painting which said:
Sunflowers always face the sun,
Chairman Mao is a sun, and the Communist Party is a sun too,
The people of China are just like sunflowers ever following Chairman
Mao,
The sunrays of Chairman M a o light up the whole of human society in the
world.
It was not very good and whenever I remember h o w activity in the arts was
squeezed out in the political propaganda of the Communists it makes m e feel bad.
The show w a s probably the first exhibition of art during that black time, and was a
modest success. The response was so heart-warming that it m a d e m e feel that I
belonged as a political artist. I stood at the entry door when it was opened and I
thought it was so wonderful that m a n y people appreciated m y work Still-life and
some of them wished to buy it, though the law allowed no work to be sold. S o m e
important politicians c a m e to look at the exhibition and they recognised the
exhibition's success as it publicised the Party generally as well as certain specific
policies.
In early 1974,1 was invited to hold an individual exhibition at Huang Pu gallery in
Nanjing Road, the busiest street in Shanghai. It was the second largest gallery in
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central Eastern China. I had several months in which to prepare for this. A s M r H u ,
a well-known artist and director of the gallery, had already visited m y studio and
seen m y work, he advised m e to produce more paintings from nature. T o distinguish
between m y genuine personal art works and those that were for merely political
publicity, he said that I should pay attention to the title of the works. I understood
his meaning to be that I could paint anything I wanted to, as long as I gave it a
political title. This seemed like an excellent opportunity to show off m y individual
work during this difficult period. The gallery owned a large space which consisted
of a long room with concealed overhead light. Quite a brilliant light came from above
a suspended ceiling that ended about three feet from the wall. W h e n you stood
underneath you were in shadow, but the concealed light from above poured down
onto the pictures. O n the day prior to the opening, M r H u and I talked about h o w the
pictures should be displayed over dinner, a meal 1 cooked—Chinese with Japanese
style. W e drank a bottle of whisky to celebrate the extremely successful preparation.
The next day at seven o'clock in the evening I saw Liu Haisu, Zhu Qizhan and Tang
Yun, famous contemporary artists and some other Masters of the Shanghai School
appear. T w o important figures gave a speech at the opening, one a local Party leader
w h o was actively in charge of Shanghai culture. H e confirmed m y activity, which
meant that m y work was linked to the proletarian revolutionary line and that it
expressed a high level of political subject matter. The other was Tang Yun, a
headmaster of the Shanghai school, w h o gave a speech about m y art-work. H e
explained h o w m y work had developed from the Shanghai school, and somehow
had adopted western Impressionism to try to create a new style in Chinese Painting.
So an extraordinary thing happened to encourage and motivate m e for many years of
hard work, and released m e from the old political pressures. I did not k n o w why,
but the Party allowed m e to sell m y work at that exhibition. Even today I a m still
puzzled. The sale was extraordinary; three of the works sold to the famous Garden
Hotel in Canton, two were purchased by the Shanghai Art Gallery, twenty-one sold
to private collectors, and five were sold to the Japanese artist Mr. Naonobu. The
show was a great success for m e and enabled m e to pay m y debts, with a bit left
over. The prices were very low, as it was extremely hard for artists to sell their work
in China at that time.
I was happy with this situation, which allowed me to express my ideas, painting
some still-life objects with mandatory political titles. M y painting displayed m y
personal feelings, although sometimes I went to particular location such as the
memorial place for the Communist soldiers w h o had lost their lives; the foundation
place of the Revolutionary Red A r m y , or M a o Zedong's birth place to draw and
sketch. I put whatever I thought was the best looking parts together. That meant I
naturally put the main objects in the picture, then elaborated with m y personal ideas
and feelings. This was similar to a film production which has an edited view in
focus. In some cases, other artists m a d e pictures of the same landscapes from a
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topographical, straight-forward record, or a specific view of actuality because they
were too nervous to play around with the revolutionary subject matter and all they
did was to copy nature. M y paintings were all titled with political captions, but I put
m y ideas and imagination into the picture to give them a fresh and unexpected
appearance. Even the newspaper critics, w h o analysed m y work described m e as a
successful young artist w h o was full of political emotion w h o adopted the traditional
techniques to seek and create a brand n e w style of Chinese painting.
However, there came another wave of terror that swept the artistic community. Late
in 1974, the Communist Party faced a crisis and started to break d o w n again, The
M a o s suspected Prime Minister Zhou and his associates. The first thing the Party
always liked to do was to butcher the artists and literary people. In September a large
exhibition called 'Black Painting' was held at The Exhibition Centres in both Beijing
and Shanghai. Nearly ninety percent of the artists were criticised as counterrevolutionary fellows w h o produced 'black painting' to poison people with
bourgeois ideology. I was put in the detention rooms to self-criticise with questions
like, " W h y did I produce so m a n y works to poison people within those years?" and
" W h y did I betray the Communists w h o trained m e as an outstanding young artist by
becoming a 'black artist'?". This self-denouncement was really hard for m e . I
thought it was all m y fault that I had not followed the Party's instructions to produce
and propagate the Party's policies, but instead I painted landscapes and still-lifes
with m y personal feelings dominant. I thought that m y work did not
photographically represent the 'great places' which the Communists always
demanded artists to depict, and also that I should have painted the Communist
heroes, their blood and the red flag. But I was not, as the inspector in charge of m y
case said, 'a counter-revolutionary artist'. M y real 'offence' was that I had too many
friendly contacts with the 'black artists'. W h e n I said I wanted to learn something
about art from those artists, the inspector lost his self-control and shouted at m e ,
"What could you learn from them? They are all black men, just like animals, ghosts
and snakes!".
For three months, I was locked in a room five metres square, with a little desk and a
bed. M y family was only allowed to visit m e once a fortnight, and I lost ten
kilograms in weight. I thought that the Party might send m e to prison for the rest of
m y life. I had to write a document of several thousand pages about m y 'criminal
activity' explaining that I produced paintings like 'poisonous weeds' to poison
ordinary people. Nine of m y works were displayed at the Central Exhibition Hall
with the works of other artists. It was said that because m y major work The Rooster
had the tail too high, it meant I wished to take control over the Communists.
One morning in early 1975, the inspector suddenly called me to his office with a
smile and said the investigation of m y case was closed, and they thought I was an
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outstanding young artist, and believed that I would make a big contribution to the
Party and the Chinese people. H e told m e that I had to see Comrade W a n g , the Lord
Mayor of Shanghai at 9 o'clock the next morning at the council building. This
puzzled m e througout the whole night, for I did not k n o w what would happen and I
thought I might be in great trouble and felt perplexed about w h y they had suddenly
released m e .
Comrade Wang was in his middle-age when he became Lord Mayor at the beginning
of the Cultural Revolution [1966]. H e was nominated by M a o Zedong for the
position of President of China in 1972. Always, the top leader in Communist China
was selected from this position—Lord Mayor of Shanghai. H e was in the second
seat in China and in 1976, after Mao's death, he was sentenced to death with Jian
Qing, the wife of M a o Zedong, during the coup d'etat within the Communist Party.
W a n g told m e that it would be a great honour and a sign of loyalty to paint the great
leader, Chairman Mao's, portrait. This made m e really very upset. M y family were
worried about m e , because in the history of Chinese art, there was a painter called
Dai Jin [1388-1462], w h o having painted a fisherman wearing a red coat, was killed
by the Emperor. It was said that his painting accused all government officials of
being low class, as in ancient times in China fishermen were of the lowest class and
not allowed to wear a red-coloured coat. Also the Communist artist Shi L u had
painted M a o Zedong standing on the top of a mountain before the national war
between the Communist and Guomindang forces. H e was accused of not being loyal
enough to the great leader because the mountain was depicted larger than Mao. A s a
result he was put in prison for ten years and very nearly sentenced to death. Shi Lu
died three years after he was released from prison by his Party.
Mao Zedong was like a monster when he defeated the Guomindang. He challenged
Communist Russia and even the President of the United States of America, although
Nixon had agreed that the Communist Party was to be recognised as the only
government in China. In 1975 and 1976 M a o acted like a living god w h o was able to
tyrannise a whole society. I understood that this 'honourable job' was obligatory,
athough I knew I was going to be placed in a position of high risk.
It was difficult for me to observe Mao, as he was always busy enjoying the company
of m a n y young girls in the 'Emperor's Court,' and did not often appear in public. I
was not allowed to interrupt him and only very occasionally could come nearer than
ten metres to see him, which was a long distance to gain details for the work. H e
was very old and his face showed him to be seriously ill. I understood that I had to
paint him in an extremely idealised condition, so I referred to photographs of him
w h e n he was younger, and used techniques related to the styles of the PreRaphaelites of mid-nineteenth century England. I referred to the works by the
Englishman John Everett Millais which was helpful, especially his Portrait of a Critic
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painted in 1853 in Scotland. It was a privilege to be able to borrow any reference
books, as most of them belonged to the list of books banned by the Communists.
With twelve assistants, I painted on canvas using oil, acrylic, ink and a little
watercolour on the surface. The whole painting measured sixteen metres high and
seven metres wide. I painted M a o as a very handsome figure with a slight smile on
his face. H e stood in front of a seascape. This was in order to represent a great
statesman in a very special circumstance, as I k n e w of Mao's ambition to regard
himself as the greatest leader ever in the entire world. The examination of the
finished work took quite a long time, and I heard that it was approved by Jiang
Qing, the wife of M a o . In August of 1976, M a o died. The leaders of the coup de'etat
c o m m a n d e d that the painting be destroyed, because it had been commissioned by
Jiang Qing.
After I completed the portrait, I went to the country for a couple of years to do
research on m y real interests including paying attention to the spirit and soul. I talked
to m o n k s in the temples and philosophers and m a n y different people in the
countryside. S o m e of the places were on the edge of the deserts of China, so I was
able to observe and communicate with ordinary people. It was deeply painful being
involved in the life of the Chinese people because of their great suffering and I
experienced the real life of most Chinese people at that time. There was, however,
another tenacious link in m y artistic research, which was due to the Communist
Party's limitation on religion. The Buddhist faith was not born in China:
As Buddhism spread from India, across the wastes of central Asia into
China in the first and second centuries A D and thence to Korea and Japan,
it brought with it an iconography and an art that has continued to inspire
the creative instincts d o w n to the present day, providing another
persuasive cultural umbrella for the region. Indeed from the fourth to the
tenth centuries Buddhism united the region in an unprecedented manner
that underwrote ideological, attitudinal and artistic patterns which
contributed significantly to that sense of overall cultural unity. Whilst,
from the fourteenth century A D , Buddhism in its homeland, India, was
virtually consumed under the onslaught of the Hindu faith, it continued to
flourish in Eastern Asia. Probably the most important reason for its
success was its essentially contemplative nature that found a sympathetic
audience a m o n g the people of East Asia w h o were always attracted
towards their traditional mystic and meditative philosophies based on a
veneration for the natural world.25
During this time I would talk to monks in the temples and I read many Buddhist
books. Although I a m not religious as an artist, I thought I should gain all the
knowledge I could about the culture. I understood Dunhuang, in north-western
China, w a s the place where, during the first eight centuries A D , more than four
hundred cave temples and monasteries were painted with Buddhist images and
25 Jacqueline Menzies, Jacqueline Menzies, Asian Collection Handbook, the Trustees, Art Gallery
of N e w South Wales, Sydney, 1990, p.10.
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scenes. It was a stage on the great silk route where, as caravans rested and goods
were exchanged, worlds of thought met. Although Dunhuang was situated on the
great route along which trade and ideas passed from East to West and West to East,
it was still only a provincial centre for art, far away from the flourishing main cities.
This provincialism is suggested by a certain stiffness of the forms as well as by a
backwardness in technique. For this reason, works from Dunhuang appear to be
about a hundred years earlier than city paintings of the same date. The disparity in
time is obvious.
I left for Dunhuang on 2 May 1978, in the post-Mao political period. I travelled with
two others w h o were archaeologists. W e took the train from Shanghai to Gansu
Province for two days, then changed to a truck, before travelling on camels for the
last part of the journey. W e saw h o w the city of temples grew up in the rock face. In
these temples pilgrims and merchants, camel-drivers and caravan-guards lit butterlamps on the brocaded altars to show their devotion to this religion from India. The
Director of the Dunhuang temples told us that when war and unrest later spilled out
over China, the caves were abandoned, with most of them being sealed up by
faithful monks, and then largely forgotten. In at least one case precious art objects
and manuscripts were further concealed by being sealed into a niche within a cave
chapel. Because no complete list of the paintings existed, as w e worked with the
director of Dunhuang, it was a big job for m e to document so m a n y caves and wallpaintings. The paintings of Dunhuang, executed over a period of six hundred years
from the fourth to the tenth centuries, actually constitute a remarkable treasure house
of Chinese Buddhist painting and iconography and of the development of style and
technique. In addition, the paintings are a mine of information on cultural history. I
could draw on them for our knowledge of building styles, tools and conveyances, of
fashions in dress, habits, and customs. Nowhere else could I find knowledge which
is so reliable and in such profusion. It is a very harsh environment in Dunhuang,
where there is often strong wind blowing the sand everywhere and you learn to live
with less air and water, even food. It is hard for people living there and m a n y artists
do not remain long. I was there for nearly one year, during which period I was able
to study most of the paintings in the caves, and where I was able to appreciate the
continuous development of Chinese painting from various strong influences which
are untraced or difficult to ascertain. In this development, it has been possible to
achieve an extraordinarily splendid and unified art, in addition assimilating many
foreign elements. Though relatively narrow, its roots have gone very deep, and it
has produced arichnessof forms and achievements of great and lasting value which
cannot be ignored. Wall and banner paintings were the earliest forms of painting in
the world or, more accurately, the earliest forms of which w e have any record. For it
is quite possible that there might have existed genuinely painted pictures on other
surfaces, which have not been preserved. These would have been contemporary
with the semi-pictorial representation on early bronzes and with bas-reliefs on such
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tombs as that of the W u family in Shantung, dating from the second century A D . I
copied some works from the Tang Dynasty, with their limited colour; painting on
canvas under candle light because some of the caves were without electricity. I
devoted myself to seal-carving at the same time as I was painting and I maintained
the cultivation of the two arts simultaneously.
In 1978 and 1979,1 exhibited two series of paintings in Hong Kong and America,
with a group of artists organised by the Chinese Culture Department in Beijing. The
works which occupy a considerable place in m y heart are the paintings which I titled
Tibetan Woman and The Dream of Moonlight. In the Tibetan Woman, I had been
struck by its colouring; the full-length figure of the w o m a n stood out against white
snow which covers the whole background of the work. This was the painting in
which I challenged myself, and in some ways the whole of Chinese Painting history.
Chinese painting, always uses black ink against a white background. At the same
time I used a combination of white tones that the critics called 'the organisation of
light'. There w a s no statement to this effect, as at that stage no title or special
designation existed that draws attention to the colour combination. But as I
proceeded to paint, reflection and judgement in m y work developed too. A s
combinations of tones similar to those found in the Tibetan Woman began to recur in
m y other works, I was to add a title serving to draw attention to them. I seemed to
use the particular colour to organise the main title of m y work at the time, with the
subject as the title. I have gone further, and in m y opinion, I actually tried to go as
far as doing away with any kind of title at all, other than that taken from the colour of
the works.
The series of my work titled The Dream of Moonlight was exhibited at New Art
Salon in San Francisco. Even though these pictures still included figures, landscapes
and seascapes lit by the light of night, the results drive the eye to c o m e to rest on
perceptible forms and easily perceived things as they are formed by the tones. In
order to experience m y work at its extreme immediacy and mostfresh-looking,I had
repeated the same effects with variation. A s the n a m e implies, the paintings depict
the effects of the light at night. T o achieve this I carefully worked colour over
colour. The impression that I wanted to set d o w n on the rice-paper was that of
moonlight on a fine night, with some of the subjects I had chosen—including a river
and its banks, and a m a n fishing from a boat—providing content to carry m y
colours. The subject was not there for itself, it has no importance in its o w n right, so
that the river or boat can barely be distinguished, being enveloped as they were in the
moonlight colour and tonal effects which were the real expression of those paintings.

What is called upon to inform the eye of the effect that the painter wishes to render,
is neither lines nor contours, but the general range of colour and tones which reflect
light and shade, covering the whole surface of the paper. There were only two things
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without contours and without finished forms, yet distinguishable, and which
succeeded in producing a powerful impression, of air and a range of delicate vibrant
tones. In m y 'moonlight', by drawing the extreme results from the harmonic
combinations of colours which had appeared instinctively in m y work at this time, I
had gone to the outermost margins of formalised Chinese painting. For while the
experience of working on canvas m a y not be so hard, on the special material—ricepaper and watercolour—it is most difficult to achieve these results putting one in
mind of creative music where the harmonic sound, isolated from all melodic design
and marked cadence, remains as a sort of abstraction and gives only an indefinite,
minimal, musical impression.
After graduating from the Shanghai University, Institute of Foreign Languages in
1981,1 was employed as a chief officer by the Chinese Government to work in the
Customs Administration Office to evaluate cultural relics and verify what items were
genuine or fake. I was in charge of deciding those things which were allowed to be
exported or those that had to remain, until I left China in November 1987. In China,
the Communist Party prefers to employ some people from the younger generation as
government officials. The first thing they do is to check the family's class
background. In m y particular case the state government was investigating m y artistic
talent and the position was vacant for a long time. They eventually instructed the
Party to employ m e as an individual exception. Since the Communist Party has
founded T h e People's Republic of China, the government has been troubled by
antique relics being imported and exported. Although the Culture and Art Council
have strict laws about exporting those things, there was no one w h o had the ability
to control it. The Customs House had depended upon a couple of older expert artists
to assist it. It was difficult for the government, as one Party leader said, "These
experts are too old and at any time could die; their feet m a y already be in the coffin,
and w h o will continue on?". Actually, those m e n were not really up to the enormous
responsibility the job required. At the time of the Cultural Revolution of 1966, the
Party trained a peasant, named Xi, as a connoisseur to control and verify the objects
of art in China. However he made m a n y mistakes and created a lot of trouble within
the Party. Xi had only completed primary school, and did not k n o w m a n y Chinese
characters—actually he did not really have any formal education at all. H e was a m a n
w h o had killed a landlord in his village, and became a hero after denouncing his
father as not being loyal to M a o . Under the Party and M a o Zedong's ideal, 'Poor
peasants have to control culture.', he was selected as the chief officer. In the late
1970s there was a smuggling case involving the export of precious art objects.
According to the law it was a serious offence to take art-works out of China. W h e n
giving evidence, Xi examined and recognised those objects as belonging to the H a n
Dynasty, and therefore having a value of m a n y millions of dollars, resulting in the
Supreme Court sentencing the defendant to death. W h e n I checked these relics later I
found that they were all fakes, copied fifty years ago by a poor potter and only worth
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a few hundred dollars. Anyone w h o had only a little knowledge about art could have
easily recognised they were not genuine. W h a t about the poor m a n they had already
executed? T h e information that these relics were fake was soon widely released, the
relatives of the defendant w h o had been given the death penalty requested the court
to reopen the case, and of course as an expert I was to be summonsed by the
Supreme Court. The Party considered reversing the verdict. Consequently Xi, a
Communist, would get into serious trouble and this would jeopardise Mao's policy,
and the Communist court would lose respect. So they informed m e that the case was
in the past and finished, and I had better keep quiet. Fifteen years have passed, and I
still feel deeply sorry for the m a n w h o lost his life for only several hundred dollars.
It is easy to understand w h y I hate the Communist system, when you see h o w it can
unjustifiably threaten the lives of people and retain such false policies.
I studied arts law with the Cultural Arts Council, which was quite important for me,
for I researched m a n y different kinds of relics from ancient to modern times. With
five thousand years of continuous recorded history, Chinese civilisation is one of the
world's most ancient and most distinguished. A m o n g its m a n y achievements, four
technical discoveries have greatly contributed to the development of human culture;
papermaking, printing with moveable type, gunpowder and the compass. Over the
centuries, individual rulers and dynasties have left their monuments throughout this
vast land: the Great wall of China, Xian's terracotta soldiers, the M o g a o Grottoes at
Dunhuang and Beijing's Palace M u s e u m have all been entered into U N E S C O ' s
register of world cultural heritage. These precious artistic and architectural relics
belong not only to China, but to all nations. A wide variety of relics exist, including
jades, bronzes, ceramics, stone sculptures, silverware, paintings and calligraphy as
well as costumes, weapons and other items from the Neolithic up to the present age.
That was the most informative and fascinating work I did until I left the country, as I
was very busy at that time, working eight days every month examining the
companies in Shanghai, Beijing and Canton w h o supplied the relics to antique shops
for retail sale. I worked four days per month checking passengers w h o went abroad
and some tourists w h o brought these items out of China. I also worked with judges
to value and give evidence on those treasures in cases involving smuggling, and
made submissions to the court.
I was at that time selected as Vice President of Chinese Coin Research which was
organised by the government, and at the same time m y works were widely exhibited
around China, especially in Beijing, Shanghai and Canton. I was interviewed by the
largest newspaper in China the ChinaDaily about m y art and contribution to the
government in controlling the verification of cultural relics. In 1983, there was an
article in the ChinaDaily called 'The Excellent People's Artist' which introduced m e
to its thousands of millions of readers. The paper is the Party's public voice, that
every Chinese is obliged to read since the inception of C o m m u n i s m in the N e w
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China. It said:

C o m r a d e Tie H a u H u a n g was born into the Socialism of China. H e
advanced from child prodigy to famous artist on a path of almost constant
success. H e is naturally gifted, but also extremely hard working,and he
excelled in several fields, especially portraiture, historical scenes, and
literature. C o m r a d e H u a n g changed his style to suit the political
environment and taste of the times, so that his recent work is totally
different from the brilliant student work that first m a d e the art world gasp.
But all his paintings have one thing in c o m m o n — a superlative degree of
technical skill that shows his pride in his profession. In his early days
H u a n g combined his natural facility with a zealous truth to nature in
paintings that have rarely been matched for sharpness of focus and
precious detail. They were the result of slow and painstaking work, for
H u a n g would m a k e detailed preparatory drawings and then paint every
part of the picture from life. Often this involved painting a landscape
background during dry weather and then the figures in the winter. H e
cared as m u c h about props as about details of the natural world, a piece of
stone which remained from ancient neolithic times, or a little leaf fallen to
the ground. H u a n g would take a costume to the setting he had chosen for
the object of his painting. H u a n g used tiny brushes to obtain his
extraordinary detail, and to avoid muddying his colours he sometimes
used a porcelain palette that he could wipe completely clean. In most
cases, with the basic academic training, his painting is of only a few brush
strokes, calm and bold with the artist's spirit. His success in giving the
public what they wanted is enormous: the traditional ink and colour
combined with modern techniques. Reproductions of his painting are
bought in numbers today, which would do justice to best-selling pop
music records. W e hope Comrade Huang remembers that his honour and
his high position is given to him by the Party and People. W e wish the
young artist will go one more step within his artistic ability to achieve a
n e w creative level in artistic circles.26

There was, however, another art magazine Cloud which interviewed m e at a similar
time. The journalist from this magazine wrote:

M r Tie H u a H u a n g is one of the first Chinese artists to transform native
landscape painting—where the aim is to produce a straightforward record
of a specific view with concentration by his imagination—into a vehicle
for ideas and emotional associations. In retrospect his importance in the
history of landscape art of China is obvious, but he did not necessarily
start out with the intention of becoming a landscape painter. Tie Hua's
first ambition, in fact, seems to have been to m a k e a living out of society
portraiture, and the majority of pictures that he painted during the Cultural
Revolution, such as the portraits of Tibetan Woman and The Man with a
Dream are competent, if conventional, essays in the genre. But there are
some of his early works with the subjects from still-life and landscape that
reveal the true direction of Tie Hua's talent. Gradually, however, Tie H u a
26 China Daily, 16 July 1983.
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turned away from a melodramatic approach, as he began to look carefully
at the countryside and landscape. H e developed a sophisticated brush
technique, using black medium on any kind of paper, to record views and
detail that interested him, and he has broken away from the drawing
techniques which were traditional in the memory of China over thousands
of years. H e then executed a magnificent series of drawings, as the basic
source on his work. Within the style of the period he was fascinated by
the idea of velocity, or speed, which he believed as the n e w absolute. It
seemed an inappropriate vehicle for the sense of grandeur, and Tie H u a
needed to find another artistic approach. H e began to examine the work of
the traditional landscape artists w h o had worked within China and
overseas in the recent couple of centuries, W a n g Shimin, Jin N o n g and
H u a n g Binghong. These painters had given their landscapes a sense of
timeless dignity by the use of controlled and formal compositional
techniques. Their views were simplified into a succession of overlapping
planes. The nearest plane was usually dark, with a prominent vertical
framing device such as a tree. The middle ground was paler but more
complex in detail, while the background receded into a misty distance. In
some cases Tie Hua's works use these compositional methods to the full,
portraying the mountain, river or others features from a popular viewpoint
to create an image of the modern object, redolent of the traditional past. In
recent years Tie H u a has continued to work with these ideas, which both
suited his gifts and proved popular with patrons. In a series of
commissions by one of H o n g Kong's galleries, he portrayed Chinese and
western country houses set within the formal compositions he had
adopted from western art. The foreground figures are no longer painted in
traditional costume, but they still invite the spectator into the landscapes as
they do in Chinese works. The artist also brought his traditional vision to
bear on scenes of recognisably local natural beauty. Outstanding are the
views of the The City of Shanghai, andFangzi River, on the borders of
Tie Hua's native place, as well as painting of places nearer to Tokyo, such
as Edo, Kyoto, etc. In views such as these, the Japanese countryside is
treated with a reverential seriousness previously reserved for the historic
landscapes of China. Even more revolutionary are the magnificent
landscapes Tie H u a painted of the mountain scenery of Huang Shen
[Yellow Mountain]. The barren slopes of peaks and valleys and the broad
vistas of pine trees welcome you and establish once and for all the
incomparable grandeur of Chinese scenery and its validity as a subject for
art. These pictures are not topographically accurate views, nor is
naturalism their hallmark—they are recognisable China, yet they are
places of the imagination.27
Although it is stated that, 'The Chinese National Artists Association will legally
defend the artist's right to individual expression...as long as the artist does not
subvert the goals of the Communist Party', some art was still found to be
unacceptable and was criticised in many ways. The Party controlled everything, even
though they announced there was a relaxed political environment. In 1978, m y major
work The Monk in Tibet was rejected from being exhibited after the Party's
consideration.
At a party I had met a Japanese girl called Lisa whose mother was an official and
27 Wang Men, Cloud, Vol. 24,1983, p. 103.
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worked at the Japanese Consulate in Shanghai. Lisa studied Chinese at the
University of Fuden, and I had previously learned a little Japanese language, so w e
could usually talk without any language problems. She loved art and w e went to
concerts to enjoy classical music every weekend. In those days buying tickets was
not easy, because in Shanghai, there are over thirteen million people, and the
Chinese Communist Government had never built a cinema or theatre since they have
taken over the country. Lisa always got tickets through her family's privileges. W e
were happy to talk about Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert. She introduced m e to
some Japanese traditional popular songs and she was also very interested in Chinese
national musical instruments. She came to m y studio often as the first audience to
appreciate m y n e w work. W e knew each other for nearly one year, and then w e fell
in love. Lisa and her mother came to every exhibition of m y work. Her mother was
very supportive of m e , as she thought I would be a successful artist of world class,
and always encouraged m e never to give up art. Once when she invited m e to her
apartment to dinner—I can still remember that night when w e had live fish and fresh
vegetables—in the middle of the conversation, her mother faced m e seriously and
said, "Only the person w h o expresses all of his or her absolute energy can possibly
achieve in the art of the world, and you are n o w in this special circumstance. I hope
you, Tie Hua, will do this."
Lisa finished her course and her mother was called back to Japan by the Japanese
Government in 1978. Her mother was very concerned about our relationship. If Lisa
lived in China, she would lose her Japanese nationality and it was far too dangerous
for her in such a country with the unstable and tyrannical political pressures. M y
family would not be happy with m e if I married a Japanese girl, for in the SinoJapanese war, people suffered greatly under the Japanese A r m y w h o killed over a
million Chinese. Lisa and I felt miserable when w e parted at Shanghai Airport. From
then on w e still maintained a relationship as good friends, and in m y last exhibition
in Tokyo, she assisted and helped m e to arrange it. She is n o w a fashion designer
working for a big company in Tokyo.
I married Jana H. Wang in 1981, who had been born into a doctor's family. As
doctors belong to the intelligentsia, of course her family was to suffer too, under the
Communist repression. Jana was already training as a cellist at age nine, when one
year later, her teacher was accused of being a counter-revolutionary and was put in
prison. It was very hard to find another suitable cello teacher in those days, so Jana
changed from cello to learn the Chinese musical instrument, the pipa, a plucked
string instrument with a fretted fingerboard. The pipa is played just as a harp or
piano is and depends upon finger activity. Jana trained very hard when she was a
teenager, becoming a professional musician in the 1970s and soon after a popular
national musician. O n e piece she played was a p o e m from the Tang dynasty. Jana
played as an ancient lady with a pipa, telling the story of her life. This lady was born
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in a fine family, but her parents m a d e a decision to force her to marry a business m a n
w h o only k n e w about money. The lady left the business m a n and became a
prostitute. This performance became extremely successful in the social scene at that
time in China, and it represented some highly philosophical ideas about human life.
When we fell in love and chatted about our marriage, she decided to retire from the
work in the orchestra and the theatre. This was sad news for the orchestra as it had
performed very well around China with favourable television and newspaper
interviews. They received m a n y invitations from H o n g K o n g and other South Asian
countries to play. M y heart was freezing too, with Jana's decision, to sacrifice her
talent. She told m e that it could be difficult after marriage for a young w o m a n to
perform in public and contrary to the traditional Asian custom. I can still remember
the last performance in the T a H u theatre with five thousand in the audience, and a
stage full offreshflowers, a gift from all the people. Jana wore an ancient costume
and played with consumate skill. W e were proud of her success, but since that time I
think Jana was right to retire from the theatre fifteen years ago.
I would say all my life as an artist I have been supported by my family. My early
training was arranged by m y parents and m y wife's self-sacrifice is supporting m e as
an artist even today. After retiring, she became a music teacher at the
Conservatorium Music Centre, where she received a large number of letters from her
audiences, asking her to c o m e back to the theatre again. T o avoid this public
pressure, she transferred to a private company and worked as an accountant until she
left China. For m a n y years she has given m e encouragement, whenever I a m in a
difficult situation, especially since I have been in Australia. The Party has put her
under some pressure in wanting her to persuade m e to return to China. I n o w realise
that the government does not really care about m y value as an artist, rather they
urgently need an expert to control and identify ancient relics in China.
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CHAPTER NINE
THE LAST YEARS IN CHINA

I made a second major foray into painting landscapes, of which a substantial group
of works is inspired by the countryside at Jiu H u a Shen [Nine Dragon Mountain],
after a brief visit I m a d e there to the h o m e of m y friend, a fellow artist and Chinese
printmaker, G o Ming. H e is n o w an artist with a reputation for working in a western
style, living in Germany. In company with m y friend Lee, a sculptor, w e travelled
by car and gig.
The mountain weather kept changing many times in a day. It was hard for us to carry
the heavy luggage that contained art materials. It took us five days to get to the top of
the mountain. W e were eating well but irregularly at inns, and eventually arrived at
the village at the summit. W e were greeted in a great ceremony by the monks. The
Communists had been very opposed to monks or any individual w h o belongs to any
religion. Only in the relaxed political environment after M a o Zedong's death did the
Party allow religious people to have some freedom. Relieved of the Communist
political pressures, those people, devout and god-fearing themselves, seemed
content in their religious practice, although the Party still supervised and kept strong
checks on religion in China.
Using Go's printing press, copper and zinc plates with a large roll of Chinese ricepaper, I set to work, with diluted coloured paints rather than black ink, to create a
series of views that had particularly struck m e during m y trip. With m a n y years of
developed dexterity I conjured up images from m y imagination with apparent ease.
The style of the work I was fascinated with at that time involved the idea of velocity,
or acceleration. I passionately believed this to be the new creative absolute. The truly
modern temperament could not disregard this. I was constantly researching ways of
capturing the sensation of speed and the ways in which it appears to dissolve the
object that I saw. M y forms became gradually more fragmented and less distinct as I
developed this idea. The picture shapes were broken into unclear facets which were
struck by very light ink and natural paints. The surface was drawn out and destroyed
by the speed of the movement. Not only just concerned with the speed of movement
from place to place, but using the techniques of splashing I played and found that it
had magical results, especially when the ink and colour ran out into the rice-paper.
Like m y landscape paintings, those works were only generally connected with the
area they depict—a loose association that let them be seen by some as anticipating the
abstract concerns and codified freedom of m a n y contemporary artists. W h e n I
exhibited these works later Professor Fun pointed out that I had worked with wads
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of cloth and with the tips of m y fingers, like a child w h o makes patterns in the mud,
applying the heavy colour with a bold brush, rather different from the method of
traditional Chinese painting. T o respond to that I m a d e it quiet clear that these
landscapes were from m y m e m o r y or imagination, and that I was not bound by what
I described before as the tyranny of nature, which led the traditional formal artist to
try to pin d o w n accurately the look of a place. Several of m y landscapes had an
ethereal atmospheric haziness that invited comparison with the later pictures of Zhu
Qizhan.
While this work of mine contained many other elements, the deviation from reality
undoubtedly played an important role in m y animal paintings in particular. I tried to
achieve by certain stylistic means of which I was in part unaware, that the viewer
should have no sense of distance, hence is drawn into and hopefully moved by the
picture. I painted m y animals from the viewpoint not of the human but of the animal.
In respect to fondness for animals, I was inseparable from m y pets even as a baby
and had received m y first encouragement from the animal painter, K o n g Shaoyu,
w h o w a s a friend of m y family. It was he w h o first gave m e the idea of imagining
myself, for artistic purposes, inside the 'soul' of the animal. For m a n y years, m y
aims lay not in the direction of specialised animal painting. I sought a good, pure and
lucid style in which at least part of what modern painters have to say to m e can be
fully assimilated. I was trying to achieve a pantheistic empathy with the throbbing
and racing of the blood in nature, in trees, in animals and in the air. After many years
of Chinese painting and after seeing the old easel painting and acknowledging the
Europeans w h o had gone further, I saw no happier vehicle for the animation and
sensualising of art than animal painting, so I employed it for this reason. Everything
became an animal—the air, even the rowing-boat on the water, and above all
painting itself. Such works bore absolutely no resemblance to what 1 used to think of
as 'pictures'. M y chicken group sculpture was a tentative step in the same direction.
I thereby wanted to preclude the possibility of viewers merely asking after the breed
of chicken portrayed. They were instead to feel the inner-trembling animal life. S o m e
years later I was formulating m y ideas in considerably more radical terms. I went to
animal experts in the Shanghai Animal Research Centre to find h o w the rooster, the
eagle or other birds viewed the world. H o w impoverished, and soulless is our
convention when placing animals in a landscape familiar to our o w n eyes, rather than
transporting ourselves into the soul of the animal in order to dive into its visual
world. During this time I thought a lot about the direction of m y o w n art. M y
instincts had so far guided m e not too badly on the whole, even though m y work had
been flawed. I meant that instinct which has led m e away from people to a feeling for
animality, for pure beasts. The ungodly people around m e did not arouse m y true
feelings, whereas the undefiled vitality of animals called forth everything good in
m e . I w a s disillusioned with h u m a n society at the time, so all m y feelings for
animals seemed to be more beautiful, more natural with more freedom without any
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struggle, or worry. M y intensive preoccupation with the portrayal of the animal
sprang from m y emotional bond with animals. I have painted m a n y animals,
chickens, peacocks, dogs and cats, even mice. I sought to achieve m y aim by
imagining myself within the animal, of painting it not through human eyes but from
the animal's o w n perspective, by making detailed observations in paddocks and
pastures. During visits to m y friends in the countryside, I always did a quantity of
drawing from this perspective.
When these works where shown in a solo exhibition in Japan at the Shikoku Art
Gallery and in the Shanghai City Art Gallery in 1983 they received tremendous
response from old and n e w clients. M r s Muxihona, Lisa's mother, had been seeking
a suitable art gallery for m e since she had returned to Japan. She made important
contacts with art dealers to sell m y work, and I received large commissions at that
time, especially for seal-carving. It is an interesting fact in Japan, that an artist with
the ability to do seal-carvings is more popular than those artists w h o do not. The
Shikoku Art Gallery is located in the centre of downtown Tokyo, having been
established in 1952 by the owner, a seventy year old w o m a n , in this period after the
Second World W a r w h e n Japan was in a deep recession. For m a n y years she
worked to build it into being respected as a first class gallery, a task that was not
easy. She kept strictly to a policy of only selling the work of famous Japanese artists
and of some famous western artists. She was impressed by m y work as she thought
it wasrightfor the tastes of the Japanese art-market, but she wanted m e to mount the
paintings with m u s e u m quality finishes and for m e to pay all funds including
insurance and transportation of the work to Tokyo. This was extremely expensive,
so m y wife borrowed money from her two sisters and organised to pack the art items
in cases. The director of Shikoku Gallery, M r s Yuan, invited m a n y well-known
Japanese artists and her friend, M r . Harry W . Janson, President of the American
Arts Council, and famous art critic and writer, w h o was on holiday in Tokyo at that
time.
I arrived in Tokyo five hours before my exhibition opened and I was pleased with
everything I saw at the gallery, with the series of fifty-five works, including thirtythree landscapes and fifteen animal paintings. The other works were of calligraphy,
small sculptures and seal carvings, which decorated the main gallery room, and
m a d e it balance very well. Because the gallery was well-known and had many rich
clients in Japan and from overseas, within five days over twenty thousand people
came to see the show. I sold nearly sixty-five per cent of m y work at that exhibition.
The event was a success not only in Japan, but also brought m y work marked
success in America and in other countries. The exhibition presented primarily mature
works that I had painted in recent years, but it also showed some earlier works that
led up to and contributed to m y later style. O n the last day of m y stay, Mrs Yuan
called m e at m y hotel to say that Harry Janson wanted to see m e privately. That was
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sensational news for m e , as I knew Mr. Janson had a high reputation in the world of
art and I wanted to hear what he had to say. The meeting was in the coffee bar at the
hotel where he was also staying. H e was an open-minded man, for w e talked about
oriental food, Chinese people's customs and even cooking. H e said he was happy to
meet m e during his holiday in Japan and he bought two of m y works for the
collection at the Chicago University. H e invited m e to hold an exhibition in America
in the future. A few months later he came to China and introduced M r Charlie Chou,
w h o was in charge of the International Eastern Cultural Research Corporation in
America. I w a s invited to become a m e m b e r and to contribute m y knowledge of
Chinese art. I wrote a book, the title being How to Appreciate Chinese Art, which
was later published by the China Customs Department.28
My next exhibition was held in the same year at the Shanghai Art Gallery. More than
forty years after the Party was established, it had never thought to build a n e w art
gallery in this city of thirteen million people, so that Shanghai only had a few small
art galleries plus the Shanghai Art Gallery, one of the largest in China. This meant it
was very difficult for artists w h o wanted to hold a private show. Fortunately, 1 had
been an adviser to the gallery and had helped them to determine the veracity of
artists' works and the curator of the gallery, M r Zhang, had become m y close friend.
There was tremendous response to that exhibition, although some people criticised
m e and thought m y art was too far removed from the accepted national forms. In
their opinion artists with creative feelings should limit themselves within the circle of
traditional culture. M y work in that exhibition challenged the sole dependence upon
the five thousand years of Chinese culture.
Although many artists discussed how they would continue on with the national art
tradition, a number of people thought m y work was a sensational success.

To respond to the critics, I wrote an article, New Painting in the Creative Way, in the
art journal Cloud to explain m y belief in the new arts:

I think that traditional Chinese art has been great throughout past Chinese
civilisation. M y o w n particular love has always been of the ancient
masters, but I have learnt a lot from such m e n nearer to the present day,
such as Jen Po-nien and W u Chanshou, in the Shanghai School. The
Shanghai school of painting is Chinese in all its facets; inextricably linked
to past Chinese culture, it represents a unique continuity in art and thought
which cannot be found anywhere else in the world. Nothing changes this
basic fact—even if some of the external stimuli on works by the Shanghai
masters m a y have c o m e from overseas. These painters are not part of an
exceptional phenomenon in the history of Chinese art, but their work is
very striking and enchanting, and modern art in the true sense of the
word. The number of surviving pictures, treatises and references in
28 Huang Tiehua, How to Appreciate Chinese Art, Customs Department, Shanghai, 1985.
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literature can sometimes mislead us about the unique status and values of
certain art movements. O n e might assume from the innovations of the
Shanghai masters, which gave rise to certain similarities with
contemporary European development, that they took the form of an alien
branch and grafted it onto the old Chinese tree or Chinese 'Renaissance'.
Careful study of the old material reveals that n e w trends, at least in the last
millennium, played a vital part in the development of Chinese painting. I
am, as an artist and arts connoisseur, specially proud of our national
culture, but h o w can w e carry it on or develop it? That is quite a serious
question for all artists to think about today. M y opinion is that art has no
national boundaries, and that w e should break material limitation. There is
very good research a m o n g artists and they are delving more than ever
before into the real history of art in China. However, w e suffer from a
lack of really informed art criticism in China. N o one is able to take up
honest criticism as a profession, and few of the newspaper critics have
m a d e a deep study of the subject. S o m e of them seem interested only in
the artists that flourished in China in limited time. W h a t about the future of
art in China? The artists, especially the young generation, should well
establish a n e w development in the art field. I have been trying to develop
a style of m y o w n derived from the old masters. The leaders of the socalled 'modern' m o v e m e n t have done the same—although they have
developed in different directions. In western art, Piccasso, in eastern art,
Zhang Daqian, for example are splendid classic draughtsmen and they are
the first from the two different cultures to declare their debt to the past. I
think w e can use to our advantage knowledge and skills from most human
societies in the world. In modern art education, students are encouraged to
express what they themselves see and feel. There has to be some
discipline of skill in drawing and techniques taught, but the discipline is to
be an aid to self-expression rather than merely for accurate and mindless
copying.29
The public response to my article was overwhelmingly favourable and many letters
of encouragement were received at the Cloud magazine. O f course I received some
letters which said I was betraying and damaging the image of national art. Even
m a n y traditional artists had strange feelings that because I was trained academically
and especially under the instructions of masters w h o belonged to the Shanghai
School, that I had m o v e d too far away from the established norm. The art discussion
was to continue for a few months, until the n e w Chinese political leadership crisis
occurred. In a massive shift away from radical revolutionary policies, the n e w
leadership of China under Deng Xiaoping's control, set out to reshuffle political and
economic priorities. Economic development focused on increasing production and
replacing class struggle as the main concern. But with the Communist Party's
political policy, every m e m b e r of the n e w leadership understood that 'power' in
China means they could control anything, from family property, children's futures,
free cars and luxury houses. Old politicians did not like to retire, and as young m e n
tried to get to the top positions as quickly as possible, they sought power to struggle
against each other. After the death of M a o Zedong, it was even more violent than
29 Zhang Ding, Huang Tiehua - New Painting in the Creative Way, in 'Cloud', vol. 42, 16
February, 1984, p. 87.
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before, because the top leader Chairman W u wasfired.H e was controlled by those
old Communist politicians w h o continued to retain privileges and still had ultimate
power. O n the other hand, the Chinese people requested that the Government change
its autocratic system and unaccountability which the Party has had since it had taken
power in China. W u himself was an open-minded person w h o tried to do work for
the people. H e was removed by the old Communist politicians and due to high stress
and pressure died shortly afterwards. Such events led up to the Tiananmen Square
massacre. People outside the political power circle would find it difficult to
understand h o w the Communists contend for power in China.
In this new wave of post-Mao Communism, though the Party announced time and
time again a relaxation in its art policy they redefined the line 'art must serve
polities'. M y written work New Painting in the Creative Way was criticised in many
Party controlled newspapers and magazines, which said I had wanted to lead art
against the Party's art policy, and that I was a Capitalist artist. The Party was
instructed to criticise m e only within the top-line, in order to warn m e to stop m y
artistic activity and limit m y free work so as to fit in with the Party's political
demands at the time. Meanwhile they thought about continuing to use m y skills in
serving the Party. Consequently artists soon experienced a more relaxed
environment in which to work and the criticism had not really hurt me.
I was given an appointment as Senior Lecturer in Fine Arts at the University of
Shanghai, where I taught drawing and painting [watercolour, oil and acrylic]. I
continued to exhibit m y work in local as well as overseas galleries and I was in the
process of setting up a centre in Shanghai specialising in the techniques of both
western and eastern Art.
On Christmas Eve of 1984, with the weather at freezing point in Beijing, the
temperatures dropped to ten degrees below zero. People still crowded onto Huang
Fujing Street, the biggest shopping centre in the capital city of China, to buy
Christmas presents to celebrate from Christmas D a y through to the N e w Year. The
news from both radio and television was that the new Arts Council Committee was
elected by members of the Arts Council and had been approved by the Cultural
Party. The five key committee members were highly regarded artists and consultants
of Chinese culture in China and overseas. The news releases stated that M r Huang
Tiehua, aged thirty-one, was the youngest ever in the history of Chinese art to certify
and authenticate art objects and that he was trained by the Communist Party. The
next day the newspaper, China Daily , showed m y Curriculum Vitae and introduced
m y latest work to the people. The election of the key members of the China Arts
Council took a long time as some members w h o worked for the China Arts Council
were getting very old and some had recently died. The Government always felt the
need for the younger generation to work for them and w h e n m y n a m e was
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nominated by the famous artist Liu Haisu, many experts questioned whether this M r
H u a n g had enough ability to do this particular work. If so m a n y artists w h o have
devoted almost their whole life to art, yet have not the experience of the wide ranging
knowledge of five thousand years of Chinese civilisation, h o w is it that M r Huang
aged only thirty has this knowledge? O f course some were of the opinion that M r
H u a n g was not a Party m e m b e r and they should train a young Communist. M r
Tang, Vice-President of the China Arts Council wrote a reminder to his board about
the election which said:
In my opinion Mr Huang did not comply with the essential requirements
of the bequest. It is not fair because of his age and his political class, but
w h o has the knowledge of this work? All the other members are over
seventy. W h a t about China's future? If the position is to be given to this
m a n , in m y opinion, the specific and implied requirements of the bequest
are contravened.
The procedure flummoxed some of the older members of the board, so that the final
result was a false impression of what they really thought m y contribution could be
for the Government. Five voted confidently that I be given the position as a key
committee m e m b e r of the Arts Council .Two of the twelve trustees were absent and
that left five others, plus the President w h o had a casting vote if that was required.
T w o of the remainder appeared to favour m e and three indicated their objection,
making the official tally that appeared in the minutes as seven to three, although later
it was revealed that in the confusion at least two votes went the wrong way. It had
been a long session and none of them queried the result at the time, which led to the
election committee results as something of an innovation. The director of the Beijing
M u s e u m informed the President that according to the rules of the China Arts Council
before becoming a committee m e m b e r they should have work experience in Chinese
culture for over twenty five years. This special case was made to the weary trustees,
as they waited to listen to the last words from the Communist Department's
announcement. I was informed that I had to give a speech at a public appearance on
television. A few days later I got the exact information, that as a key member of the
China Arts Council to certify art objects, it was m y duty to check and verify
imported and exported art treasures, and to work as a senior consultant for the
Shanghai M u s e u m and Shanghai Art Gallery, where m y responsibility was to certify
the authenticity of the collection of work. That was a great honour for m e , but I
realised I would have to be very careful when I spoke in public.
The interview was conducted by Centre Television on Sunday morning at ten
o'clock before the Chinese N e w Year. I was a little nervous. I first gave thanks to
the people of China for their trust in m e and electing m e to the new committee of the
China Arts Council. A s a professional artist, educationalist and authority of art
objects, I understood m y obligation. M y duty was to stop crime, which meant to
protect human-made treasures against smuggling. Researching and teaching about
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the five thousand years of Chinese civilisation and culture was an exciting prospect
that required a dynamic and innovative expert, with a wide focus of appreciation of
the past and a vision for the future. I would welcome the opportunity to open myself
up to a wide range of experiences which would enrich Chinese culture and society.
A s an artist, I understood that I had to extend m y work beyond the traditional
bounds and the past was there to provide a spring-board to allow m e to make the
leap into m y o w n creative work. I believed that m y art demonstrates that I had
accepted the challenge and adapted myself to take in western influences. I wanted to
taste the fruits of m y imagination and express those images across the broad field of
art using the particular techniques forms and colours which I have inherited from m y
Chinese training.
The reaction to that speech was generally favourable, and I received many letters
from artists encouraging m e and agreeing with m y new creative view of art. Over the
next few months people telephoned m e from m a n y parts of China—and even
Chinese people overseas—to enquire about their collections. M y secretaries were
busy with replies and I was sitting in the centre of the Chinese art world in
Shanghai. T o reward m y successful work, the Chinese Government arranged to
change m y h o m e to a luxury apartment facing the south—in China houses which
face south are considered the best—with five bedrooms, three bathrooms, a huge
study and a studio with a twenty-four hour security of two guards at the front gate.
The Office of the Minister of Customs gave m e a brand new Mercedes Benz 420 and
a driver to serve m e . In Shanghai in those days ordinary people had an average
living space of only two square metres per person as the city has a very large
population. Under M a o Zedong there was a policy to build air-raid shelters as
defence against Russia and America, which restricted people's living space. The
Chinese Government strictly limited the use of private cars, so m y privilege was
similar to that of a minister.
In October, 1983, my daughter Shengnan was bom. Jana looked after the household
herself, as I did not have time outside m y work. Often I went to m a n y cities and to
the countryside and even had to give evidence at the Supreme Court to judges
discussing smuggling cases and therefore I was hardly at home. M y job was not so
easy, the most difficult thing was the numerous smuggling cases linked to highranking Communist officials or their families. The situation in the mid-1980s in
China was such that old-aged leadership in the Communist Party had to retire from
their top positions and they understood that if they lost their power they could loose
everything including their privileges and material benefits. Those people made
contact with overseas business-men to import goods for extra money and in some
particular cases they paid top prices to buy second-hand machines or equipment from
importers. They also arranged with antique dealers to sell authentic treasures as fakes
at cheaper prices, then they would receive a large s u m of m o n e y when these
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treasures were sold at auctions overseas. The proceeds would be placed in Swiss
bank accounts. I understood that I could not touch these m e n and their families and
even had to pretend to k n o w nothing. There was a true story of a police investigator
w h o interviewed the son of a Communist official about smuggling art treasures. The
next day he was taken off his job by force and in his personal file was a note that he
would never be used for special work again.
My next two exhibitions in America brought me good publicity. The huge number of
works sold was a result of combining European techniques whilst working with
Chinese material. This gave the American art market a n e w style to look at. A s for
the Chinese collectors, they found m y work had constantly changed in style. With
every show I continued to keep on evolving and growing. I wanted to be an
explorer, to find a way in the world of emerging styles, which created a stimulus for
further exertions within myself. It seemed that I was tireless at that time and I was
interested in a large range of art-forms including not only visual and performing arts,
but history, literature and language within this cultural field. I studied many subjects
and studied thoroughly. O n 5 March, 1987, m y exhibition The Quiet Dreaming at the
Water Gallery in Bloomington, Indiana, U S A m y work showed the highest prices
ever, even though some art collectors felt that the prices hadrisentoo quickly. In that
show m a n y of m y works were purchased by the Chicago University, some major
companies and art galleries.
My painting reached the cross-roads between western and eastern forms and
techniques. I sought for more time to get m y research together. A s I always had a
busy social schedule with m y work I could not manage the extra time. Sometimes,
while working on a particular case, I was interrupted for quite a long time. Having
acquired a good reputation I was sought for interviews by newspapers and by
broadcasters on radio and television. O n e morning suddenly m y situation was
changed. I can still remember that morning about nine o'clock when I opened the
door to m y Mercedes 420, m y driver saw a boy drop a letter in m y mail-box and run
away. That letter had no signature but it was addressed to m e . T o m y amazement it
said, " M r Huang, are you an outstanding artist? or a statesman with a political
purpose? W e like your significant contribution to art and w e hope you will be a first
class artist." M y first feeling on receiving that letter was shame. In fact I was too
m u c h involved with political work and had lost m u c h time for concentrating on
developing m y painting. Though the situation was almost beyond m y control I
thought it was time to change m y circumstances, and a few weeks later I put in m y
resignation application, which was rejected by the Party.
Meanwhile, China entered another wave of political crisis when the Communists
sought to redevelop the economy, but they still consolidated their power by trying to
control a few m e n w h o had western influences. The Chinese people, especially
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university students, sought reform and real freedom. The majority of the Chinese
people tried to getridof C o m m u n i s m . It was a new struggle between the people and
the Party. Because of these special circumstances in early 1987, m y father
encouraged m e to study art overseas. The final separation between the Communists
and m e w a s tough. The Government really appreciated m y contribution as a senior
consultant of art objects for the China Arts Council. I emphasised that I needed more
knowledge of art including a western education and I needed to study overseas to
accumulate experience to improve m y future. Fortunately in China, personal
relationships are more important than anything else. The application to quit m y job
took longer than twelve months to process. It was m y luck that I got permission
from the Party to leave temporarily for six months.
It was clear that Australia and some other overseas countries had many Chinese who
were dissatisfied with the Communist Party in China. The Australian Labor
Government had an 'Education Export' policy which encouraged a number of
Chinese to c o m e to Australia to study English. I did not k n o w m u c h about Australia,
except that in 1981 I had seen a large exhibition of Australian Landscapes at the
Shanghai Art Gallery. I recalled m y interest in this Australian art and looking for the
opportunity to build on m y past artistic experiences, I decided to live in a western
country with its different culture and environment. I also understood that living in a
highly politically stifling country it is hard for an artist to be able to completely and
freely express the creative elements of the imagination. M y experience was that
artists living in China would continue to face two major problems: political control
and access to foreign influences. A s long as the Party defined the artistic line, art
took on an artificially inflated importance. T o set up criteria forrightart and wrong
art w a s to construct a political time-bomb. It was simply not possible to suppress all
of the stubbornly independent or naively adventurous artists w h o would go beyond
stated limits. Invevitably, those artists would be harshly criticised, and if any illfated person particularly offended the art establishment and did not promptly repent,
show respect, and correct errors, that artist would be somehow punished and his or
her future would be gravely disadvantaged. They might become dissidents or feel
forced to go into exile. I appreciated the permission which was given by the
Government for m e to leave China, however, it was sad for m e because m y father
died with a heart attack on 16 April 1987 just before I left for Australia. A large
memorial service was held for him by the Communist Party and the Government.
Over two thousand people participated in it and one of the Party leaders, Deputy
Prime Minister Fan Yi, gave a speech, saying that Father had m a d e an enormous
contribution to the Communist Government for almost forty years. H e had been a
founding m e m b e r of the pharmacy and chemical industries and was responsible for
the establishment of the medicare service. H e delivered developed scientific
techniques to China and supported China's culture in his later life.30
30 Cloud, Vol. 42,16 February 1984.
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CHAPTER TEN
ARRIVAL IN AUSTRALIA
I arrived at Sydney Airport in Australia in November 1987, after nearly twelve hours
of travelling. I was met by the graphic designer, John Lee, w h o was artistically very
m u c h the same as G o with w h o m I travelled to Dunhuang earlier in m y career. I had
k n o w n him in Shanghai. I was very soon to realise that besides being very gifted, he
was one of the most committed and clear-thinking young artists I was ever to know.
H e felt the handicaps of an artist living in the commercial world restrictive, and was
particularly sympathetic to the situation of our Chinese national artists w h o were
living overseas. W e were very open in our discussions because w e had similar
doubts and there w a s the feeling of unravelling the whole world through political
action. W e shared similar thoughts on art and politics but religion was the thing w e
could not talk about. John Lee has strong Christian beliefs. Though I had lived in the
Buddhist region of Dunhuang for a period, with the purpose of researching those
ancient religions to discover the five thousand year history of Chinese culture, I a m
not a religious person.
My knowledge of Australia was of a new country which was in the upside-down
and reverse part of the world, in which the British Government founded a colony in
1788. T h e continent was later recognised as a place to develop and exploit for its
extensive resources. Australia's settlement was also to aid the British Government to
solve the problems of overcrowded gaols. Unlike the situation in China, where the
British Navy was obligated to join the Chinese Government in the O p i u m Wars, the
new settlements in Australia came into being not as the expression of fiercely-held
convictions on the part of the settlers themselves, but through the decision of the
British individuals and institutions central to the administration of an international
empire. I was interested in reading the history of Australia which emphasised the
discovery by James Cook, which resulted in the First Fleet arriving off the coast of
N e w South Wales in January 1788. T w o warships, a sloop, three supply ships and
seven transports carried a cargo of seeds, tools, building material and weapons,
together with s o m e unskilled and unenthusiastic farmers and their animals... It
seemed I was in a similar situation w h e n I arrived in Australia, with a limited weight
of luggage, its contents full of painting materials and three hundred U S dollars. This
m o n e y was all I was allowed to carry in m y pockets to Australia by the Chinese
Government which put m e in great hardship and m a d e survival very difficult. I did
not k n o w m u c h about the Aboriginal people w h o have been living in this continent
and had established a strong cultural identity over m a n y thousands of years.
Mr R. Wang, a friend of my wife, who was undertaking a doctorate in the
Department of Psychology at the University of Wollongong, came to pick m e up
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from Sydney Airport. M y first night in Australia was spent in Wollongong. I was
very m u c h absorbed by the Illawarra seascapes on the w a y to Wang's home. After
this I set up m y 'artist camps' at several places, which included Kiama, Robertson,
the rainforests of the Illawarra escarpment, the Royal National Park, Mount Keira
Lookout, the Blue Mountains and also in M o s m a n , Sydney. O n e of m y works from
this period is Village Below the Blue Mountains [Plate 8] which shows clearly that
while m y eyes were opening to a n e w world, I was tying this n e w vision very
strongly to m y traditions.
It was not simply economic circumstances that necessitated a cheap lifestyle for me at
that time. The choice of a bush c a m p outside the usual residential areas was to enrich
m y initial vision of Australia. In the latter part of the nineteeth century and into the
early twentieth century, Australians had started taking pride in their national
characteristics and began idealising the life of their rural pioneers. A s in China the
bush was no longer seen as a forbidding, destructive force, but as a place of pleasure
and delight. A s a newly arrived artist in Australia I breathed the fresh air in this
different environment. A s a painter I believed in this personal revolution of
abandoning m y ties to m y early training and its conventions in order to depict fresh
visions in this place. I was absorbed by its natural beauties that generations of
artists, w h o have c o m e from m a n y different nations, have found so inspiring. I took
to the bush, visiting it outside the cities that housed most of Australia's population,
and brought back with m e the idea that this life, culture and biography is the real
Australia. There was a time w h e n the m a n y artists' camps of the late nineteenth
century were a new phenomenon for Australia, but the practice had begun in France
half a century before and w a s adopted by those w h o had initiated French
Impressionism. They were associated with the philosophy of plein-airism, and took
their canvases from their studios to work in the outdoors. They were motivated by a
search for the 'truth' in art and the desire to record on canvas what they 'saw' rather
than organising their subjects to fit academic conventions. Such camps were set up
in the forests around Fontainebleau in France by the Barbizon painters and their
followers, the Impressionists. These artists not only broke with academic traditions
but also with social ones, adopting the spirit of co-operation and comradeship
promoted by the socialist m o v e m e n t that was gaining prominence in their time.
Perhaps it is the same element in the Chinese artists in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, that those scholars were the real Bohemian cult in the bush,
popular a m o n g artists at that time, taking their inspiration from the natural bush.
After several weeks of camping in the bush I came to Sydney where I enrolled in the
International English Language College to study English. In m y limited knowledge,
I k n e w Sydney to be the capital of N e w South Wales, which had grown from a
struggling colony established by the handful of deported British convicts in 1788 to
a large urban city of over three million people.
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W h e n , therefore, a ship cleared the great cliffs of North Head and the harbour spread
itself before m e with all its bays and vistas, what a variegated mix of interests
Sydney held out to m e in the 1980s. I gazed upon world-renowned man-made
structures like the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the unique Sydney Opera House.
Then I compared them to the natural wonders of Sydney Harbour, the m a m m o t h
cliffs of North and South Heads, and the thirty-four sparkling white-sand beaches
that grace each inlet like a necklace of jewels around the city. Perhaps these pictures
presented do not give a full realisation of the great effect the harbour had on m e with
the multiple impressions of its moods. The impact this had was to make m e feel that
I had never been truly free until that moment.
The time back in China, when I had bargained with the Chinese Government for my
application to go abroad, seemed so distant and n o w I could take a deep breath as I
was rid of the constraints of C o m m u n i s m . I was, however, begining to realise how
difficult it was for an artist living in a new environment without financial support. I
explored Sydney's past, by strolling around the beautiful restored birthplace of the
city, The Rocks, then tasted the fresh, exhilarating spray from a high-speed dash
across the Harbour aboard a colourful commuter hydrofoil. I have never been a truly
topographical artist, not even in m y early training, but the studies for the group of
paintings I undertook at this time were based on observation, even though the final
result was often in the style of Chinese Impressionism. While I was shopping or
sightseeing in the city, I took a break at one of the m a n y coffee lounges or milk bars
which are plentiful throughout Sydney. Then that night, by contrast, I dined in the
elegance of one of the city's m a n y European-style restaurants which offer gourmet
foods and prize-winning wines.
I am indebted to Mr R. Wang, who accompanied me on a visit to the Opera House
and the Art Gallery of N e w South Wales. W e also took a harbour cruise, played
some golf, got a suntan, raged on at a disco, bought local antiques, fed a dolphin,
chatted to a taxi driver, rode a surfboard, dined on a yacht, watched a movie, played
chess in the park, sipped wine beneath a palm tree...and each day there was as much
to do again. Australia is a relaxed and contented land and Sydney is the cosmopolitan
heart with a great w a y of life.
In my first painting of Sydney I endeavoured to make reference to the early
Australian artist Arthur Streeton, described by A n n Galbally on the first page of her
book, Arthur Streeton, as 'the most negative m e m b e r of the Heidelberg School'. I
was fascinated by Streeton's almost eastern spatial ambiguities of pictorial
representation, suggested by allowing an ambivalent reading of distance between the
foreground rocks and spiky green foliage and the tiny boat being rowed across the
creamy impasto sea. Often Streeton's painted panels of the period 1890-1897 were
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composed from a high view-point, allowing a certain play with space and daring
compositional arrangements with the buildings, sky and sea. In m a n y of his works it
can be seen that he placed a large area of water in the foreground, upon which boats,
boatsheds and coastline are delicately balanced. The colours of these works have an
intensity not found in the softer, m o r e romantic Victorian paintings.
Compositionally, their greater realism is balanced by a concise selection of pictorial
elements, based upon Whistlerian decorative principles. It ended with failure because
it not only had a different focus of vision as well as the idea of representation. It
seemed too simple until one tried to emulate it and m y interpretation of the harbour
could never have been along his lines. Although I too, had, like Streeton,
consequently a strong pictorial influence from French artists Corot and Millet,
having spent a certain time in Europe where I painted the surrounding areas with
great sensitiviity, concentrating on evoking moods and a real atmosphere by working
only with closely related tones of brightness. Only n o w I recognise w h y Streeton,
with the boldness and originality of his early work is highly acclaimed—fresh
studies of perennial Australian themes, the young people on surf beaches, the
masterly ordering of the confusion of boats, coastlines, buildings and trees around
Sydney harbour. Those thoughtful portraits of his friends were never really taken
into account. The familiar but limited image of Streeton as the painter of blue skies
and golden pastures is today being replaced by a more exciting individual artistic
personality. M a y b e it was someone like him w h o wrote, 'The discoverer, the first to
look into the heart of our landscape as with the eyes of a child, and reveal its
essential mystery, its truth and beauty...' for in m y view, he expressed more
beautifully the golden warmth of Sydney and its nature. Perhaps it was m y feeling
for and m y focus on Impressionism.

My financial situation soon put me in a tight spot and it could be said that this time,
during the period w h e n I was living with seven Chinese students in a one bedroom
unit located in the suburb of Dulwich Hill,was one of the hardest of m y life. None of
the people living in that room had any household belongings. It was full of
cockroaches, thick like a carpet on the floor where I slept at night. In the middle of
the night I would be w o k e n up by these dark brown insects that surrounded m y
body. At that time all the people in that unit had to work very hard. They were a
cheap labour force in the Australian employment market. It was the only way to get
enough m o n e y to pay their tuition fees so they could stay longer in Australia. S o m e
of them lived on one meal a day so they could save enough money to pay the course
fees. The story of Chinese students at that m o m e n t was tragic. A number of Chinese
students cornmitted suicide because they wanted to escape from political repression
in China but were very disappointed in Australia.

I was very surprised on the day I went to the International English College to register
that I had arrived in Sydney and wanted to start to learn English as soon as possible.
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After counting m y money for the course fees the secretary of the college said to m e ,
"Good-bye, see you this time next year." That made m e suddenly realise that it is not
only difficult in Communist countries, but difficult anywhere in the world of
commerce. With only a few dollars left in m y pocket, I started to worry about m y
life. Every week I shared the rent with the six other students—a most difficult time.
A big mistake was made by the S. Gate Gallery in New York, when I told the
curator by phone that I was already in Australia. They had a commission from
selling m y works at the gallery, however they did not send the money to m e in
Australia, but put it into m y account in the Bank of China as usual. I could not
withdraw any money because of the Chinese Government's policy of protecting any
foreign currency reserves by not issuing it abroad. I drank water instead of eating
food and it was at Christmas time in 1987, when other people in the world celebrated
with feasting on that day, I went to a street and used a public telephone to ring m y
wife and daughter w h o were hostages in the hands of the Communist Party.
Now when I counted all my money I found I had just over two dollars left. I had to
survive. The only way was to look for a job, but where could I find it? The landlord
advised m e to knock on every shop or factory door to ask if someone could offer m e
a job. I was ashamed that I had to almost beg for m y living. I can still remember m y
first job I found as a kitchen-hand in a restaurant located in Kings Cross, where the
manager told m e m y duty was to wash plates and clean the kitchen. I started at two
o'clock in the afternoon, where there was a kitchen full of dishes waiting for m e to
wash. Then w h e n the restaurant was closed I had to clean everything in the kitchen
until two or three o'clock in the morning. A s there was no train on that railway line
late at night I had to walk from Kings Cross to Dulwich Hill, arriving at six o'clock
in the morning, which only gave m e three or four hours sleep. Then I would go back
to work again—all for two hundred and fifty dollars a week income. After three
weeks of working in that restaurant I became very ill. 1 was sacked by the manager
once he saw I could not carry a bag of potatoes which weighed fifty kilograms. M y
flat mates felt sorry for m e , a person w h o had had a very high position and some of
the most luxurious privileges in China. W h a t had happened since I arrived in
Australia?
How could an artist emigrate from another country and survive in Australia? I was
deeply puzzled and distressed. I worked in a packaging process factory where I was
a machine fitter. The work was hard for m e for I had to do very heavy duty work in
the factory which included packing the cases and carrying large cartons and boxes. I
also had to clean the whole factory. I could just balance m y finances. In the
Australian art market most people only k n o w the eastern art which belongs to Japan.
Even the impressionist artists in the nineteenth century claimed that their work was
influenced by Japanese prints. There were however, not many people w h o seemed
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to appreciate Chinese art. The difficult situation for Chinese art throughout the world
perhaps has been m a d e worse by Imperial China itself, as it has suffered under both
Feudalism and Socialism, resisting the changes across the world of art which have
proliferated in the last couple of hundred years.
However, like many impressionist artists at work in the open air, I went to Manly,
the North Shore and the eastern suburbs of Sydney often on the weekends, and m y
vision w a s given form in a language of paint which had taken m a n y years to
develop. Its progress appears retrospectively to have been stylistically inevitable.
Pencil ink and brush, pastel and oil were worked together, and at crucial points there
was the swing from one m e d i u m to another, from light to dark and back to light. The
light ones were to prevail, as they did with the French artist Bonnard, with w h o m I
felt an affinity. O n e of m y paintings which I did at that time, Botany Bay, is a water
colour with oil paints on paper (purchased by D r Steven Etheridge). The view is
from a little bay, looking towards the houses and the high hills across the water. I
did not paint it photographically in Australian green and blue, but I worked it with
dark grey and black. T o get a picture with special feeling, I put in colour and
distributed it thickly with one kind of m e d i u m for a certain result. I mistrust paint
which is too thick, however, as it becomes impenetrable w h e n the ultramarine is
stretched with ink added to the surface of the rich oil base. The imagination and
vision for that work was to paint a representation of dark night. In those days I
similarly felt eternity, and struggled to find an idiom to express it, or it could be said
that I tried to develop m y techniques with a combined style beyond m y previous
experiments.
The 'art life' gave me a feeling of temporary settledness, but it was not very long
before I was involved in a car accident as I walked back h o m e from the factory. I
used to get a lift in the manager's car from Alexandria to St Peters train station,
where I took the train h o m e to Lakemba. A s I crossed the Princes Highway with a
green light for a pedestrian crossing, a young driver, only a teenager, driving at a
speed of more than one hundred kilometers per hour went through the red light and
hit m e on the pedestrian crossing.
I was admitted to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital by ambulance, the examination
and x-rays revealing that I had sustained a mid-cervical fracture to the left femur. I
was taken to the theatre the following day, and under a general anaesthetic I
underwent an operation, where they put in place three A.O. cancellous screws with
washers. M y post-operative course was satisfactory. I was gradually mobilised on
crutches, non-weight bearing on the left leg. I was discharged from hospital two
weeks later on 10 M a y 1988 and was reviewed at regular intervals. M y fracture went
into satisfactory union. For quite a long time I suffered a lot of pain in the left groin
and left thigh. Following D r Homan's advice I attended the Illawarra Rehabilitation
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Unit to seek some help. At that time I was able to stand for half an hour and could
walk four to five blocks. Fortunately an x-ray showed that the fracture had united,
and thefractureline was no longer visible on x-ray. There had been slight shortening
of the neck of the femur, due to collapse at the fracture sight. There was no evidence
of vascular necrosis at the femoral head and no evidence of arthritic changes
developing in the hip joint. D r H o m a n certified that I was fit for light duties only. H e
felt because of m y continuing feeing of pain, that I was unfit for any job which
involved prolonged standing, prolonged walking, particularly on hard or uneven
ground and unfit for any job which involved repetitive bending or heavy lifting.
In May 19911 was taken to the theatre of the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital to have
the screws removed from m y left hip. D r H o m a n diagnosed that the accident resulted
in m y left leg permanently losing twenty per cent of its ability.
About this time a group exhibition called Weed and Grass was held at the New York
Art Salon, where three of m y works were sold at a good price and this helped m e
financially for a period. Following D r Homan's instructions, I could not do anything
without a doctor's permission. For a period I started to study Australian art history
in bed. I comprehended that English Painting reached its greatest heights in the age
of Romanticism with painting often largely a matter of landscape. Instead of welding
society together with conventional moralities from the Christian religion of late
R o m a n history, art was n o w allowed to become more individual and private. Society
had become stable enough to allow the luxury of a taste for disorder, for untamed
nature, mountain wildness, storm, or oceans. In the romantic period the medieval
world, the exotic orient, or an imaginary, primitive golden age of uncorrupted
natural innocence all perforated the long dominant culture of Classical R o m e . Since
Australia was colonised by the British at the time of this upsurge in English painting,
the early Australian colonial art is an extension of English Romanticism.
When I gazed at some works by the early British artists who came to Australia like
William Hodges and William Westall in the collection of Joseph Brown at Caroline
House in Victoria, the National Library of Australia in Canberra and the Mitchell
Library, Sydney, I found those expedition artists on similar scientific voyages used
similar methods. Professionally trained in landscape and the h u m a n figure, they
were inevitably affected by their scientific companions. O n board with Hodges, there
was an outstanding astronomer and meteorologist; with Westall two outstanding
botanists. Thus Hodges became more interested in clouds, storm and specific effects
of light and bands of weather than any other painter before Turner and Constable,
and Westall's Australian landscapes are carefully filled with botanically recognisable
banksia trees and waratahs in flower. It was a similar situation in China in the
seventeenth century, where m a n y artistic scholars went to the countryside and the
mountains where they found the mist of the mountain in different seasons. The spirit
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of their work is seen especially in thefreestyles of painting of the Yangzhou School.
C o m p a r e d to Hodges, Westall and Earle, Conrad Martens w a s one of the first
British artists to live permanently in Australia and to m a k e a modest living from his
painting. S o m e other artists, like John Glover had arrived earlier than Martens, did
not need to live on the sale of their work.

As a migrant artist to this country, I am of course interested in the art history of thi
early Australian colonial period. Martens settled into a usual situation for an artist, in
a prosperous city, the capital of the flourishing colony. Sydney by that time was an
enchanting seaport, busy as a medieval trading port, the winding arms of the harbour
dotted with romantic villages; Government House and Fort Macquarie even gave an
illusion of castles. Martens must have been attracted to Sydney as m u c h by its o w n
romantic charms and by his awareness of a local market for his work as by his
original intention of finding exotic Australian subjects to take back to the English art
market. Actually, he catered for the tastes and expectations of prospective patrons,
and employed a variety of aesthetic devices which transformed visual facts into more
acceptable, invariably pleasing, fiction.
It seemed that the small local market demanded evidence of progress: views of the
city and seaport, or portraits of the settlers' country houses. S o m e views were kept
in Sydney, m a n y were sent h o m e to relatives in England. The more popular views
were registered m a n y times and were willingly provided, with variations in the
foreground framing the view, even thirty years after the original sketches had been
made. Martens resorted to artistic licence w h e n painting large, more finished,
pictures. H e had no qualms about modifying the appearance of a landscape, once it
had been faithfully recorded in a sketch, in order to obtain his desired artistic effects.
Painting is not a transparent medium. The European artists who travelled here, while
first depicting the scenery of post-settlement Australia, also recorded contemporary
priorities and value systems. T h e world with which they were confronted in
Australia w a s strange in its vegetation, wildlife and climate, and their struggle to
reconcile what they were actually seeing with their academy-based European
education told them what they ought to be seeing, is clear. The complex mix of art
and information early in Australian painting was determined by cultural assumptions,
points of view and chosen media, as well as by the status and skill of the artist and
the intended market for the finished picture.
Such considerations are always relevant in assessing a painting. They are sometimes
over-riding w h e n viewing paintings of Australia produced by artists w h o visited the
country for a time, but whose training connections, market and h o m e were in
another and distant country, usually England. The fragile and diverse group of
setders w h o arrived early struggled for a quarter of a century to achieve a situation in
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which they could be reasonably sure even of their o w n continued survival; they had
more need of the pickaxe than the paint-brush, and although those few early
paintings which have c o m e d o w n to m e are rightly treasured, it was to be some time
before this Australian society could afford the luxury of a local art market or the
establishment of a tradition of connoisseurship.
It was a special time when I arrived in Australia. Thousands of Chinese had left
China for political reasons. M a n y Chinese had previously c o m e to Australia in the
gold-rush b o o m time of the 1840-50s. N o w the Australian Government claimed that
the country would be built as a multi-cultural one with a policy of linking more
closely to Asia, and yet it is clear to see that Asian culture including the art has not
been widely accepted in Australian society and until recently relatively few people
have begun any Asian Research.
I realised that for my painting to flourish in the new country it was necessary as an
artist to be able to m a k e a living from m y work, and so patronage would be crucial.
Traditionally, artists have supported themselves through commissions and teaching.
It was time for m e to m a k e the decision to modify m y work to fit into western taste.
The study of the history of Australian painting has inspired m e and allowed m e to
compare h o w m y background and early training and culture is totally different from
those colonial artists from England. A s a professional artist, living from the sale of
m y work is very difficult today. Even Conrad Martens, working as a professional
artist in Sydney from the mid-1830s, led a precarious existence. His income was
essentially derived from painting flattering views of properties belonging to rich and
powerful members of society, and teaching art to their daughters. Often he would
travel to outlying districts in search of work. The 1840 depression hit him hard, and
in fact, probably inspired him to produce a number of lithographs in order to
increase sales. Finally Martens had to take up working as a librarian in order to
support himself and his family. Difficult circumstances had certainly determined the
nature of Martens' vision; there was m u c h be could not afford to do, and m u c h that
he had to do, because of his dependence on a local market.
In the circumstances I always thought an important shift in the development of
Australian painting has been the production of painting to suit local, rather than
overseas, tastes. Australian artists seeking fame, from the early colonial times until
modern times, have had to live in England or Europe for a long period until those art
circles recognised them and then they could enjoy a good reputation as an artist and
receive a comfortable living in their o w n country. John Russell, Bertram Mackennal
and Rupert Bunny chose to work chiefly in Europe. Instead of contributing through
their art to the nationalistic development of Australian society they were more
concerned to find a small place for themselves in the mainstream of world art. Also
m a n y founder members of the Heidelberg School, like T o m Roberts and Arthur
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Streeton, spent periods based in England. Earlier this century, the modern artist
William Dobell w o n a travelling scholarship to study overseas. Sydney Nolan,
Arthur Boyd, Albert Tucker and even Brett Whitely all lived in England during their
artistic development.
It seemed that those Australian artists from the Heidelberg School, Tom Roberts,
Arthur Streeton and Charles Conder, are regarded as national heroes. The hundredth
anniversary of Australia's settlement was in 1888. The centennial celebrations helped
reinforce the demand for uniquely Australian art. So did the movement towards
political federation, achieved in 1901, when the six separate British colonies became
the C o m m o n w e a l t h of Australia. Perhaps there were m a n y famous artists in
Australia in the brief period of the political environment between the centenary and
federation, w h o produced paintings which present consciously nationalistic subjects,
deliberately painted for public situations and are n o w in art museums. In The Trends
of Australian Art written by Sydney Long in 1905, he insisted on paintings of
Australia by Australian artists. H e promoted Arthur Streeton, a founder of the
Heidelberg School, for his ability to apprehend the 'real' Australia. H e wrote as
follows:

For the first century of our life, we were wholly dependent on 'foreign'
talent. M e n with and without established reputations [mostly without],
came and looked at our land, saw that it was wonderful and beautiful, and
painted it in the manner they had already acquired. Naturally it was not
Australian. The foreign spectacles worn on their academic noses made it
impossible for them to get away from the conventions and characteristics
of their o w n lands. Conrad Martens is perhaps the earliest and most
notable case in point. His work is entirely unconvincing from the
Australian point of view, and suggests neither the weird mystery of the
bush nor the dazzling sunlight of our country. His work, therefore, has
little or no Australian value, beyond being a m o n g the first legitimate
efforts at Art in Australia. O n e has only to compare his work with that of
Streeton to see the wonderful advance that has been m a d e in the
characterisation of our native landscape to note the change from dull grey
skies and sunless foliage to the intense blues and golden browns typically
Australia.31
Sydney Long was the most complete representative of Art Nouveau in Australia, his
work deriving its unique power from a sure fusion of decorative composition with
literal reference. H e refers explicitly in his work to the earlier gods of classical
mythology, and in so doing found one means of expressing that unfitted antiquity in
the Australian landscape, which has always been a powerful inspiration for the
artistic imagination. However, Long was limited in his personal focus, as he did not
recognise the Australian Aboriginal Culture or the other artists at that time. The
31 Peter Quartermaine and Jonathan Watkins, quoting Sidney Long in A Pictorial History of
Australian Painting, Bison Books, London, 1989, p. 14.
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unsatisfactorily n a m e d 'Heidelberg School' really means a group of Melbourne
painters, and a few in Sydney, w h o followed Buvelot's example in choosing
subjects from the suburban countryside and in dwelling on effects of light.
Encouraged by Roberts, they went beyond Buvelot's example by painting in the
open air, chiefly at B o x Hill then at Heidelberg and later in Sydney. B y painting
harsh sunshine as well as gentle twilights, they sometimes painted more sketchily
and composed more casually than Buvelot.

Streeton is a welcome and positive influence in the art of Australia, for his art did no
present the complications of an introverted vision; all could relate to the optimism of
his romantic view of Australia, and recognised his open spaces and dream like
distances. Yet these aspects of Streeton are not the material upon which legends are
built. T h e critics are to be indicted rather than the artist for the fact that these works
were singled out as his highest achievements rather than the truly radical painting of
his Sydney years. For his art, because of its peculiarly national appeal, should be
seen as part of the 1890s movement. The style of his work like Sydney Harbour, the
exciting Hawkesbury River series, the epic nature of his representations of manual
labour, are all painted with a fervour similar to Roberts's 'historical' painting of the
outback and shearing life, and McCubbins's poetic interpretation of the bush-pioneer
as part of a general awakening to the natural surroundings and to a sense of national
life. Whistier's English mist and nocturnes were the Australian students' main
source of Impressionism. F r o m Streeton himself and his work it is easy to be seen
h o w m u c h it was influenced by Whistler, especially in his later years when he was
living overseas. If Streeton was not able to sustain the vision of his youth, the
artistic problems he faced in maturity, his decisions and achievements, have become
part of Australian cultural history.
I studied the works of those artists who first tried to grapple with translating an
Australian quality into their work. Often this was combined with an alien vision with
European ideas and ideals. S o m e h o w I found a parallel with m y o w n situation of
trying to m a k e use of this n e w environment with eyes and mind that had been trained
in another tradition.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
A CHANGING STYLE AS A NEW LIFE DEVELOPS

The car accident completely changed my life. I transferred from S
Wollongong to study western art at the then School of Creative Arts, the University
of Wollongong in late 1988, where I was given a position as Visiting Scholar. Later
I w a s appointed as an Artist In Residence at the university in 1990.1 enrolled as a
student to undertake this study in 1992, w h e n m y application as an artist
permanently living Australia w a s approved by the Immigration Department of
Australia. A s other artists in Australia w h o had traditionally been linked with specific
areas—Lloyd Rees and Arthur Boyd were inspired by the Shoalhaven area, in the
Illawarra district of the south coast of N e w South W a l e s — I found Wollongong
which became m y 'artist's camp'. A n hour's drive from Sydney is this city based
beside beaches and backed by mountains. O n e of the keys to m e and m y vision is a
responsiveness to the atmosphere which envelops objects. I have been quoted as
saying I want to paint the air in which the seascapes and landscapes of the Illawarra
district are situated. The beauty of the air is paramount to all aspects of living.
I revealed an overwhelming infatuation with my subject, in which the gum tree and
pine tree became m y favourite models. The sculptural forms and shiny texture are
delineated with Ingres-like clarity, with m y line used as that of a romantic artist,
revealing texture as well as shape. The pine tree with its active upward thrust, its
striving heavenwards becomes nature's Chartres, a symbol of m y o w n struggle to
convey the spiritual by means of the material. Even the Australian rocks emerge as
living metaphors for m y sense of aesthetic processes. I have painted this 'bush
nature' m a n y times, modifying m y viewpoint each time in accordance with the
season and the different light effects each season brings. Besides, the effects vary
constantly, not only from one season to the next, but from one minute to the next,
since those trees are far from being the whole scene; really they are just the
accompaniment. The essence of the motif is nature itself whose appearance alters at
every moment, thanks to the patches of sky which are reflected in it and which give
it its light and its movement. The passing cloud, the freshening breeze, the storm
which threatens and breaks, the wind which blows hard and suddenly abates, the
light growing d i m and then bright again—so m a n y factors, undetectable to the
uninitiated eye, transform the colouring and disturb the objects of m y vision.
Affected by the accident, when I was still too weak to go out painting, I painted a
few still-lifes, which I had painted occasionally since 1988—sunflowers, azaleas
and camellias. Still-life painting was part of m y scene in China before 1986.1 felt
some of m y early works were too opulent for m y taste. But the series of still-lifes I
n o w did, which included the simple forms of flowers and pots, were depicted in the
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glowing quality of the watercolour medium. The Sydney and Wollongong Botanic
Gardens have given m e a great resource, where I have learned to k n o w m a n y of the
plants which are in Australia. I like the Australian environment, as it opens m y mind
and enriches m y painting subject matter.
The still-life work introduces a new realism into my painting together with the
interest in landscape revival from w h e n I settled in Wollongong. Various influences
are at work in m y still-life—the diversity of Chinese painting, Dutch art, and the
French artists like Cezanne. A few ordinary household objects, with different kinds
of flowers which I repeatedly turned to, sufficed as the subjects of delightful works
of art. Still-lifes and landscapes give m e practice in deskilling m y temperament and
in improving and controlling m y technique and composition. It is in m y still-lifes that
I seek aesthetic qualities that a painter should recognise. M y landscapes and
figurative works are sometimes described by well-meaning critics as too distorted
and primitive, but m y still-lifes prompt favourable comments from the connoisseurs
of art.
For many years my aim for painting was to compose this marvellous simplicity, and
yet in its formal arrangement and colour qualities it is complex. In classical fashion a
brush lying on the surface guides the viewer's vision into the picture. For m e , in the
still-lifes things can enjoy contact—such h a r m o n y of colours and
Placements—almost too vivid to bear. W h a t love and feeling I bring to the painting
of these things, what inimitable sensuousness there is in the painted object! I always
try to catch the atmospheres of objects in gradations of colour; there is nothing I
could ignore. I realised that those things influence each other through and through;
they spread their influence imperceptibly about, by the means of their auras, as I do
by means of looks and words. I attempt to get that contact of the minute particles that
are around things, the life-particles that surround things.
During this period my technique in some of my still-life work, was to set down
quickly in crude strokes and smudge with a thumb, the pots, flowers and fruit. I
arranged those subjects with wide masses of bright red and yellow, green and blue,
plus black ink against a white background. Colours and forms together give the
work its harmony and equilibrium, and also its mysterious tension. In the verticals
of the objects against the horizontals of vision, I a m using elemental life forces of a
kind I usually confine to m y landscapes and figures to seek a vision. In reviewing
m y work I have found as an artist that I attach importance to m y still-lifes, that I
never see them merely as routine compositional practice. I imagine those objects as
humanised forms, they talk to each other, telling confidences in m y paintings. I have
devoted m y attention patiently to still-lifes, but when I catch them I have to do so by
taking complicated, circuitous routes. Starting with light tones, I add a darker tone
that goes somewhat further, and so forth, until by moving outward from shade to
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shade, I feel satisfied with it. Then I begin again in a similar manner, from a n e w
centre. I imagine that by the two processes of contemplative appropriation and
putting what is appropriated to a personal use, I want to reproduce the atmospheres
of things, their auras and correspondences, the colourful and living interconnections
of all things—rich relationships that are more to m e than games of form or merely
structure. Aside from the formal elements I seek to contact and touch metaphorically
the revelation of m y o w n conflicts with people, conflicts I try to put behind m e in the
still-lifes. Flowers, fruits, pots and toys take on a broader life as actors in conflict,
between spatial flatness and spatial depth. This is m y account of that spatial angst
that I try to achieve.
It seemed that I came under the same influences as those Australian artists like
N o r m a n Lindsay and Lloyd Rees, for I spent m u c h time drawing in the South Coast
area and later other areas of Australia. M y brush and ink drawing of the Illawarra in
that period of exploration and excitement contained the urgency of developing the
brush into an expressive m e d i u m capable of covering this, giving m y drawings a
special force together with developing content, resulting in art at a n e w pitch. M y
vision turned to m a n y different ways including telescopy, overlooking from the
highst viewpoint and set at the lowest view with acute sensibility for tonal value.
Depicting forms by means of light became m y greatest joy. In fact I struggled with
the style of old masters' works for m a n y years even back to m y early training
period. Intense observation of the surface of rock, tree-trunk, earth, water,
weatherboard cottages, boats, scrub, etc, became m y usual practice and replaced the
past. The nostalgic drawing of China temporarily stopped, but memories of Asia and
Chinese art still colour m y observations, and sometimes I transformed the
landscapes into a Chinese style.
The second time I climbed Mount Keira in 1988, to make sketches of Wollongong
City, w h e n I tried to rearrange the colour and tear away the Australian blue and
green, I realised what painting could be. The quality of revelation seemed like the
image of a screen being torn away, and I pretended I had been born blind so that I
could begin to paint without knowing what the objects were that I saw before m e . I
suggested to myself that in painting images of things a sequence of patches of colour
could erase their identity. A n artist should have a n e w creative vision of the mind; the
eyes should forget all else they have seen. It should be abstracted from memory,
seeing only that which it looks upon as for the first time. I feel it is a pity when I see
artists or students working like a make-up artist in the beauty salon, painting objects
with excessive care. A painting gives an immediate impact to the viewer; the image,
the pigment, and the canvas or paper carry the weight of meaning. Like m a n y artists
I understand what the artist can do is to m a k e signs or symbols of their experience of
reality by means of their art. Painting is a highly artificial act or, more exactly, series
of acts that record an individual's response to a given situation. It is difficult,
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therefore, for painting to record a split second of visual experience in the way that a
camera m a y , and in any case that is not h o w w e ourselves experience the world. A
painting takes time to create and each time a mark is made, the artist needs to take his
or her eyes off the motif to look at the surface of the picture to guide the brush which
by necessity has n o w to be led by the artist's m e m o r y of what has just been seen. So
the painting in itself is the product of the series of separate moments of time marked
by each separate movement of the brush.

I paid great attention to an Australian artist Lloyd Rees. I participated in a memoria
service for Rees in the Great Hall of Sydney University which aroused in m e m u c h
interest in his art. I still remember that the Chancellor, Sir Hermann Black, called it a
ceremony of thanksgiving, for the life of Lloyd Rees. The Chancellor's words
recognised the secular side of the ceremony. It was a university, not a church. The
artist and his spirit, perhaps his soul, quite plainly live on. His painting of Chartres
Cathedral, his favourite building and perhaps Europe's greatest Gothic building,
hung that day on the wall of the Great Hall, the greatest Gothic interior in Australia.
Sir H e r m a n n said that he was constantly thinking of the miracle of endlessness of
what Rees had said near the end, " A n d I look upon every bit of nature as a symbol
of eternity.". M s Renee Free, art curator and historian, spoke of the endlessness of
Rees's style and the endlessness of his philosophy. She felt that Rees's paintings
always had faith and optimism and renewed the faith and optimism of people w h o
saw them. M s Free said that Rees enjoyed being a legend, because he knew
Australians needed to be swept into the arts. The Great Hall was crowded with the
people w h o paid their last tributes to Lloyd Rees. Rees would have loved it, that his
family and friends were there, his paintings hung on the wall and the ceremony was
held in one of his most loved buildings . Rees's memoral service was a first time for
m e to meet so m a n y artists and people w h o loved art in Australia.
In my research of Lloyd Rees's art, I found something familiar to me; perhaps his
life, spirit and painting are similar to those of m y teacher Zhu Qizhan. Rees's art
career began around the time of the First World War, nearly the same time as Zhu.
Both artists were born in the last decade of the nineteenth century. Rees was born in
1895 into a family whose father was a representative of a Melbourne sugar firm
which imported sugar from Mauritius, but which was supporting plantations in
Queensland. Lloyd Rees's birth was not accompanied by cataclysmic happenings
and portentous omens, but two years before his birth a great flood caused such
devastation that Brisbane in 1895 still felt the effects. The Rees's sugar stocks were
destroyed and the financial state was serious. I read Rees's autobiography Peaks and
Valleys and from that I understood h o w Lloyd Rees inherited a sense of the dramatic
and in later years equated the Brisbane and Biblical floods. Zhu, three years older
than Rees, was born in 1892 into a business family w h o produced food flavours. H e
suffered because his mother died when he was eight years old, then again later when
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the family business was damaged by the Japanese W a r . These events increased
Zhu's love of nature. His attitudes, instinct and tremendous capacity as an artist were
always incredibly exciting to m e . T h e whole Chinese Art circle regard Z h u as
China's Matisse, with his work represented by calligraphic patterns and the abstract
use of pure colour. Through the influence of Matisse's works Zhu painted still-lifes
and landscapes earlier using the sober palette of French artists Chardin and Corot.
Later in his career he adopted the lighter palette of the Impressionists and NeoImpressionists. Z h u is one of the longest living artists in the world whose
works—still-lifes of tropical fruits and flowers and glowing interiors—are irradiated
with the strong sun and rich colours of the n e w style of Chinese painting. Zhu w h o
has recently died at one hundred and four years of age still painted every day up to
the end of his life.
Brett Whiteley regarded Lloyd Rees as the best painter Australia has ever produced,
regarding Rees as Australia's Monet. A s a younger generation artist and a student,
he was influenced by Rees. Rees had been to France four times and he loved the city
of Paris very much. In 1974, Rees's exhibition titled A Tribute To Sydney was held
at the Macquarie Gallery in Sydney. It seemed that some canvases in that exhibition
like A Quiet Bay, Dusk at Drummoyne, Solitude and The Fading Day were inspired
by the works of Monet, such as Rouen Cathedral At Sunset, Rouen Cathedral-The
Portal And The Tour Saint-Romain and The Grand Canal Venice. Rees's works in A
Tribute to Sydney are reminiscent of Monet's paintings of the cathedral at Rouen
with their rock faces pitted and seen in close focus, filling the whole canvas in a
single encrustation of pigment. Rees shared Monet's pantheistic regard for the
principle that lay behind the multifarious aspects of nature that led him to attach more
and more importance to the unifying and generalising properties of light. Consider
the interpretation of light through colour which was a major element in Impressionist
work. Such interests were becoming more prevalent in the art world generally in the
later sixties and earlier seventies of this century and allowed his work, always begun
in a spirit of empirical investigation, to be interpreted by a younger generation of
artists as being of an essentially Symbolist nature.
Monet is one of my favourite artists in the school of Impressionism. In particular I
love Monet's brush marks. Like the conductor of an orchestra he maintained order
and control over this great enterprise without losing freshness of touch or clarity of
expression. T h e trace of his brush as it m o v e d across the canvas is recorded in a
series of calligraphic marks which form an intricate weave of colour and light across
the surface of the painting. Perhaps another reason for m y admiration of Monet, is
that I visited the Garden at Giverny where there is n o w a Monet museum. There
Monet found an environment totally suited to his o w n aesthetic needs; a carefully
contrived domain over which he had almost total control. The garden with its oval
pond, spanned by the Japanese bridge, reminds m e of m y father's Orchid Garden.
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They were similarly created on a piece of land separated from the house by a road,
with the pool beside a little path. I found that the Garden at Giverny is m u c h smaller
in reality than one might imagine from looking at Monet's painting. I realised just
h o w cunningly Monet had designed his painting to give a sense of the garden's size
or even its general layout. I always admired artists with the c o m m o n sense to design
their art life—Monet's Giverny and m y father's Orchid Garden. That visit to
Giverny gave m e the opportunity to appreciate the complexities of Monet's
achievement and the sophisticated manner which gave shape to his paintings.
When I visited Lloyd Rees's exhibition at the Australia Galleries in November 1988,
I found a few of his works were flat looking, perhaps affected by the artist's
declining eyesight. Eye defects in artists have been used to explain the idiosyncrasies
of their style ever since the supposed astigmatism of El Greco w h o m Rees admired
very much. M u c h has been m a d e of Monet's eyesight problems too, during the later
period and it was certain that to some degree his disabilities did affect his perceptions
and consequently, the final form of his work.
I admire Rees's drawing, especially since I visited the exhibition of his drawings at
the Art Gallery of N e w South Wales in March 1995. For Rees, drawing was
absolutely fundamental to his art and remained so through his long and creative life.
There were very few Australian artists w h o practiced drawing more passionately or
scrupulously than Rees. I think N o r m a n Lindsay w a s another, but Lindsay's
drawing had a more classic sense. Rees himself said in an interview for Good
Weekend (October 15, 1988) that Lindsay looked on his drawing as those of a
dangerous modern. Rees felt that his work had become abstraction, more simplified
in form and structure. T h e critics also recognised in him an exceptional figure in
Australian art, exceptional in every sense of the word. Beloved by his fellow artists
and the public alike, he is an artist who, like Drysdale, Nolan, Boyd and Williams,
has shaped the vision of the Australian landscape since the middle of this century.
Unlike them, Rees's mature work stands apart from the aesthetic imperatives of
Modernism. F r o m the youthful, precociously skilled images to the last,
transcendent, painterly drawings of extreme old age, there is a vast shift and it seems
to m e that this difference is to be understood precisely as a shift from the 'what' to
the 'how'. In viewing his late drawings I a m confronted by something revelatory,
transcendent and visionary that was the freedom of his maturity, which heightens
and transforms into symbol the drawings of the last decade of his life. His drawing,
which is an important part of his overall development, reminded m e that in the work
of Z h u Qizhan, calligraphy, which he never stopped practising, is similar in m a n y
respects to drawing in western painting. It precedes painting and eventually shifts in
the later years, having the same purpose but different formal materiality. Rees's
drawings are filled with light. It reflects meticulously described surfaces of buildings
in the early drawings, it reverberates through the poised stillness of the
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landscapes in the middle and late years. From Rees's early drawing, it is easy to find
what he is interested in, and they establish abiding concerns: the persistent image of
the cathedral symbolising for Rees h u m a n aspiration, and the play and presence of
reflected light. A s Rees himself said:
White lead became a phobia, I was a very dirty painter and always got
paint under m y fingernails, so I a m sure the dark tonality of m y early
work was the result of not using enough white. The Flake White in m y
box was almost pure lead, and it put m e in constant conflict. I had the fear
of injuring m y pictures by making them too dark if I did not use it, or
losing m y life if I did. So I looked for shadow rather than light.
I went to Europe and in Tachyon much of the soil was sand-white, and I
revelled in using light, then I went to Venice and saw the works of
Bellini, glowing with light. I thought, w h y should this work hundreds of
years old blaze with Italian light when, back in Australia, whole galleries
were full of gloomy greens. I never wanted to paint a dark picture again.
If you look for light you find it, and I found plenty ever more.32
My early training did not attach such importance to light, but it was through Rees
once more that I gained particular information regarding this aspect of western
drawing.
There was another thing that interested me in Rees's drawing from that exhibition in
some of his works like The Shadowed Building, The Ambulatory, The Altar and
Arches in the Nave, where he mixed mediums—pencil, pen, black ink and
watercolour to work together, creating form and space. Since the 1970s, I have used
some mixed techniques with m y paintings and I have found that mixed mediums
give more flexibility to m y working methods. If a painting is going badly and I a m
having to fight it then it is great to k n o w there is another medium I can bring in at
some point and something magic happens. Through this sort of multiplicity of means
there comes a kind of integration of the image. That is what has always interested m e
about Cubism, and the work of Braque, w h o was interested in combining many
kinds of medium. There is diversity of textures and colours, but the image is fully
integrated.
Compared to the work of other modem artists in Australia like Sydney Nolan, Fred
Williams, Arthur Boyd and Brett Whileley, Rees's painting looks more traditional in
form. Rees responded to the nostalgia for the Campagna which became part of the
educated man's sensibility, expressed most poetically by Claude de Lorrain. It is
first throug&Turner that Rees understood Lorrain's nostalgia for a Golden Age. The
broad sweep and curve of Turner's responses to Lorrain are a lasting compositional
influeipe. In 1955 Rees copied in oils Turner's Crossing the Brook and The Bay of
Baiae. Rees also transmitted ideas from Corot's physical experience of Italy's
architecture and countrywide. Corot is the one artist whose influence Rees
32 Extracted from the SydneytyorningHerald, 'Weekend' Magazine, 15 October, 1988.
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acknowledges as continuous. It seemed that no matter w h o it is Turner, Corot or
Rees, they had similar interests—each loved Italy and nature in their o w n country.
F r o m those artists I found the great masters always opened their minds to learn
something beyond the national limitation. Only those artists w h o recognise that art
belongs to the whole of human society rise to a high pitch.
Rees became the old master with a century of art life of warmth, humanity,
generosity, honesty and enthusiasm. H e deepened the impulse by a long study of
Turner's landscape painting and also Italian Renaissance landscape painting. I was
impressed that the style developed by Rees was an art which did not consist solely of
isolated uniquely Australian qualities, as in the nationalist centenary period.
I always ask myself how do I modify my painting to achieve a western
flavour—maybe Lloyd Rees's works have given m e a particular inspiration. Rees's
long art development coincided with that of younger generations of artists. In the
forties, like Drysdale, Dobell and Eric Wilson, Rees used such techniques of the old
masters as glazing and scumbling. In the forties, Arthur Boyd, like Rees, sought to
deprovincialise Australian landscape by suggesting the painting of the past. Other
Europe-oriented painters like Jean Bellette turned away from Australian subject
matter. Rees worked through developing a grand manner of Australian landscape
painting in the sixties. A s I look at his work, of Australia, Europe, nature and
civilisation, I think of the history of art. M y series of painting of the Illawarra
landscape, is greatly influenced by him, but using a Chinese art focus and point of
view.
By 1989, among the Chinese people and more particularly university students, there
was a great disappointment that the second generation of Chinese Communists under
their leader D e n g Xiaoping turned away and removed the moderates w h o tried to
change or modify Communist policy. F r o m early M a y students gathered in
Tiananmen Square to pressure the Party to give Chinese people freedom, human
rights and democracy. O n 4 June the Communist Party reacted violently by shooting
m a n y students, all of w h o m carried no weapons. Thanks to the Party system being
in disarray at the time, m y wife, Jana H W a n g and m y daughter Shengnan, escaped
from China. After twenty months of separation, our family was reunited in
Australia, but I a m deeply sorry for those young students w h o died at the Tiananmen
massacre. They are gone but their spirit, through their attempt to gain freedom and
democracy for China, will live for ever.
At that time I was increasing my art activities in Australia. I made contact with
artists, critics, gallery directors and art teachers in the local area as well as in
Sydney, Brisbane and Canberra. A m o n g them I met Brett Whiteley, E d m u n d
Capon, Wiliam Lao, John Cleverly (and local artists John Eveleigh, Bert Flugelman,
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Jean W o o d and Robert Liddicoat). It was a great opportunity for m e through those
people to k n o w something of Australian art society. I also conversed with art dealers
and people in art galleries. B y that time I combined a few ideas with artistic emotion
and ambitions, and with more than a touch of apprehension, I started private
teaching. It caused a little stir as some of m y students were living in Sydney even
Queensland and Melbourne. They came to Wollongong once a fortnight to learn with
me. I hope I have been able to increase the awareness of Oriental art into the wider
Australian culture, through these students.
Throughout history the great artists have had students to whom they imparted their
knowledge and skill. Looking back, m y opportunity to pass on m y knowledge
began w h e n I was given an appointment as Senior Lecturer at the University of
Shanghai, and the Art Academic Centre in China from the beginning of 1982 until I
left the country. W h e n I settled in Wollongong, I took practical steps in setting up
m y studio there and I demonstrated at art galleries and schools around N e w South
Wales, as artist in residence and as part-time teacher at the universities. I enjoy
teaching which allows m e to link the variety of forms of human communication.
Early on I was interviewed by the national and local newspapers. The reports
introduced m y art, life and spirit and also some aspects of Chinese culture and
oriental art to the public. Several small exhibitions were held in the Illawarra area,
Queensland and Sydney. At that stage m y purpose was to show people the style of
m y traditional works, and some of m y paintings which were affected by western art.
Meanwhile I m a d e contact with overseas art galleries especially in America, France
and Japan. Through these galleries m y works have been widely exhibited and
through them I have received numbers of commissions.
In 1989 I noticed changes in my health. I suddenly felt that my eyes were losing
their sight and I developed an extreme thirst. A young doctor at Wollongong told m e
it must be due to m y age and that I needed glasses. However I knew that it must be
something more serious. D r Hsu, a friend of mine suggested that I have a blood test.
T h e results showed that I had a high glucose level in m y blood
[hyperglycaemia] .Where normal blood glucose levels are between three to eirht
points w h e n the pancreas automatically produces insulin, m y blood glucose level
was almost thirty-three points. I was in a very serious condition. I was sent to
Wollongong Hospital to be treated by D r Moses, a specialist for diabetes, w h o has
since become one of m y best friends and an admirer of m y watercolour works. Since
then I have had to inject insulin twice a day and strictly control m y intake of food.
As an artist I have travelled widely in Asia, Europe and North America. My ambition
is to stamp m y o w n vision of the world on m y contemporaries. A s in China, it was
m y vision both immediate and nostalgic, decisive in its grasp of scenery and effect
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and always informed by direct experience, yet charged with emotions that sprang
from a sense of history and association. There is a paradox here that was perhaps
unavoidable for m y generation. While the far-ranging subjects of m y work achieved
a n e w age of travel, m y mind and eye were formed at a time when the system of
C o m m u n i s m in eastern European countries was broken, cut off by the Cold War,
with excitement for Capitalism as an idea more than C o m m u n i s m — t h e whole
world's greatness seemed to lie with freedom and democracy.
Apart from a glimpse of Communist Russia where I travelled with my father in
1966, m y main experience of Europe was in the unsettled conditions that occurred
later w h e n Russian C o m m u n i s m was being ousted by its people. Thereafter the
Communists lost control in all the countries in Eastern Europe, Germany was
reunited and the war had just started in the former Yugoslavia. A Chinese m a n
travelling through Europe in this period was likely to have a sense of superior
advantage, where the discomforts of travel, at least in the middle to late 1980s,
would undoubtedly increase. W h e n I held m y first exhibition in Europe in 1986,1
came to that continent with some experience in France, Greece, Italy, Spain,
Germany and England which was often uncomfortable. The Chinese Government
greatly limited m y foreign currency while abroad and also I had difficulties in
applying for visas to certain European countries. There were, of course, real delights
as well, but in the light of the difficulty and predictable problems of travel, m y
repeated wanderings around Europe, which went far beyond the immediate needs of
new subjects and inspiration, seemed all the more remarkable. The experience of
travel gave m e a store of images, which later would be expressed through m y
imagination into paintings and drawings which in one sense documented m y travel.
France, the country which had aroused both curiosity and suspicion in Chinese
minds, provided m y first sight of the real Continent of Europe. History has done
nothing to encourage friendship, heightened in the nineteenth century in the conflict
between the French and Chinese governments in the attempt to grasp the colony of
Vietnam. Though once these two countries were enemies, in the 1950s France was
the first western country to forge a link with Communist China. The new modern
France seems extraordinarily different from China—subject to all sorts of contracts,
not only economic, religious, political as well as cultural and the structure of society.
Long-standing prejudice in China was softening by an enlightenment of freedom and
democracy to encourage a marked sympathy for humanrights,which made the new
generation of Communists in China declare that humanrightsare possible under the
Party's construction. Since the 1980s France has become a very important country in
supporting China's m o v e towards democracy and has accepted a large number of
Chinese political refugees.
The travel enriched my artistic vision, as I was able to view works from all the
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movements, which have shaped French art. From that experience I recognised that in
the art of the French, the subjects favoured by those masters evolved from
movement to movement, and also h o w their application of media became more tactile
and their use of colour more robust.
In France I filled a large sketchbook with brush and ink drawings which were later
dispersed and sold. The sketchbook contained m y travelling impressions of Paris,
Versailles and Chartres, which later became the studies for paintings. The experience
I gained from looking at French painting extended m y o w n understanding and
expression and affected m y o w n work greatly, particularly in respect to colour work,
which w a s so different from m y dark monochromatic painting. France was a cure
for m y illness and the feeling of h o m e sickness which almost overwhelmed m e . It
was not the grandeur of the cathedrals now; there was no crushing strength of the
Louvre to fight. Versailles at dusk, the garden at Giverny, a street in Chartres, all
delighted m e . During that time I painted in the open in quiet squares, and even in the
busy shopping centre or streets. Perhaps not a wise thing to do but I must confess to
a sentimental urge to tread the ground and haunt the place where great artists have
lived and worked.
I went to England in winter when it was misty. I was made unwell by the climate in
England and this did not inspire painting. M y impressions of Constable, Turner and
the Pre-Raphaelites were very strong. I regarded these as extremes. I m a d e a
pilgrimage to Constable country, to the exact location at Willy Lot's cottage of
Constable's Haywain. A s a watercolourist I also paid great attention to Turner. His
output was prodigious; nearly two thousand highly finished watercolours, in which
he richly excelled in every branch of landscape and seascap,e painting from elaborate
historic pictures and idealised scenes in the classical tradition.
The new sumptuousness of colour in my work and the added vigour of the
brushwork attest to the observations I m a d e during m y travels, but also to the
influence on m e of Zhao Fujing. A foundation m e m b e r of the N e w Chinese Painting
Salon from the early 1970s, Zhao had studied in France and was inspired by the
doctrines of Crolus-Duran, w h o advocated n e w painterly methods derived from a
study of Velasquez. The Chinese-French artist believed that it was not necessary for
the painter to have any understanding of the organic nature of the objects to be
painted, but to paint simply what the artist saw, allowing only for simplification
stressing the large forms. During this period of time m y painting obviously owed
m u c h to this impressionist doctrine. M y series of workstitledThe Waterfall and The
Blood Behind Countryside were sold at the Shanghai Art Gallery later. These are
bolder and heavier than any of m y previous works. In this series I tried to direct m y
vision towards dramatic pictorial use of light presenting compositional structure
based on naturalu objects. These were expressed in terms of masses using light and
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shade in the Zhao manner, through drawing and modelling with the brush.
Through my European tour I was impressed by the great masters and gained further
insight into aspects of western art. I made a major decision to modify m y work from
the early training which I had received in China. I wanted to create a new emergent
art style using the cross-cultural influences gained through the European tour. I
understood it was not going to be so simple for m e , but I had to do it though m y
o w n creativity. European art, especially during the nineteenth century, was
influenced by the East with the Impressionist artists w h o adapted and imported
Japanese print images. This influence is then apparent in the work of artists like
Matisse and Derain whose works were even more impressed by the style of oriental
art. Early this century, Chinese masters X u Beihong and Zhang Daqian went to
Europe to study western art. They returned to China to combine the arts of the west
and the east. X u and Zhang created their individual personal styles, enriching
Chinese culture. Thus, it gave m e particular information as an artist to open m y mind
and look to future art trends.
I have been to the continent of North America twice in conjunction with my painting
exhibitions. I visited N e w York, San Francisco, Chicago, Bloomington, Los
Angeles and Vancouver in Canada. The first tour was in early 1987, when I first
departed from Shanghai, China. I was not impressed by these somewhat busy cities
or the prosperous life, however, I was inpressed with the museums and art galleries,
especially the Metropolitan M u s e u m of Art in N e w York. It is one of the world's
great museums,rivallingthe British M u s e u m in London and the Louvre in Paris. It
offered m e a general and magnificent collection in the eighteen separate departments,
a history of the m u s e u m itself since its inception, and a concise history of world art.
It enriched m y visions and opened m y mind.
During my second trip to the United States—this time from Australia—in 1990,
American Pop Art gave m e a n e w impression, that a picture is not a flat surface
covered with colour, but an image wanting to be recognised. If art was by its very
nature representational, then the modern movement, from Manet to Pollock, was
based on a fallacy, no matter h o w impressive its achievements. Could it be that
painting had been on a kind of voluntary starvation diet for the past hundred years,
feeding upon itself rather than on the world around? W a s it not time to give in to the
'image-hunger' thus built u p — a hunger from which the public at large had never
suffered, since its demand for images was abundantly supplied by photography,
advertising, magazine illustrations and the comic strip? A s an artist I felt this way
seized upon these products of commercial art catering to popular taste. I realised it
was an essential aspect of our present-day visual environment that had been entirely
disregarded as vulgar and anti-aesthetic by the representatives of high-brow culture,
and cried out to be examined. Only Marcel D u c h a m p , the French fantasy artist and
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some of his fellows Dadaists, with their contempt for all orthodox opinion, had
dared to penetrate this realm. It was they w h o became the patron saints of 'Pop Art,'
as the new movement of the 1960s had come to be called.
This overview of works in America, together with my observations of Australian
work, inspired m e to re-create m y style and expression with n e w energy and
therefore changed m y basic views from strictly academic to the wish to incorporate
modern ideas and motifs. M y observation of landscapes from the travels shared
similar changes which had been aroused both in China or Australia. From the
window of the train or car; America or Europe were seen and noted with intensity.
The essential character without analysis, of an abstract repertoire of forms was now
built up, until the European, American and Australian tours became co-existent in m y
mind.
Soon after returning to Australia I began putting impressions from my second
American visit into m y work within m y favourite medium—watercolour.
Experimentation led to the style of m y works from that period, in which the
paintings have more freedom, breadth of vision than ever before, with a deeper
sense of feeling through m y imagination. In Corrimal where I rented a small cottage,
I painted the American works, which were later sold at m y exhibition at the
Vancouver Gallery in Canada.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
THE ARTIST BECOMES PART OF A NEW CULTURE

I applied for permanent residency in Australia late in 1990 after my tour around the
countryside. I a m often asked w h y I decided to live in Australia; the answer is that as
an artist I wanted to live in a natural environment with afreeand democratic society,
where I can fully develop m y energy to express myself through the visual arts.
Compared with m a n y other countries I prefer to live in Australia. It has not only a
relaxed political environment but also has a 'laid-back' lifestyle. M y application went
in at probably quite a difficult time for the Australian Government. It was stated in
the middle of the 1980s that the Labor Government wanted to export education to
other countries. A large number of private colleges were opened to China and some
other Asian Countries. At that time China was in high political crisis because most
Chinese students had become disenchanted with the Communist Government and
some political refugees escaped from the country. The Australian education export
policy absorbed a large number of the Chinese w h o came to Australia and after the
Tiananmen Square massacre of 4 June 1989, the Australian Government announced
they would give temporary visas to all students of Chinese nationality w h o arrived in
Australia before July that year. It was a cross-roads for the forty thousand Chinese
in Australia w h o could stay in the country for the time being, until the Government
m a d e a final decision. The Department of Immigration was still nervous and refused
any Chinese person w h o applied for permanent status. Soon after I put the
application into the Department, they wrote a letter to m e indicating that they could
only possibly consider the application on the grounds that I was an outstanding artist
with an international reputation w h o could provide suitable documents. O n 27 March
1991 the Director of the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs wrote a letter
to m e as follows:

T o enable an assessment to be m a d e on your application it is necessary for you to
provide the following information:
* Details of any societies of which you have been voted for membership.
* Details of exhibitions held.
* Details of invitations that you have received to exhibit your work.
* Details of any awards, international prizes or scholarships awarded to
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yourself.
* Details of all positions held to date.
* International recognition of qualifications.
* Details of your work that was internationally acclaimed or recognised by
international bodies.
In return I informed the Department by providing all the documents which showed I
had gained prizes from China and America; scholarships from the University of
Shanghai and the World of Art Research Council in America; two awards from
Pacific Exhibitions; m y qualifications both from China and overseas countries. M a n y
relevant people supported m y application, among them the International Eastern
Culture Research Centre in America, the World of Oriental Art Council in Japan, the
Chinese community in Australia, F N Arkell M P , Lord M a y o r of the City of
Wollongong and State M e m b e r for Wollongong, the Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Wollongong, Professor K.R Mckinnon, the Dean of Education at
Sydney University, Professor John Cleverly, D e a n of Creative Arts in the
University of Wollongong, Professor Barry Conyngham, many teachers and artists,
including Herbert Flugement, Brett Whitely, William Kin W a h Lai, Jean O'Gorman
and the directors of art galleries from China, Japan, America, France and Australia.
O n e of the support letters written by the director of the Art Gallery, of N e w South
Wales, M r . E d m u n d Capon, stated:
Mr. Huang Tie-Hua is an artist in the traditional Chinese manner with a
very considerable reputation both within China and internationally.
H e first came to Australia in November 1987 to study western art, first in
Sydney and then in Wollongong. H e did, it should be noted, c o m e to
Australia with a very thorough background and m u c h experience, as he
held the position of Senior Lecturer in Fine Arts at Shanghai University.
Furthermore he served as a consultant to the Shanghai M u s e u m and Art
Gallery assisting with the identification and authentication of Chinese
works of art and was also an adviser on works of art and antiquities to the
Chinese Department of Customs.
His wealth of knowledge and experience in the arts of China, and perhaps
more significantly in nuances and attitudes of Chinese culture, are rare and
valuable commodities in Australia where the need for greater
understanding of Chinese cultural attitudes and values is paramount.
A s an understanding spokesman for the values of Chinese art and culture,
M r . H u a n g could bring a m u c h needed breadth of vision to Chinese
studies in this country. W e are wholeheartedly in support of his
application to remain in this country, to pursue his o w n work and, above
all to impart his knowledge and understanding to Australian audiences.

The President of the American Art Council, Professor Janson wrote a reference:
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M r Tie H u a H u a n g is a distinguished artist with an international
reputation. For m a n y years I have had contact M r Huang with the aim of
developing projects based on his work as an artist and the contribution
which he has been making to the cultural life of the Art of America. The
work which the artist has m a d e available for m e to peruse reinforces his
standing as a contemporary master painter, and in particular illustrates the
development of a style based on traditional techniques.
Through us Mr. Huang held three major exhibitions around America. One
was in N e w Art Gallery in San Francisco, 1979, sponsored by the
Chinese Government. The others were S.P. Art Gallery in N e w York in
1986 and San Si Art Gallery in Bloomington, Indianna in 1987. H e also
held five exhibitions with other artists in America. The American Art
Council would be very keen to have further contact with this artist's work
which I believe holds great relevance to a country such as ours which is
populated by so m a n y people of diverse ethnic background. His
contribution to America can be measured not only in our opportunities to
c o m e into contact with a contemporary master's work but through his
work as a teacher, where he is able to pass on not only his o w n individual
talent, but the tradition of a country where culture impacts significantly
through the world.
O n 29 April 1992, m y application to remain permanently in Australia as an artist with
an international record was approved. That approval included m y wife and daughter.
In the same year I enrolled as a doctoral student at the University of Wollongong and
I purchased a house near to the City and the University. Living near the escarpment
further encouraged m e to go to the local bush to observe the natural landscape and
from m y memories to create the series of Illawarra landscape paintings. I have
enjoyed such an opportunity with m y shared vision combining m y painting
techniques with the techniques of western artists; painting in conjunction with the
local artists. I always ask myself what will happen if one day no onefindsinterest in
m y work. The answer is as an artist in this modern time the only way is to never
stop creating, somewhat like the Chinese saying that you are never too old to learn.
In 1995 at the suggestion of one of my students, David Jiang, I decided to hold an
exhibition at the Vancouver Gallery in Canada. I did not k n o w anything about
Canada, but I was assisted by Mr. James Jiang, father of David, w h o is a scientific
engineer in the United States, w h o contacted an art manager and organised that
exhibition for me. I always regarded a gallery as a challenge or a battle, to encourage
myself to develop a n e w face for the public. Since I have been in Australia I have
faced the matter of h o w to present m y painting. I k n o w some modern artists display
oil painting without framing, but the majority of m y works are watercolour. In China
people traditionally mount painting on silk, making it into a scroll. I preferred to use
contemporary framing which suited m y work. M y framer used mahogany timber
moulding which comes from Brazil and South East Asia. Mahogany is medium
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textured with a straight grain and reddish-brown colour. It is softer than most
hardwoods and has an attractive finish, but it is the most expensive timber in the
Australian framing market. Once I was quoted by a framer in Paddington over one
hundred thousand dollars to frame eighty-five of m y works. A s an artist I think
framing is an integral part of m y work. Finding a suitable framer was not easy for
me. From many galleries I have visited I have really appreciated some art works with
their framing, especially some of Gustav Klimt's paintings for which the artist's
sister m a d e the frames and Whistler's painting with the framing presenting the
appearance of flesh. I need to carefully consider the framing of m y work to suit the
combining of two different cultural backgrounds. I therefore m a d e a decision to
m a k e m y o w n frames. I understood it would not be easy for m e but I wanted to try
for m y exhibition in Canada. Unfortunately the framing equipment imported from
America, France and Germany, arrived too late for m e to make them by myself. M y
manager in Canada rented eighty-five frames for m e , and every work had an
individuality which m a d e m y exhibition more successful. I sold twelve oil paintings
and sixty-two watercolours at that exhibition.
I attached myself to a framing company in Sydney called Lawson Juhl, a specialist
framing material supply company in Australia. I attended classes to learn the basic
techniques of cutting and joining moulding and coloured mount-board. Making
frames from pre-decorated mouldings is a skill anyone can acquire, given little
know-how and some basic equipment, but the real joy of frame-making for m e is
that of devising and carrying through m y o w n individual creation. F r o m the
beginning of the lessons I learned basic carpentry techniques, and went on to learn
of the wealth of different paint finishes, w o o d finishes and gilding techniques, from
liming and w o o d graining through imitation marble and verdigris to the spectacular
methods such as tortoise shelling, engraving and sgraffito, used since the golden
period of framemaking in Renaissance Italy. I realised that in this m o d e m time the
frame is regarded simply as a surround to a picture, which indeed is its primary
function, but the art of the framemaker is n o w seen as comparable to that of the
furniture maker, and a frame can be a work of art in its o w n right.
I purchased a set of framing equipment which included a 'Notching' saw—an
entirely n e w range of double mitre saws especially created for the professional
framemaker—with standard two blade 45 degrees cut and a variable angle from 0-90
degrees saw head for cutting multi-angle frames such as hexagons and octagons.
The most important feature of the machine is the 1 2 5 m m cutting width capacity.
There is an increasing number of wider mouldings n o w available on the market,
which helps m e to solve the problem of making oversize pictures. Although the
'Notching' double-mitre saw cost m a n y times more than normal framing shops,
which use guillotine to cut the moulding angles, it saves time and labour through
both speed and automatic power. I also purchased a 'Casese cs89' air-operated
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joiner, which has a pneumatic rebate clamp easily adjustable to suit any moulding,
and the latest models of 'Fletcher 3100' mat and glass-cutter and mount-cutters,
which m a d e it m u c h easier for m e to m a k e m y o w n frames. There are so m a n y
different mouldings on the Australian market, a m o n g them the China Wheel
collection, which captures the essence of m y art work, from contemporary to classic.
The story of this moulding is very interesting and relevant to m y work as a Chinese
artist n o w in Australia.
In March 1880 a moulding manufacturing company located in Sydney burnt to the
ground. A company called Moulding Limited purchased some remains of the
company that were not affected by the fire. Included were some hundred authentic
hand-engraved lead embossing wheels from Great Britain, mostly of the art
Nouveau period. These wheels lay in the premises until they went into liquidation in
1930. They were then purchased by Scan Pacific, where they remained in an old
paint shed until they were discovered by the present owner in 1979. A deal was done
between Scan Pacific and the Chinese Government in Tianjian in 1983. Inadvertently
the Art Nouveau Wheels were shipped to China where they lay for a further period
until rediscovered in 1992.
My initial impression and love of the American Fantasia moulding with its rich
colour has n o w been strengthend as it has become Australia's favourite too.
Australian colonial moulding began in Braidwood, a lush country town in southern
N e w South Wales. There are a great m a n y attractive woods, most of which are
suitable for picture framing, but unfortunately I have found only a small selection are
available in moulding form. With different opinions available, I always seek what I
feel are suitable frames for m y works, and will continue to develop m y
understanding of this important aspect of presenting m y work.
In an exhibition called 'Twentieth Century Art in China' set up by the Chinese
Government and held in H o n g Kong 1991,1 exhibited three works—two landscapes
and a figure painting. A H o n g Kong art collector visited m e in m y hotel and talked
about h o w he would soon put one of his favourite paintings from his collection to
auction to raise funds to assist Chinese immigrating to Canada. I was so deeply
impressed. The painting was titled Hua Mountain [Plate 62] painted by a twentieth
century leading artist, Zhang Daqian [1899-1983]. His international fame
commenced with exhibitions in Japan after which he returned to China to hold an
exhibition in all the major cities. After the Communists took over China in 1949, he
became a refugee artist living at various times in America, Brazil and Europe and
later in Taiwan. From here he exhibited his paintings all over the world. Zhang is a
household name in China and south Asia. Although historical precedents exist for
his technique of splashing ink and colour onto the surface of the painting and
working the random patterns into recognisable landscape, the concept is in keeping
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with the theories of Abstract Expressionism that were popular in the West at the time
that Zhang developed this technique. 33 The painting of Hua Mountain represented a
bleak desolate landscape with an overall feeling of greyness. T o create such a view
in that painting, Zhang must have sat on the ground to view the H u a mountain,
which gives an impression to the viewer that the mountain is so high. At the bottom
of the picture two scholars are climbing—the meaning being, 'Never Stop
Learning'. It is one of Zhang's best works from his middle years. I decided to
purchase it for m y collection although it was a large sum of money with m y limited
finance. Since then m y ambition to collect art work has increased and I have bought
a few famous artists' works over the years.
In 1992 I bought two paintings by another important artist Chen Shuren, [18841948] Chen was born in the Panyu district of Canton. At the age of seventeen, he
studied painting under Ju Lian, the early founding m e m b e r of the Lingnan school,
w h o later went to Japan twice for further study. In 1906 Chen entered the Kyoto Art
Academy and in 1913 he studied art at the Rikkyo University in Tokyo. Chen is well
k n o w n for his bird and flower, landscape and animal paintings. Although the
influence of his teacher and the style of Nihonga are evident in some of his earlier
works, by his middle years he had successfully developed his o w n style of painting.
H e did not place emphasis on complexity of pictorial content or on astounding
techniques but he did try to free himself from the restraints of traditional painting.
The images in his painting and the form of his brushwork are simple and
straightforward. H e painted rocks to try to minimise the use of traditional textural
strokes, and with flowers he applied colours directly onto painting surfaces to
achieve the desired tones and shapes without resorting to the use of outlines. The
n e w compositional format of m a n y of his paintings combined with his individual
style of brushwork m a k e him one of the outstanding Chinese painters in this
century. His famous art book New Painting Methods which was published in 1912,
introduced the history of western art techniques. Chen was a founding member, with
President Sun Yatsen, of the National Republic of China, and is a successful
political artist of the twentieth century. His work in m y personal collection is titled
Morning Glory and Sparrows [Plate 64] which was one from his later years, a work
in his personal style. In this unfamiliar combination of elements our eye is drawn to
the ink and colour washes of the flower, Morning-Glory, which seems to emerge
from the delicately drawn grasses and ground flora to threaten the sparrow perched
on the swaying plant. The composition based on a steeply sloping ground and with
the stalks of the flower sweeping into the scroll from beyond the confines of the
picture, is a format familiar in m a n y Chinese bird and flower paintings. The tension
of that work between the morning-glory and sparrow is heightened by the delicate
brushwork and soft colour. With his other painting which I collected,titledBamboo,
33 There are records of painters utilising such techniques as early as the Tang Dynasty in the eighth
century.
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[Plate 65] the forms silhouetted sharply against the paper surface making strong
patterns are painted with deep black ink. The bamboo is luxuriant with thick clusters,
while the abstract patterns of empty space are created by the intervening movements
of the leaves. Forceful and dynamic brushstrokes of spiky leaves express strong and
powerful artistic feelings. M y love of collecting art work could be said to be
inherited from m y family. In the middle of the 1940s m y parents bought large
numbers of art works for the family collection—all burnt by the the Red Guard
during the Cultural Revolution. Later w h e n I was in China in the early 1980s I
collected quite a number of paintings, sculptures and art-books for m y collection. I
have often been asked if it was possible to assemble a number of good works of art
within the limits of the funds at the disposal of the average person; always the
answer w a s a 'yes'. Lack of funds should never deter the aspiring collector and in
fact it often induces discernment by forcing one to practise the utmost selectivity and
to help sharpen aesthetic judgement. However, there were relatively few significant
works by famous artists that came to the market in those days that did not bring
exceedingly high prices. So it could not be denied that the acquisition of an important
work by a distinguished artist was completely beyond the reach of the average
person.
It is disturbing to see the way in which wealth has begun to dominate the world of
art and, in some instances in m y collection, wealth even influenced the minds of its
creators. Art has become a coveted status symbol, and is looked upon as a capitalgains commodity. Important consideration such as the spiritual value, and the human
enrichment that originally inspired its creators, have gradually been eroded. A small
segment of the wealthy and leisured population is slowly but surely turning works of
art into symbols of wealth and status. The increasing number of auctions and media
coverage given to the prices paid for major works encourages the notion that art is
becoming a spectator sport, with s o m e auctions attracting audiences of m a n y
hundreds.
The aesthetic and historical legitimacy of a work of art is lost during such an art
boom. O n e can only hope that this fever which causes prices to further escalate for
individual works of Chinese artists would subside and collectors would show
greater willingness to learn, study and enjoy what art collecting is about. Although it
was often said that China was in the height of a great period of art patronage at this
time, the truth was that it was still hampered by the massive indifference of the
majority of the general public and the fact that there were still a m o n g the people of
China those w h o could best afford to participate, but remained inactive. However, it
was noticeable that the number of collectors continues to increase. O n e might hope
that an awareness of the creativity of humanity is the vital counterpart to modern
materialism.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
THE EXHIBITED WORKS
Art for me is first of all a single word which acknowledges both the idea of art and
the fact that art exists. Without the word, people might wonder whether there is art in
the first place, and indeed the term does not occur in the language of society. I
understand that art is an aesthetic object. It is meant to be looked at and appreciated
for its intrinsic value. Over three decades I have devoted myself as an artist with the
intention of developing the arts in m y field—trained in the eastern cultural academic
manner then influenced by western art, especially during the last decade when I have
lived in Australia. T h e Australian sea and landscapes, which I find uniquely
wonderful, inspire m e to such an extent that it would be impossible not to open up
m y mind to such splendour and allow m y art to be enriched in ways which I can
demonstrate through m y paintings which formed the exhibition in the Wollongong
City Gallery in April 1996.
Frequently the beauty of a country is more apparent in the poignant impressions of a
stranger. Arriving from China in 1987,1 found myself in a powerfully different and
inspiring environment. A n essential component to enhancing creativity is in gaining
n e w material and experiences from nature, which can be achieved through travel.
The main source of inspiration in m y work is the landscape and nature of the
Illawarra region where I currently live. O n e can soar not only in the uniqueness of
this dramatic and breathtaking landscape but, with the eye close to earth, can be
equally impressed and intrigued. Frequently, because of its proximity, I take the
overgrown path alongside Mt. Keira to the lookout point—the same place I once
walked w h e n I first arrived. I a m encouraged by local attempts to have the rainforest
re-established. Numerous caves and hanging ferns, contorted rock formations and
twisted, fallen timber play their part in the individual imagery of the Australian harsh
beauty.
Armed with my portable easel, a roll of rice paper, ink, and brush which made
painting in the open air a more feasible project than it has hitherto been, I spent m u c h
of m y time outside the studio attempting to capture the immediacy of perceptual
experience in a series of South Coast paintings. Each geographical area has its o w n
particular light and Australia is no exception. M y Illawarra landscape paintings
record the differing light effects from the milky light of morning through to midday's
hot light and to the glow of late afternoon. The early evening when the white cliffs
glow with the deep and incandescent oranges andrichochres can be seen in m a n y of
m y paintings from this time. The City of Wollongong Viewed from the Top of
Mount Keira [Plate 9] (Collection of Wollongong City Gallery) w a s a typical
painting, where I was concerned about capturing the Australian blues and greens.
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T o experience those paintings, even in reproduction, is to gain a comprehension of
the varied character of the landscape of the coast. I examined the cliffs from every
conceivable viewpoint; the view from the base of the cliffs up to the light-houses that
break the undulating skyline contrasting sharply with the breath-taking fall of the
cliff face as it drops away from view. In m y painting Stanwell Tops [Plate 10]. the
variety of viewpoints and composition is matched by the varied colourations of the
work as they chart the ever-changing atmosphere of that part of the coast. In the
exhibition at the Wollongong City Gallery, I have attempted to share m y personal
reaction as an artist to this environment and the subsequent love that has developed
for this once 'alien' land.
From the complexity and diversity of western painting over the last five hundred
years and the range of styles, techniques and media, the influence on m y work has
been varied.lt includes the increase in use of areas of colour, changes in the sense of
composition, the use of perspective and the addition of guache and oil paint to
achieve impasto and opacity. Observation of the work of M o n e t and his
Impressionist colleagues helped m e to raise the luminosity of m y pictures and to try
forgetting the pictures amassed in the museums—forgetting m y optical art school
training in line, perspective and colour—by living, seeing and making marks
primitively in the bright open air. In the outdoors studio I have succeeded in
developing for myself a natural eye, in seeing naturally and painting as simply as I
see things. T h e revelation of Matisse with his Fauve style also gave m e a repertoire
of unusual compositional motifs that I could assimilate into m y o w n work.
Producing a series of paintings of views of the same motif from approximately the
same position at different times of the day under different weather conditions is
already one of m y firmly established working practices. However, I further
developed this manner of working and in 1993 I set about producing such paintings
as Mount Keira in the Mist [Plate 11] and Mount Keira in Colour [Plate 12] for
which I studied in the fields around m y home. The almost prosaic subject matter of
what the artist might be expected to see around his h o m e sits at odds with the view
of these apparitions, the cliffs that dominate the landscape like alien beings. They are
saturated with an almost unimaginable intensity of colouration that is spread evenly
throughout the rest of the picture. This was m y everyday view of the world from this
studio.
I have tried to capture the multifarious changes of weather from driving wind and
rain to the calm of a summer's day. Seeking to catch the midday light, I briskly
painted A Village Near Nowra [Plate 13]. T h e colouration of m y paintings was
unusual in this period. O n e of the hallmarks of the work of the Romantic master,
Turner, w a s the rich surface texture of his watercolour painting and his use of
complementary colours. This artist's exploitation of optical colour mixing, where
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two separate touches of colour in a painting are mixed by the eye to create another,
was a great influence on m e . M y awareness of Turner's watercolour painting helped
m e to take radical steps to heighten the colouristic and textural properties of m y o w n
pictures. W o r k s from this period include View of the South Coast [Plate 14] The
Royal National Park on Fire [Plate 22] (Collection of Richard Tognetti) Port Kembla
at Night Time [Plate 25] (Collection of D r Moses) Kogarah Bay [Plate 16] and A
House near Nowra [Plate 17]. Through the influence of Turner I realised that no
longer would m y traditional Chinese painting need to suffer from the brilliant white
background that dulled the tonal values of m a n y of the paintings of m y
contemporaries.
My figurative paintings are often affected by Matisse, the Fauvist artist of this
century. B y 1907 Matisse had studied the arts of Egypt, Greece, Asia and Africa as
well as Europe and his work was a synthesis of those interests. At times Matisse,
feeling that in the extremity of Fauvism he had reached the limits of his o w n
language, w a s testing parts of other symbolic languages to see if they suited him.
Additionally, it was more often the spirit than the style of primitive art in which
Matisse was interested. The style of Matisse has been attacked in Asian art circles. I
a m particuly interested in his works which he painted in Morocco. M a n y of m y
figurative paintings were influenced by him, for instance, the painting of Reclining
Nude [Plate 54]. Here I emphasised the strong lines to m a k e the picture more
powerful. There is another western painter, Gustav Klimt, whose paintings of
w o m e n in which he emphasises the idea of the natural life of human beings, gave
m e n e w vision. M y painting The New Life [Plate 58] somehow incorporated this
concept from his philosophies.
The flower and bird paintings that I have produced since 1987 in Australia are still
mainly related to the traditional Chinese style, especially that of the Yangzhou
School. The middle of the eighteenth century corresponded to the Emperor Qian
Long's reign. Yangzhou, where the Grand Canal intersects with the Yangzhou
River, was not only an important link in communication and transportation but also a
prosperous salt market where rich merchants gathered. These merchants built
luxurious gardens and villas in Yangzhou. The Qing Government, meanwhile also
established in this city the office of 'Lianghuai Transport' that supervised
commercial activities. During each of his six 'southern tours' Emperor Qian Long
stayed in this city. All this helped in stimulating the city's economic growth as well
as its cultural activities. M a n y poets and painters came here either for a visit or to
settle d o w n permanently. A m o n g these painters were those w h o chose a bohemian
life style and an exotic art form, and they were referred to as the Eight Eccentrics.
Historians, however, have differed on the identification of those Eccentrics.
Both the Sydney and Wollongong Botanic Gardens provided me with unique
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Australian plants. I feel that I had to see nature uniquely and create a perspective of
m y o w n . I believe I had to rely on m y o w n observation fired by personal feelings
and imagination to respond to nature and so create a n e w art. In all of m y works
during this period, I carefully considered, their symbols of form, general
colouration, composition and subject matter, owing a great deal to both the east and
the west. In the natural beauty of Australia's mountains and oceans, m y n e w h o m e
has provided m e with n e w insights and n e w ways of looking at the world.
At the same time I often reflect on my former home, dreaming of images from my
past and creating works which keep m y ties with that tradition. Shanghai, the largest
city in China with explosions of colour, modern buildings, industry and man-made
mountains of construction, reflects the pathos of forlorn people against a background
of gaiety. It provided m e with inspiration and valued associations. Having been b o m
and raised in Shanghai where I lived for over thirty years, I received three decades of
training in calligraphy and Chinese painting especially in the style of the Shanghai
School. M y work encapsulates the essence of Chinese painting with its thousands of
years of tradition. The style of traditional Chinese painting and aesthetic theory were
formed through the development over two thousand years with a system of its own.
A s to the landscape, despite the fact that the theory of 'painting in an impressionistic
manner' had emerged before the Tang Dynasty, in the mainstream of artistic creation
in the Tang and Song Dynasties, the stress was laid on the reality of spirit rather than
on form. It was after the Y u a n Dynasty that Chinese artists began using forms to
embody spirit.
The Shanghai School of painting, linked to past Chinese culture, represents a unique
continuity in art. A s stated by M a e A n n a Pang, the curator of Asian Art at the
National Gallery of Victoria Art:
The artistic demands of the nouveau riche led to the rise of the Shanghai
School ("Haipai" Sea School) in the second half of the nineteenth century,
which w a s dominated by the paintings of R e n Bonian (1840-1896).
"Haipai" was a deprecatory term used by Beijing artists of the early
twentieth century, criticising the commercial nature of the paintings of this
school and their lack of adherence to traditional styles. Although they
were decorative paintings produced for commercial consumption, the
paintings of the Shanghai School were significant in that they drew
inspiration from the folk tradition of woodblock illustrations in terms of
subject matter that were not taken seriously by the literati, themes that had
popular appeal, such as figure paintings of beautiful w o m e n and those
based on mythology, birds and flowers, and paintings with auspicious
symbols of longevity, happiness and wealth.
Even if some of the painters are not part of an exceptional phenomenon in
the history of the art of Shanghai, their work is very striking and
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enchanting, and represents modern art in the true sense of the word.34
As can be seen from the exhibition of my works, there is an amalgamation of both
the Chinese literary tradition and western styles from the Renaissance through to the
twentieth century. The painting titled Self Portrait [Plate 1] continues the influences
of western artists and combines these with aspects of eastern painting.
The Shanghai painters embody a logical link in the chain of China's unbroken
development over a period of several thousand years. Examples are W u Changshuo
(1884-1927) the leading artist of the Shanghai School, whose calligraphy was the
foundation of his painting which he carried from D r a m Stone in the Warning time
(1027-221BC); and another important master Zhao Zhiqian (1829-1884), with
calligraphy inspired from the style of the W e i Dynasty (220-280). The country's
immense cultural heritage, well documented and preserved in general consciousness,
was always regarded as a legacy. Such a cultural wealth hinged on afree,creative
and individual approach to its o w n components. It was never a matter of a
mechanical follow-up of the preceding movement. M a n y artists or schools brought
old conceptions up to date without worrying about the danger of discontinuity. Even
today the 'six principles' are still regarded as the most important rules governing art
critics and artists. Every student in the art institutions has to pass examination
involving questions about the six principles. The national constitution acts as a
mighty magnetic field, in the centre of which currents of various character and
intensity have arisen and vanished. This 'magnet' has an amazing spiritual vitality,
because it developed all philosophical, moral and aesthetic aspects of h u m a n
existence. It is only recently that the culture has been broken by opening the door to
western economies and ideologies. With the diverse elements of conception, m y
work is still rooted in the ancient traditional manner which can easily be seen in most
of the paintings. A s an example, w h e n I painted The Black Landscape [Plate 43]
from the very beginning I thought 'spirit with harmony' the essence of thefirstsix
principles, then applied the brush techniques, composition, ink and colour and the
element of creativity.

This continuity of artistic development was an essential part of the struggle for unity
in China. It w a s directed against all contrary trends, which were used in power
politics and in the economic sphere and were upheld by geographical, linguistic and
other attributes. Seeking out patterns of the past to understand the old masters,
upholding tradition and developing it further, seeking what contributed towards
man's spiritual unity and the dialectics of personal modesty and humility, were

34 Mae Anne Pang, Painting in the Qing Dynasty, in 'Chinese Paintings of the Ming and Q
Dynasties 14th-20th Century', Capon, E. & Pang, M.A., International Cultural Corporation of
Australia Ltd, Sydney, 1980, p. 93.
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always an inspiration to m e . I discovered that among countless artists there would be
hardly found a single one w h o did not in some w a y investigate the past. The most
highly regarded creative artists in the twentieth century Zhang Daqian (1899-1983)
and F u Baoshi (1904-1965) were both inspired by the techniques of D a o Ji (16421707) and the compositional style of paintings by Pan Tianshou (1896-1971) was
strongly influenced by Zhu D a (1662-1704). Both D a o Ji and Zhu D a were m o n k
artists in the Qing Dynasty. Tang Y u n (1910-1993) the former Head of Academic
Studies of the Shanghai School and W a n g Xuetao (1903-1982) the former Head of
the Beijing Academic Research Centre, carried over the ideas of H u a Y u n (16821736), one of the most famous bird and flower painters in the Yanzhao School.
The principles of Chinese painting were neither so simple nor revolutionary that a
painter could afford to neglect the experiences and wisdom of his forefathers. During
a period of traumatic events for the Chinese, when traditional values were no longer
adhered to, the artistic past became a refuge and springboard for the Shanghai
masters. Besides, circumstances were favourable, because the official art of the time
was spiritless and apathetic.
The experiences of many artists, including me, who witnessed the Cultural
Revolution have been life-time lessons. The choice and quest of the Shanghai artists
were determined by the period, namely the cruel touch of the West. The fact was,
m y exposure to western art and training by contrast has been limited and fragmented,
due mainly to political turmoil. The specific environment, justification of the very
existence of h u m a n dignity and the personality of the artist are all matters that have
influenced the recent painters. Artists in China not only needed the particular lessons
of the past, but authoritative support in their struggle with the dominant conservatism
and conformism. The famous names of artists of the older and of the more recent
periods have become an exorcism and banner for them.

The artist is open to a variety of stimuli. As well as the physical features of the ar
where the artist lives and works, there are always numerous people w h o directly or
indirectly affect one's life. M a n y , including m y wife Jana, m y daughter Shengnan
and those living in m y immediate area, have generously contributed their special
talents to m y work. Life's conflicts and ambiguities, a thought, a dream, an
observation, each can inspire artistic work. For instance, the inclusion of a small
group of still-life paintings has stemmed from m y belief in the spirituality of all
living things.
Artists take a life-time to develop their techniques through countless tests of trial
error. Often these techniques are secretly guarded. In m y case, I a m happy to share
them with an audience, in the hope of that they might further an understanding of
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h o w m a n y of m y paintings have developed. Since m y time in Australia I have
conducted m a n y workshops for artists and students to show the techniques I use—to
allow them to see the actual processes as they happen.

Plate 8 Village Below the Blue Mountains
Chinese water-colour and ink on rice-paper
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Plate 9 The City of Wollongong Viewed from the Top of Mount Keira
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 10 Stanwell Tops
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 11 M o u n t Keira in the Mist
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 12 M o u n t Keira in Colour
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 13 A Village near Nowra
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 14 View of the South Coast
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 15 Queanbeyan in A u t u m n
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 16 KogarahBay
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 17 A House near N o w r a
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 18 The Bottle Brush Trees
Oil with water-colour wash on paper
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Plate 20 Reflections in a Rear-view Mirror, Canberra
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 21 Stanwell Park
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 22 The Royal National Park on Fire
Ink, water-colour and gouache on rice-paper
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Plate 23 The Royal National Park after the Fire
Ink, water-colour and gouache on rice-paper

Plate 24 B H P at Night Time
Ink on rice-paper

Plate 25 Port Kembla at Night Time
Oil with water-colour wash on paper
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Plate 27 Rain Forest
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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BAMBOO
A number of my bamboo paintings were included in the exhibition at the
Wollongong City Gallery. For over a thousand years, b a m b o o as with the other
three flora subjects—plum blossom, orchid and chrysanthemum—has been a
favourite subject for Chinese artiststo paint. Firstly it was a simple subject for
painting as a w a y of expressing their o w n 'incorruptible character', and secondly
text was added to the completed work to complement or strengthen the ideas already
expressed in painting. G o o d calligraphy helped the cause of good paintings, and vice
versa. Also there w a s the concept that it was the idea artists wish to express that
mattered, not just a concern with a likeness of the depicted matter, namely, whether
it looked real or not. A s a painter searching for an individual 'spiritual identity' in the
beauty arising from the subject matter's inner character rather than merely from the
painted image, bamboo has long been a subject dear to the heart of m y painting.
From my childhood I studied bamboo painting, where I found that it had practically
developed into a separate form in its o w nright,standing about mid-way between
calligraphy and the painting of trees. M a n y of the great masters devoted themselves
almost exclusively to it and have brought it to a peak of perfection. In the eleventh
century [Song Dynasty] W e n T o n g and Su Shi, w h o were great friends, both
specialised in the painting of bamboo. After the death of W e n Tong, Su Shi wrote
about their ideas on b a m b o o painting as well as their friendship. H e said that his
friend had the kind of b a m b o o clearly in his mind before he proceeded to paint.
'Even though only several feet in height, the b a m b o o he painted possesses a vitality
as if it had the energy of soaring into the sky for miles,' said Su Shi of his friend's
painting. A s for himself, he never paused in the midst of a painting, so that the
'vitality' of the b a m b o o would not be lost. His abstract idea said, 'A painting like a
foolish child judges, by its likeness to form. A poet is not a poet if he or she seeks a
topic first', meaning that a poet's imagination is severely restricted if he or she has to
write in accordance with a pre-determined topic. Likewise, an artist is anything but a
true painter if he or she can only paint subject matter to its exact likeness. For a
painter, as well as for a poet, the important thing is to bring out a subject matter's
'spirit'. W e n Tong himself stated that one must have the finished picture of bamboo
in the mind before proceeding to paint it.
The main elements and principles of bamboo painting are an independent subdivision
of painting. The rules set forth there, as well as in m a n y other Chinese theoretical
treatises, apply equally to bamboo as an element of landscape painting. In landscape
painting, however, b a m b o o forms but a part of the large design and thus has to be
incorporated into it so far as technique and style are concerned. Therefore, while
b a m b o o ranges close to calligraphy as an independent subject, it becomes more
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related to the painting of trees when it appears in landscape painting. For example, a
grove of b a m b o o or grouping of bamboo stalks is handled in the same w a y as a
group of trees, in so far as the arrangement of the stalks and the illusion of depth is
concerned. The example of bamboo as it would appear in landscape is seen in m y
work Rain Forest [Plate 27]. It shows rules for the bamboo subject, such as those
demanding that stalks not cross each other toofrequently,that the sections become
longer towards the top, that theridgesnot be of equal height, to name but a few. In
some cases I like to put bamboo stalks in a more elaborate format, employing double
strokes for the stalk and the leaves and possibly adding colour.
Through many years of academic training, my bamboo work followed the ancient
masters' rules, which means painting the outlines first and then washing ink or
colour inside. I have practised this traditional subject for almost thirty years. W h e n
such a detailed study occurs, little wonder, then, that bamboo painting has been
elaborated with involved details to the point of being as difficult to understand as the
Chinese art of calligraphy or Chinese art in jade.
The history of Chinese artists who painted bamboo could go back to seventeen
centuries ago where, in the H a n Dynasty, Gian Y u used to paint bamboo with red
earth colour. In the Tang Dynasty (618-906), a famous poet and artist W a n g W e i
built a bamboo garden so he could paint it, and in the Five Dynasty period, Lady Lee
observed and sketched on a wall the reflection of bamboo by moonlight.
There were many different styles of paintings which depict bamboo. In the Song
Dynasty, the subject of bamboo in the four seasons is given a vivid account. W e n
Tong developed techniques of bamboo painting which brought artists to a new
vision. From his scrutiny of nature, W e n Tong discovered that in his birth-place,
Yangzhou, the bamboo had a special appearance, some of them even more than
thirty feet high. F r o m that time he painted it with rocks or as part of the landscape.
Su Shi and M e Fu contributed further comments on bamboo painting in the eleventh
century.

In the Yuan Dynasty, with the accession of the Mongolian Emperors, artists retreated
to the countryside, avoiding the political crisis, and b a m b o o became a popular
subject for literature and painting. Scholars assembled their studio or study within
the bamboo bush, ate bamboo shoots, drank bamboo wine and tea, read and wrote
under the bamboo. M a n y other painters specialised in bamboo painting, including
Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322), Guan Daosheng(l262-1369), W u Zhen (1280-1354),
Ni Zan (1301-1374). A m o n g them Li K a n was an outstanding artist of bamboo
painting. H e examined elements of the bamboo's shape, living and dead leaves,
main stalk and branch, the young bamboo and its shoot and the natural connections
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of every stalk. Consumate skill can be seen in his work, with drawn outline then
tints of colour or pure ink with m a n y different tones.
The Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) was the time of Chinese art's 'Renaissance'. The
n e w technology of rice paper, which absorbed water more readily m a d e artists
excited with their new techniques. T o be able to become a good Chinese painter, one
should master the techniques, understand the characteristics of a wide range of
elements, and should be master over and not a slave to the materials used. Complete
mastery of traditional Chinese painting will include, for example, the uses of the
brush that can achieve perfect characters. While obtaining mastery overricepaper is
very difficult, the various kinds of ink and brushes should also be mastered to get
the desired effect. Their technical requirements should be combined with rules in
using coloured ink, and the knowledge of suitable themes and subjects. There are
four seasons, of which each in its turn has a beginning and an end. The morning and
evening, the m o o d s of objects and colours of things must be analysed. Moreover,
each has its characteristic mood, such as the sky is bright in spring, azure in
summer, clear in autumn, and gloomy in winter. Aside from themes related to the
seasons, there are also some incidents or stories taken either from classical, historical
or philosophical writings.
During a time when art flourished Xia Chang (1388-1470) who came from the
picturesque town of Kunshan in Jiangsu Province, entered the courtly world as a
prominent official, to be finally appointed President of the Court of Imperial
Sacrifices at the beginning of the Tianxun period. His fame was, however, as a
calligrapher and painter of bamboo, the only subject he ever painted. Such was his
fame as a painter of bamboo that it was said at the time 'A bamboo painted by Xia is
worth ten taels of gold'.
From the beginning of my study of bamboo, Xia Chang's painting at once became
m y text. I copied his simple but evocative w o r k — m a n y of his bamboo paintings
with eccentrically shaped rocks, which he expressively painted with broad, often
straggling, brushstrokes with no texturing of the surface to indicate volume and
mass. Even in m y bamboo work painted in 1988, Bamboo in the Traditional Style
[Plate 30] it can still be seen that I have tried to catch Xia Chang's touch, which
captures slight movement in the branches and rustling of the leaves. Drawing with
simple brushstrokes and washes with no linear definition, I tried to gain variations in
density of the ink to provide depth and variety—the sensitivity of the brush
technique evokes the subject presented, swaying in the lightest of breezes but never
buffeted by rough weather.
Nearly every artist was a specialist bamboo painter in the Yangzhou School during
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the Qing Dynasty period. Zheng Xie (1693-1765) gave almost all his life to painting
bamboo, which was affected by his calligraphy style. H e himself called it 'six and
one half tenths', meaning six and one half tenths of the clerical style. H e combined
cursive, regular and ancient styles of calligraphy together to create his 'mixture'.
This unconventional w a y of writing was denounced by conservatives as 'paving the
street with random stones'.His bamboo paintings are often supplemented by exoticlooking rocks. His strong brush work and style indicate his emphasis on personal
imagination as well as his expansive personality. Zheng Xie never put his ink
painting before contact with human life and experience, which can always be seen in
his work. H e took care of poor people when he became an official. Perhaps it was
because he had been b o m into a poor family.
My bamboo work was strongly influenced by Zheng Xie. I admire his idyllic forms
and his w a y of connecting his personal feelings to his works, moreover allowing
this to control the whole painting. The earlier artists from w h o m the painters
inherited their standards were in fact distinguished scholars, government officials
and literati w h o turned to art as an adjunct to their other careers. They had with them
the cultural background for mature, philosophical thought and their artistic
sensibilities had been heightened by long nurturing of an appreciation for beauty and
harmony.
Year by year the bamboo leaves never change colour, nor fall off and the stalks
always grow straight. This inspired m e as an example of what personal character
should be like, no matter what the difficulties are. A s an artist I have to continue to
work just like the bamboo's stalk which is straight. It is not expression that is
important, but a philosophy underlying the apparent simplicity and harmony of
composition and the aura of serenity. The philosophy of unity in patterns of lives in
all natural forms is based on the belief that the forces of nature oppose and equalise
each other, so that despite fluctuation and change, there is always an overall balance
and continuity.
Sometimes I expressed my anger through painting bamboo during harsh times. The
brush becomes another language for m e to complain and disapprove of m y life. M y
work The Sound of Bamboo [Plate 28] was painted in 1989, two days after the
Tiananmen Square Massacre. I broke the form of the composition and removed the
traditional technique and principle, and used m y strong brushstrokes to cry out for
those people striving to gain freedom and democracy in China. Every leaf of the
bamboo became a mouth of a person in China, to accuse the Communist regime.
My late bamboo painting shows me more content in myself, as I try to approach my
personal inner feelings with a free technique. The composition moves from vertical
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to square format even for landscape, with ink and colour—washed colour first, then
ink—and includes western influences by the occasional use of oil or acrylic colours.
Since I moved to Australia, the traditional subject of bamboo from oriental art is still
m y favourite subject to paint. I have been to Mount Keira, to a private garden to
observe the Australian bamboo. I went to rain-forest at Jamberoo to search for
bamboo. Once I drew a plan to build a small bamboo garden around m y house, but it
needs special soil and the weather conditions in m y part of Australia proved not
really suitable for growing bamboo.
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Plate 28 The Sound of Bamboo
Ink on rice-paper

Plate 29 Free Composition of Bamboo
Ink on rice-paper

Plate 30 B a m b o o in the Traditional Style
Ink on rice-paper
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Plate 31 Bamboo with a Rock
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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BIRDS AND FLOWERS
(STILL LIFE)
My birds and flower painting was based on calligraphy and bamboo painting. In
19941 painted the simple Peony with Calligraphy [Plate 32]. The inscription became
a part of the composition of the picture. Using the free writing of Chinese
calligraphy, I interpreted the idea and borrowed the bamboo painting technique to
paint the stalk of the flower, and the leaves like a group of b a m b o o — e v e n the veins
are almost the same as the bamboo branch. Although the Peony with Calligraphy is
still a traditional Chinese painting in appearance, it was from m y visual memory, for
I have never found this kind of plant in Australia. It is fortunate that when I was in
China, I went to H e Zha in Shen D o n g Province to draw this flower. M y purpose
was to manage the drawing with no frills and affectation, achieving a spontaneity
that would often be imitated but never equalled. Others of m y coloured 'peony'
paintings which I painted during that period m a d e use of revered calligraphy and
bamboo painting principles.
Among my flower paintings Vases with Sunflowers and Camellias [Plate 33] shows
two yellow sunflowers and red camellias with a few pieces of dark green foliage. I
feel that the whole picture is warm, with the two vases only drawn in outline in black
ink without any hues to place the emphasis on the colour of flowers. T o modify the
whole picture I placed the calligraphy on therightside and on the left used a small
red seal to balance the composition. T h e technique of this painting is unusual.
Instead of a brush I used m y finger to draw the broken line of the two pots and the
palm of m y hand to paint the flowers and leaves. M y other painting using the same
subject Sunflowers in Vase, [Plate 34] was painted in 1991. I consider the style to
be more about calmness and strength. O n e of m y critics recognised that m y painting
was influenced by V a n Gogh. Perhaps he isright.Sunflowers were not really a
subject for traditional Chinese artists, scholars considering that sunflowers were
without any literati element to paint. This plant was allowed for artists to paint and
became very popular only during the Cultural Revolution. T h e Communists
recognised that M a o Zedong was the sun in the world and w e Chinese needed to
look to M a o , just as the sunflowers face the sun.

I am living in Australia now, but I still dream of the past, especially the three dec
when I lived in China. In the ink work titled The Flying Eagle [Plate 35] I put a
black eagle in the top of the picture indicating its high position for viewing the
world. The bird was painted wet in wet, wet in dry, dry in wet to gain more of the
eagle's dark tones. W h e n I w a s the authority for the Government of China,
identifying art objects, specialising in painting, calligraphy and seals, m y
contribution was to force a crackdown on the smuggling of relics and antiquities.
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For this I was rewarded by the Government w h o eventually gave m e the award of
'Eagle Eye' of honour. I particularly liked painting the eagle—a bird which is freer
than h u m a n beings. There was a time w h e n I did not paint eagles for I felt eagles
were too violent, preying on other birds. Instead I painted sparrows for I like their
activity and they could be free though never needing to be dominant. Sometimes I
put the bird's pupils on the top edge of the eye-ball to give a look of disdain, as a
symbol of the disdain I wanted to express for the Communists of China.
Apart from my aim to enrich traditional Chinese art with my specific character, my
appreciation of western art could not be ignored, and this has had a strong impact in
some of m y recent work. In Still Life I [Plate 37] there is a dark blue vase holding a
contrasting bunch of pink flowers on the table as the dominant form in the painting.
There are oranges, grapes and a pear in a bowl, a b o o k — w h i c h m a y be the artist's
autobiography—and a framed picture of the artist holding his palette in the
background. This subject has been a popular form following on from the works of
Dutch artists.
In trying to find new personal art-forms, my work in the last ten years reflects an
amalgamation of both the Chinese literary tradition and western styles. The initial
shift is shown in works like Roses after the Rain [Plate 36] where, by using leaves
of different densities and tonalities, I introduce the device of creating depth on the
surface of the work. In Still Life II [Plate 38] there are mandarins in a crystal fruitbowl and b a m b o o growing in a bowl, on which the red glaze looks like Jun Kiln, an
old Chinese porcelain technique from the Song Dynasty. The book on the table has
m y n a m e on the cover and in the top left corner is a Chinese landscape painting with
a seal in the right corner. A dark vase is in western style with its colour and tonal and
rendering and again I washed light red into the background. The mixed viewpoints
and techniques of these two still-life paintings are the typical crossing of styles that I
have tried to combine as m y personal innovation. In Apricots [Plate 39] I have
almost totally broken with the principles of Chinese painting, by using watercolour
over ink and oil paste, giving those objects a more western look. Only on the corner
of the painting is there a section of unpainted rice paper.

Sometimes I still like to paint in a pure Chinese style without any influence, as in A
Mouse with a Basket of Grapes [Plate 42] which follows the ideas of the Lingnan
School, with the indication of light and shade on the grapes. Chrysanthemums and
Crabs with Teapot [Plate 40] is a subject of every-day life in the autumn—the most
enjoyable time to sit gazing at a bowl of chrysanthemums with some simple food and
tea. In Apples with Leaves [Plate 41] I have tried to evolve something n e w from
traditional Chinese painting, using Chinese mineral colour as the basic transparent
wash over the top of the apples, in order to convey their freshness.
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Plate 32 Peony with Calligraphy
Ink on rice-paper
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Plate 33 Vases with Sunflowers and Camellias
[Finger painting and calligraphy]
Ink, water-colour and gouache on rice-paper

Plate 34 Sunflowers in a Vase
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 35 The Flying Eagle
Ink on rice-paper

Plate 36 Roses after the Rain
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 37 Still Life I
Ink, water-colour and acrylic on rice-paper

Plate 38 Still Life II
Ink, water-colour and acrylic on rice-paper

Plate 39 Apricots
Ink and oil on paper

Plate 40 Chrysanthemums and Crabs with Teapot
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 41 Apples with Leaves
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 42 A Mouse with a Basket of Grapes
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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LANDSCAPES
Landscape painting for me has been a gradual, natural thing. In the beginning I liked
to draw or paint the landscape so I could dream up a character or something revered
in the academic tradition. Recently, I have been thinking more about ink and colour,
the balance of composition, line and its form, so m y o w n style is emerging. It even
surprises m e sometimes. It has been a long road for m e from pure Chinese painting
to the art of amalgamation.
As early as the fourth century, a Chinese painter Gu Kaizhi explicated the idea that
form w a s only a means to express spirit. Later, in the fifth century, art critic Xie H e
listed vitality as the most important of the 'six principles of painting'. All this
indicated that Chinese painters, at a very early period, realised the importance of
capturing the spirit of nature, rather than just copying it. A s I a m rooted in that
ancient tradition, m y early landscapes placed the view in an aesthetic environment
where I could sense, possibly something like seasonal change. I was always
concerned as an artist, not only to observe nature, but also to sympathise with the
subject matter. H o w to succeed in capturing the spirit? M a y b e the only way available
to the artist is to exaggerate a little. It is nevertheless true that a painter has to observe
and study most diligently if he or she wishes to capture the spirit or reality of the
painted subject matter. Only when the spirit or reality of the subject is firmly grasped
can the depiction itself be free and moving. For example, in m y work The Black
Landscape [Plate 43] which I painted in the early 1970s when I had visited Huang
Mountain (Yellow Mountain) I noticed that the colour of the Mountain constantly
changed during the day. It was difficult for m e to m a k e a decision about which
colour was the best for that painting. I half shut m y eyes to observe it and at last,
giving up the attempt to use colour, I used pure ink washed m a n y times until I was
satisfied with it. Compared to m y other coloured painting of the same subject,
Landscape in Ochre [Plate 44], I found in that black painting the spirit of Huang
Mountain to be m u c h stronger.
The art museums have played a huge part in my life. From my childhood I remember
visiting m u s e u m s to view the vertical scroll shapes on which were mounted works
by the old masters. A s an adult I had an even closer association, working in
m u s e u m s and specialising in identifying paintings, calligraphy and seals. High on
m y list of influences are the Tang Dynasty mural paintings, the green and blue
landscapes of the Song Dynasty, the spirit of the landscapes in the Yuan Dynasty,
the style of the W u School in the Ming Dynasty and the Qing Dynasty Four Wangs'
landscape. Elements of these can be seen in m y work. There is evidence of the W u
School method of depicting the mountains in m y work titled Composition of a High
Mountain [Plate 45] and in Landscape in Ochre [Plate 44] inspired by Li Keran's
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black ink style. The works of twentieth century modern Chinese artists seem to
motivate m e instinctively, especially those artists like L u Yanshao (1907-1993), Li
Keran (1904-1989) and Zhu Qizhan (1892-1996). I had personal contact with those
artists during the late 1970s and early 1980s.
My work lost direction in the period of the early 1980s, partly because I wanted my
painting to be a completely n e w revolution. I thought it was important and healthy
that m y work was not taken too seriously within the Chinese tradition and it should
have a m a d , and fresh element in it. T o build on this emphasis, I borrowed
impressionist techniques from the west, as well as elements of African art. I sought
to fill m y work with u n c o m m o n humour like little fair-grounds, where the longer
you looked, the more you could see little slices and fragments of life. I was
interested in the fact that m y work appealed both to Chinese people w h o understood
and paralleled m y contemporary innovation, and also to western audiences w h o were
without Chinese culture.
I adrnired Paul Gauguin and his powerful use of colour and the beauty of his work
with its firm oudines, its broadly generalised forms and its mysterious contrasts. I
was deeply impressed that his evolution, reflecting his rapacious intellect, absorbed
the stylistic principles of a wide variety of art traditions. M y painting, Red Roofed
Houses under Blue [Plate 46] was worked at that time, when I tried to imitate
Gauguin's emotional universal art language used to express, in addition to the
physical facts of the visible, the invisible temperamental verities of thought, dream,
and superstition. I employed black to modify the strong red and blue where the
colour can be easily related to Gauguin's powerful pigment. At the same time I still
worked with the traditions of Chinese painting, the black ink still creating a harmony
in the whole picture.
Splashed Landscape [Plate 47] and Landscape in Blue Mist [Plate 48] were
influenced by Monet's colour. For a period I revered Monet's work, intensively
trying to approach his essential impressionist elements. I knew too that the Chinese
master, Zhang Daqian had understood the concept of Monet's late work. Splashing
ink and colour is a technique from the Tang Dynasty in the tenth century. This
absolutelyfreestyle needed a mature skill to manage the whole aspect of the picture.
Recently I watched a video about Brett Whiteley's painting where m a n y of his
watercolour paintings adopt this Chinese tradition of splashed colour or 'ink by
coincidence' as Brett Whiteley said himself. In those two examples of m y o w n
paintings, I worked very carefully on the basic ink lines, then splashed ink with
water or colour-mixed inks a number of times to give the impresssion of mist.
My move to Australia, has been crucial in determining the form my art would take in
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the second half of m y life. In particular it has confirmed m y specialisation as an artist
living and depending on the sale of m y o w n work. Living in Wollongong, I have not
been distracted by any interruption of political pressure and I have been able to
concentrate with unprecedented intensity on m y perception of a peaceful area of
nature. O n e Chinese critic, Tang Xian, used to say of m y work, "His work is
embellished nature, rather than spontaneous nature." I do not always turn away from
the densely populated and industrial Illawarra to the natural world for m y subject
matter. M y painting has depicted both h u m a n life and silence as aspects of m y
personal nature in the South Coast of N e w South Wales. The mountains and ocean
are shaped by m o d e s of vision I have evolved during m y most conscious
engagement with the n e w home. In TheVillage with Willow Trees [Plate 49] I drew
close to the bank and used short vigorous linear strokes to establish a network of
vertical accents, with which I tried to give a sense of completeness to the painting. I
then came in even closer and accentuated the differences between the tones which
register delicate changes of light and texture in the houses, trees and the river without
any added colour—watercolour's pure technique.
During one of my times on the escarpment a hot summer steamed over the expanse
of M o u n t Keira Lookout, as the scorching Australian sun burned every cloud out of
the sky. Within it all local nature, the g u m trees, weeds and grass reached up to
touch the sky. F r o m where I walked to the top of the mountain was a carpet of
green, a verdant sweep of emerald that nearly hurt m y eyes. Beneath that wide green
expanse stretched the city of Wollongong, red-roofed houses, the modern-enough
shopping centres for the Aussie and the industrial part of Port Kembla like a picture
displayed in descending layers. At noon the sun's rays intensified, pressing a deep
green d o w n onto the face of the earth. Occasionally, a hot breath of wind came
wafting d o w n out of the bush-walk of the mountain, bringing with it the scorched air
of the natural place around the sides. It set the reeds and grasses rubbing against
each other with a metallic bush sound and heated the m u d d y water until it burnt m y
feet. Nevertheless, with artistic energy, it was step by step that I had to try. With m y
aching legs and tired eyes, I tried to find and analyse the place where I had spent
almost all m y time since I had arrived in Australia. The source of the painting The
City of Wollongong Viewed from the Top of Mount Keira [Plate 9] was a view from
the M o u n t Keira Lookout from m y personal viewpoint and interpretation. The
picture represents a real city overlaid with Chinese abstract ideas and technique. Blue
and green landscape contrasts with white ocean and sky. Beneath the colour, the
basic various tones of ink can still be recognised. I splashed ink and colour over and
over again to increase the intensity of the mountain and the city, just as the
suspension of pigment in an oil painting enables the creation of colours of great
purity and depth. At the same time, I painted the objects like trees, houses and a ship
with the very traditional method of using structured line first then washed colour
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inside. This is a painting of Chinese and western amalgam in both aspect and
manner. Australians see this as a Chinese painting, but Chinese see the strong
influence of western painting.
The other painting, Mount Keira in the Mist [Plate 11] contains a method which is
more purely oriental. The mountains have been mainly depicted by heavy
brushstrokes and inks. O n the left side there is lighter ink with few lines to distract
from the main focal area. T w o pine trees stand in the left comer and the blank space
suggests white clouds and sky.
Mount Keira in Colour [Plate 12] is a picture I worked in a different way. I sat on
the verandah of m y house and half shut m y eyes to observe the nature of the
mountain. I found that no matter what sort of weather and light played on the
mountain, it always appeared in its cold colour. A s an artist I wanted to create a
painting which reflected m y wish to think about and portray 'anti-nature'. With its
earthy w a r m tone, the picture of that mountain, imaged like an autumn harvest
season on the European continent, gives an opposing view to reality.
On another occasion the sun was slanting through the window, covering the western
wall of m y house with its w a r m gold. F r o m its perch on a picture, a bee had circled
around to lead m y gaze out of the window of the room. Soon the sun would
disappear, to take up tomorrow a path known from the beginning, and I had to hurry
to paint the last view of that lovely day, Landscape in the Golden Light [Plate 19].
S o m e inspiration for m y painting truly does c o m e from sudden feelings. Likewise
the view of The Bottle Brush Trees [Plate 18] was remembered from when I had
glanced quickly at Canberra while driving the car. Another work, Reflections in a
Rear-view Mirror, Canberra [Plate 20], fits into this same sudden viewing and
strong memorisation, which gives a clarity and almost dream-like quality to the
works. The trees have a greater depth of red than the real bottle brush trees in m y
modification of the colour of the Australian landscape. In the painting Queanbeyan in
Autumn [Plate 15] from the same period, I changed the red roofs into black and grey
to adjust the whole tonal value of the work.
Rain Forest [Plate 27] was painted in a Chinese abstract manner. Unlike the western
tradition of isolating and detailing the objects in the painting, I changed and adapted
the Illawarra escarpment with its waterfalls, cliffs and bushland and transformed the
aspect of the view with its Australian greens and blues.
Before 1 settled in Australia, however, the motif for my paintings had been
developed over a long period and not detached from its surroundings, so that the
various views are not sharply differentiated from one another, and they thus suggest
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the continuity of m y exploration of the landscape. A s I have lived on the coast, time
has shaped the painting I do there in quite a different way: each view has become
more sharply isolated from its surroundings and this emphasises its character as a
m o m e n t in time. Such views also make one more aware than in m y earlier paintings
of the deliberate choice of the motif. The influence of western art can be seen in the
daring symmetries and abrupt juxtapositions of widely separated forms that I had
developed in the South Coast paintings, with the ink structure more densely worked.
In Stanwell Park [Plate 21] I represented a single effect, that of an open expanse of
waves dancing against a cliff.
The Royal National Park south of Sydney is a place I love to explore, where I get
inspiration from a n e w and complex environment. In the painting The Royal
National Park on Fire [Plate 22] I adapted the technique used by Turner in his
Burning of the Houses of Parliament. The surface quality of the work looks more
like oil painting, because I added as m u c h pigment as possible. The Royal National
Park after the Fire [Plate 23] was influenced by Australian artist Lloyd Rees's work
tided South Coast Road. The bald trees and the burnt sienna I used as colour for that
mountain give the feeling of lingering smoke and destruction. Only on the roots of
the trees are some young plants growing up from the earth, showing the n e w life in
the park growing out of such desolation.

Plate 43 The Black Landscape
Ink on rice-paper
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Plate 44 Landscape in Ochre
Ink on rice-paper
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Plate 45 Composition of a High Mountain
Ink on rice-paper

Plate 46 Red Roofed Houses under Blue
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 47 Splashed Landscape
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 48 Landscape in Blue Mist
Ink, water-colour and oil on rice-paper
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Plate 49 The Village with Willow Trees
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPES
I had not painted industrial landscapes for over two decades. Perhaps that was
affected by what happened in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when the authorities
ordered artists to paint landscapes related only to industrial and agricultural scenes
and the related h u m a n activity. I felt that the Communist Party wanted artists to
become tools for their propoganda. In those particular circumstances I tried to avoid
painting these subjects. However, since I came to Australia, the industrial areas have
had a great attraction for m e . I have been interested in the the railways and factories
and in particular the huge industrial complex of the B H P steelworks at Port Kembla,
with its pipes and chimneys. The constant fire with its vivid w a r m tones fills m e
with excitement. I prefer to observe the steelworks during the night time, when the
big industrial area is not affected by natural light. I can create the colour of B H P by
using the most imaginative artistic elements. For example BHP at Night Time [Plate
24] w a s a painting in which I used only ink in the style of the Chinese tradition. The
blank space suggests smoke in front of a dark sky, to which was added more black
ink.
Two further works on the same theme, Port Kembla at Night Time [Plate 25] and
Steelworks at Port Kembla [Plate 26] are works in which I adopted the techniques of
western painting. It would be hard to find aspects of the Chinese painting tradition
here. S o m e critics think that Steelworks at Port Kembla has completely betrayed the
principles of m y oriental art background. This painting has a combination of
different techniques. I drew the detail of the factory first and then I splashed ink and
pigment over and over again. The steel works glows in very w a r m tones against the
dark, black ground.
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LANDSCAPE MEMORIES
In my dreams I continue to walk through that mysterious country of my birth. With
some effort I pull up heavy legs, walk lightly, like a bird flying against an erratic
wind, past the Yellow Mountain and Yellow River, the Great Wall and Yangzhi
River where I lived for more than three decades. I realise this is the culture in which
m y roots are still held. Time is flowing backwards. Can I follow it—back to that
time, even in m y dreams? Afterwards comes only confusion, a trance-like kind of
dream within a dream. A s I wake, I k n o w that confusion is washing through the
waves of m y lifetime. Memory of the Orchid Garden [Plate 50] is a work I painted
as if I was in that condition and it resides in the midst of the trance. This memory of
m y father's garden outside the city comes to m e in a sweeping wave and overpowers
the present. In this and other particular works, for example, Night Market in
Vietnam [Plate 51], Landscape in China [Plate 52] and On the Way to Tung Huang
[Plate 53] it can still be seen that m y life is tied with that tradition.
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Plate 51 Night Market in Vietnam
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 52 Landscape in China
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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FIGURATIVE PAINTING
I had many figurative paintings exhibited at Wollongong City Gallery, among them
Reclining Nude [Plate 54] which was m y latest work at the time. I did not exhibit
nudes in China, as they were prohibited by the authorities and also not accepted by
the people. Early this century a painter and educationist, Liu Haishu, established an
art school in Shanghai where students had the opportunity to draw models live.
However, soon after it w a s established, it w a s forbidden to continue by the
Government. Since the Communists took power, nude painting has not been
allowed, even in recent times. For this reason also, it is hard to find traditional
Chinese artists' pictures of nudes. Even though I was in a Chinese master's studio
for m a n y years, I did not find one nude painting. M y work in this genre has
therefore lacked the traditional base that underpins all m y other work and I have felt
m y o w n w a y and developed m y o w n style. M y inspiration was generally from
secretive sources. I copied classical plaster statues, and imagined the female body by
myself. The painting Reclining Nude was based on one of m y drawings from that
time. It was not easy to m a k e line drawing of nudes. The impression of volume was
rendered by lines alone without using chiaroscuro effects. After making a rough
sketch of the figure pressing very lightly with the willow charcoal, I tried to draw the
outline of the body with ink, joining the points where muscles cross. W h e n making
a line painting on absorbentricepaper I have to try to be as synthetic as possible,
eliminating any detail that is superfluous. Nude painting takes m e into a completely
different world, the world of expressive vision. Based on Chinese art, I use ink to
paint or draw the nude as a way of discovering what is absolutely essential and what
can be left out without ruining the sense of volume.
I did not take time to do preliminary drawings for the paintings of John O'Gorman.
O n e morning John rang m e and told m e that it was his seventy-third birthday and
that he would see m e that afternoon to talk about the birthday party that night. I
decided to give him a surprise and painted his portrait Portrait of John O'Gorman I
[Plate 55] in the Chinese style.John O'Gorman, a friend w h o supports m e as m y
patron, is open-minded and warm. I met him when I first came to Wollongong,
where he had retired after he had sold his motel business in Shoahaven on the South
Coast. This big, fat Irishman, with his brown, reddish hair and pot-belly, likes
joking all the time. His wife, Dot O'Gorman, is a crafts-person interested in all the
visual arts, w h o came to learn painting from m e . Over these years the O'Gorman
family have become very close friends with m e and they have pursued Chinese
culture including oriental cuisine. W e would meet together once or twice a week for
a party. They would bring their relatives and friends to m y place and w e would
return the visits. W e would chat about Australia, China, Europe and the world. The
m e m o r y of John's inner life—fired up by the Labour Government, drinking a dozen
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beers per-day—all became m y painting's source. John himself said that the quality
of the brush work was the primary goal in traditional painting—a painter's mastery
of technique—and he saw in this portrait a quality of brush-work arising from the
mixture of m y philosophical and ethical concepts with the action of the brush. H e felt
that the painting contained a spiritual as well as a philosophical dimension. A few
days later I painted John's second portrait, Portrait of John O'Gorman II [Plate 56]
which w a s influenced by the w o o d engraving,77zree Women
by Maurice de
Vlaminck. Inspired by three w o m e n in one picture almost having the same face, I
painted John's second portrait in a similar way. In art there is no such thing as a
completely rational or completely irrational painter. Both these tendencies must
coexist side by side. The important thing is knowing h o w to blend the two.
Another portrait is of Keith Tognetti who is a professor in the Mathematics
Department, University of Wollongong. I came to k n o w Keith nine years ago when
I first settled in Wollongong. M y impression was that Keith was hospitable and
loved art. His elder son, Simon, became m y painting student and his second son
Richard is the n o w famous Australian violinist and Director of the Australian
Chamber Orchestra. Once Keith asked m e if I could paint his portrait, but I did not
undertake that commission. The complicated reason was that in m y mind it would be
like the broken friendship between William Dobell and Joshua Smith. A n y h o w ,
Keith generously helped m e in m a n y ways so I had to paint his portrait in m y o w n
way. W h e n Man in Red [Plate 57] was exhibited at the Wollongong City Gallery,
everybody w h o knew Keith recognised his image immediately, with the exception of
the Tognetti Family.
The New Life [Plate 58] came when one day my daughter, Shengnan, and I went
walking one evening past a private backyard, where a pregnant w o m a n sat a chair in
the front of wisteria. "What is the lady doing?" asked m y daughter. "Maybe she is
dreaming of her bright future," I answered without thinking. That night I painted the
view w e had just seen, the yellow figure, the contrasting purple plant and a green
chair making a simple figurative composition.

The work Figure [Plate 59] demonstrates the traditional ink method and reveals a sti
figure w h o appears to be seeking something. The source for this idea came from m y
observation of the position of Aboriginal Australians, w h o seem to m e to be lost at
this present time of their history. I have given the figure a sculptural feel, almost like
a still, traditional, ceramic pot. I have clothed thefigure, not in his o w n traditional
body markings and almost naked dress, but in the robe of a Chinese monk. M a y b e
this is m y w a y of trying to identify with this person and with their sense of long
tradition.
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In Tibetan Woman with a Panther [Plate 60] I have reconstructed the work painted in
China m a n y years ago (see page ). The original work was destroyed and this repainting was a means for m e to go back and bring out many of the memories that
have allowed this writing to happen.

Plate 54 Reclining N u d e
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 55 Portrait of ]ohn O'Gorman I
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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Plate 56 Portrait of ]ohn O'Gorman II
Gouache and ink on paper

Plate 57 M a n in Red
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 58 The N e w Life
Water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 59 Figure
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper

Plate 60 Tibetan W o m a n with a Panther
Oil on canvas
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SELF PORTRAIT

As an introduction to the work which is a self portrait, we need to look at another
work, which gives the background and meaning to the work. In the exhibition, there
were m a n y paintings of chickens. A Rooster [Plate 61] which I reproduced in 1995
to recall the same subject I painted—though it was accused of being a 'black
painting'—during the period of the Cultural Revolution. It was claimed by the
authorities, that I had put the rooster's tail as a compositional device at the top of the
painting to symbolise that I wanted to use it to sweep away the Communists in
China. For this painting I was sent to a labour camp to reform m y thoughts for a
period of two years. Once a person had been labelled an outcast in China's polarised
society, that once was enough to make them a natural target for the next movement to
sweep the country. M a o Zedong's policy of continuous revolution required a focus
of attack for such successive struggle. The country went mad. Along with all
Chinese, I was a victim of that madness. Short of dying, there was no way to avoid
it. However, I a m in the painting and in real life I a m a survivor. After crawling out
of a 'pilaf corps' in the labour camp during the famine of the 1970s, I lived through
another decade of political hysteria.
As shown in my painting I chose a low eye-level to watch the chicken, I crawled on
the ground to observe the rooster, w h e n it was catching an insect in front of the
weeds which look like chrysanthemums. The red crest contrasts with the yellow
flowers and the whole rooster was painted with black ink. I depicted feathers with
m a n y different layers of ink and ink wash. Chickens became one of m y favourite
painting subjects, I have enjoyed drawing and painting chickens—the sudden
moment of crowing by the rooster, the hen laying eggs or small chickens beating for
food and for ever fighting. Since I moved to m y current h o m e I have built a cage and
shed to keep several silky chickens in the backyard.

The picture Self Portrait [Plate 1] is my second self-portrait painting since I ha
been in Australia. T h e first one painted in 1990 was purchased by N e w York
University, U.S.A. w h e n m y solo exhibition was shown in Vancouver, Canada at
the end of 1994. It is n o w over twenty seven years ago that I was sent to the
countryside near Ai Hui in Hei Long Jing Province to have m y thoughts 'reformed'
at this place where only ariverseparated m e from Siberia, Russia. The failure of
China's economic policy caused the Communists to order millions of people,
including most of the intelligentsia to leave the city to go to such deserted places. M y
obligation was to dig soil and sow seeds in the ground by hand. B y the late autumn
the wheat was already cut, but history outside was turning faster than the seasons.
W e artists were on transport detail. W e would take a large bundle of wheat stalks,
wrap it in straw and carry it to the side of the field. There w e would pile bundles into
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stacks and tie them securely together with back ropes. Squatting d o w n in front of a
stack, two arms would be thrust into the cross of rope and, with an arching of the
back and a hoisting movement, a great pile of wheat would be lifted firmly on to the
back of a standing man.

I was the supervisor of this effort, so naturally I carried more. In a labour camp th
is no other mark of recognition, no family pedigree, no high education, no clean
record or unclean record: there is only the status accorded to work. Reform through
labour w a s our assigned occupation, and that is what w e did. I understood that if I
did it better, I would get special treatment. I got the distinction of being allowed to
manage others, being allowed to shit on others rather than be shat on. Perhaps I was
affected by both weather and heavy work, for in winter when temperatures often
dropped to thirty degree below zero, I became seriously ill after three months of
living there. Throughout these months I suffered fevers and influenza and the medics
advised that I do light duties.
The painting Self Portrait takes me back to my time as a farmer, when I was
involved in feeding chickens, the light duties I was given at thattime.It can be seen
that I w a s wearing a ripped overcoat and m y hair looked like grass or weeds as
though it had never been cut since I arrived at that place. The thatched roof of the
shed can be seen with its supporting wooden posts enclosing a background which I
left blank to suggest that it was snowing. M y hands cannot be seen because I had
hidden them in m y sleeves, which suggests the severe weather conditions. Y o u
cannot see m y feet either, because they were covered by soil and snow. I did not
paint m y face clearly, but it can still be seen that I was a teenager in a desperate
situation. In the foreground there are a few chickens busily eating.
What is it about the story of my experiences in an agricultural labour camp in
northern China that touches such deeply hidden places of the time within the
country? Partly, it was the political element. The self-portrait is the story of myself,
an artist, not a particularly important one, some years before m y painting dares to
show true life. T h e facial expression is not only about survival in such
surroundings, but also about the bewildering changes in Chinese political life which
brought m e here, and partly it was of an explicit technique which was unique in
contemporary literati painting. China is a mysterious country, difficult to understand.
It is an enigma to foreigners, and also ariddleto the Chinese themselves. Its very
impenetrability is what makes it so attractive. The painting Self Portrait m a y give
some hints of an answer to theriddleand a hope that people will c o m e to their o w n
conclusions. With limited ink and colours, the self-portrait is a small simple painting
which returned m e to 1970. With this special m e m o r y I framed it in red mountboard, in contrast with the black ink and cold colour of the work itself, as a
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memorial to the m a n y generations of Chinese people in their poor conditions w h o
suffered under the horrible environment of Communism.
Seeking to appear without technique, I ceaselessly sought, experimented with,
experienced every possible technique of brush and ink washes into the line shape to
obtain the results. T h e picture of m y hair and overcoat in the m a n y various black
tones shows that I was influenced by traditional Chinese artist X u W e i (1522-1593)
in the M i n g Dynasty w h o used free ink wash techniques. X u W e i is not only a great
master in the history of Chinese painting as well as a significant playwright. H e
became m a d and killed his wife. Perhaps what affected him was that he had failed
the official examinations eight times—in the Ming Dynasty the official examinations
were held once every three years. After seven years in jail, X u W e i became an artist
whose extraordinary work overwhelmed three hundred years in the the field of
Chinese art. W h e n X u painted some traditional objects, he was expressing neither
his anger, his disease, nor his madness. Rather, he was painting dispirited things. I
was keen to capture with a similar creative painting image and style what he has
inspired by his free ink work with its active elements. T o paint thus meant the
mastering of that which had otherwise undermined artists themselves. The painting
of this self-portrait meant the will, the fury to subdue for a time the terrible forces
that shaped m y youth. In these special circumstances, artists paint the self to exorcise
that which separated painter from the painting. In m y case the self portrait reflected
all that tied m e to life when I was in China.
Overall, the aspect of Self Portrait was an autobiography of my youth. It is
concerned with what as an artist I want for myself, and h o w I saw myself. At the
same time it seeks to peel away the layers of mythological projection that have
encumbered the figure and obscured it from view. The narrative is of m y life around
a metamorphic process which takes the act of painting as its foundation and shaping
impulse. This, the scrutiny of painting and particularly of m y o w n representation of
myself, offered to people the surest insight into m y unique soul.

Plate 61 A Rooster
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
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APPENDIX
WORKS FROM THE ARTIST'S COLLECTION
In concluding this document I would like to mention my collection of works by old
masters which were shown in association with m y work at the Wollongong City
Gallery. Artists often keep their secrets about where their influences are located.
Brett Whiteley, some of whose works were inspired by the Chinese M o n k artist Zhu
D a in the Qing Dynasty, stated that Japan was the main source of influence. I
exhibited those original master works, hoping that people would be able to easily
relate to m y work and where it comes from. I think that m y appreciation has led m e
to collect some of the great cultural heritage of Chinese art and as a syncretist artist
have an open mind toward progress and changes, while at the sametime,still feeling
the urge to preserve the cultural heritage of m y country. I did not want people to see
the only development of m y work, but to gain a deeper insight as well through those
traditional master works which have become the source of m u c h of m y art in the
exhibition.
I have behind me many years of experiences of authenticating and documenting
traditional art work. The most exciting thing as an artist is to have an eye like an
eagle to identify the quality of a painting.Working for the Chinese Government
required high levels of understanding of the science of Chinese culture. Most of m y
collection of Chinese master paintings, calligraphy and seals were by famous artists
of this century. The illustration of Hua Mountain [Plate 62] is painted by Zhang
Daqian (1899-1983). This exciting painting presents two scholars climbing a high
mountain, and dwells on the appearance of the cliff and its small path. The idea is
that of a typical literati painting, where the artist looked to nature,tiredwith real life
and society. The masterful techniques impress me—wonderful brush strokes and the
light colour created through such delicate tinting of ink.
For many years I have admire Zhu Qizhan's work. I understand his painting, with
its developed strong inventive sense. I also appreciate his traditional painting of
bamboo. T w o of his bamboo paintings were displayed with m y exhibition. O n e of
these [Plate 66] shows h o w m u c h m y painting has benefitted from that master.
From my collection there were two works of Chen Shuren who was a founding
m e m b e r of the Lingnan School. In m y early art career, I was trained as an artist
under the Lingnan School. From m y collection, Morning Glory and Sparrows [Plate
64] and Bamboo [Plate 65] by Chen Shuren, m a y show h o w some of m y work was
influenced by the style of this school.
Tang Yun has been Head of Shanghai School of Academic Research since the
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Cultural Revolution. I a m proud, as a friend of nearly twenty years, that during the
1970s and early 1980s I carved numerous seals for him by request. I admire his ink
work with its imaginative development from his strong Chinese tradition. I collected
his Chickens and Cherries [Plate 67] which can be seen as a work which carries on
the symbolic dynamic from Zhu D a , one of most creative painters in the Qing
Dynasty.
As an artist and art collector, I think I have needed a pair of 'eagle' eyes, partly
could sustain the continuity of the ancient tradition. Moreover, examining those art
works was the best experience for gaining a deep understanding of the work of these
old masters and learning h o w to use and adapt their techniques in m y o w n new
creative works.

Plate 62 H u a Mountain by Zhang Daqian
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper - in the Author's Collection

Plate 63 A Scholar by Fu Baishou
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
in the Artist's Collection

Plate 64 Morning Glory and Sparrows
by Chen Shuren
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper
in the Artist's Collection

Plate 65 B a m b o o by C h e n Shuren
Ink on rice-paper - in the Artist's
Collection

Plate 66 B a m b o o by Z h u Qizhan
Ink on rice-paper - in the Artist's
Collection

Plate 67 Chickens and Cherries by Tang Yun
Ink and water-colour on rice-paper - in the Artist's Collection
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Self Portrait
The Artist at Six Months
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Appointed Chief Customs Officer in 1981
The Artist's Father, Robert Huang, aged 72 in 1987
The Artist's Mother, Gui Huang, aged 69 in 1989
The Artist and His Wife, Jana, after Their Marriage in 1981
Leaving for America in 1986
Village Below the Blue Mountains
The City of Wollongong Viewed from the Top of Mount Keira
Stanwell Tops
Mount Keira in the Mist
Mount Keira in Colour
A Village near Nowra
View of the South Caost
Queanbeyan in Autumn
Kogarah Bay
A House near Nowra
The Bottle Brush Trees
Landscape in the Golden Light
Reflections in a Rear-view Mirror, Canberra
Stanwell Park
The Royal National Park on Fire
The Royal National Park after the Fire
B H P at Night Time
Port Kembla at Night Time
Steelworks at Port Kembla
Rain Forest
The Sound of Bamboo
Free Composition of Bamboo
Bamboo in the Traditional Style
Bamboo with a Rock
Peony with Calligraphy
Vases with Sunflowers and Camellias
Sunflowers in a Vase
The Flying Eagle
Roses after the Rain
Still Life I
Still Life n
Apricots
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40
41

Chrysanthemums and Crabs with Teapot
Apples with Leaves

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

A Mouse with a Basket of Grapes
The Black Landscape
Landscape in Ochre
Composition of a High Mountain
Red Roofed Houses under Blue
Splashed Landscape
Landscape in Blue Mist
The Village with Willow Trees
Memory of the Orchid Garden
Night Market in Vietnam
Landscape in China
O n the W a y to Tung Huang
Reclining Nude
Portrait of John O'Gorman 1
Portrait of John O'Gorman II
M a n in Red
The N e w Life
Figure
Tibetan W o m a n with a Panther
A Rooster
Hua Mountain by Zhang Daqian
A Scholar by Fu Baoshi
Morning Glory and Sparrows by Chen Shuren
Bamboo by Chen Shuren
Bamboo by Zhu Qizhan
Chickens and Cherries by Tang Yun
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